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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GrahamSpencer is grateful to have been chosen
by the City of Burlington to conduct its
proprietary blend of qualitative and quantitative,
primary and secondary research known as
GSearch as a precursor to the creation of a new
position and brand identity for the community.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We conducted 24 in-depth individual interviews
including additional sessions with people suggested
either by respondents themselves or City oﬃcials; two
focus groups, and 13 brand audits. And we conducted
extensive secondary quantitative research. In all, these
eﬀorts amounted to significantly more work than than
we had spec'd for the project.

The Observations and Recommendations presented at
the end of this document are based in the knowledge
gained from the stakeholders who contributed their
time and energy to this process, that acquired from
quantitative review and other methods and having
looked all all that information through the prism of our
34 years of experience doing visitor industry, economic
development and place-based strategic planning,
branding, design and advertising. While our
recommendations are unlikely to please everyone, we
feel strongly they are well-founded in the thorough
processes represented in this document.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

01

In making his recommendation, we took pains to share
examples of communities who have invested heavily in
trails - one for which their trails are just about
everything to their brand position (Cayuna, MN) and
another for which their trail system is simply a massive
quality of life advantage (Atlanta, GA).

While the need for a new City logo was pre-ordained
by the project itself, it was broadly supported by
respondents. Another fundamental goal of GSearch was
to evaluate the eﬃcacy of adopting the long-discussed
“City of Trails” position and tagline. Respondents - and
our own reflection - did not support that concept at this
time.

This is our way of saying that simply because we don’t
think Burlington is ready to be dubbed “City of Trails”
doesn’t mean you should not continue to aim to be a
city of trails.

As you will see, we recommend continuing to build on
your trails infrastructure and overall experience - but
feel adopting a position that is less about Burlington as
a place to visit than a place to live should be pursued.
Our recommendation is to make your position about
the unique, somewhat bucolic, friendly environment
that makes so many people proud and happy to call
Burlington home. In so doing, it will also become more
attractive to visitors in the long run.

We believe you would be better served promoting
Burlington with an eye toward building residential
growth as well as business investment. We absolutely
believe some visitor-focused promotion can and should
continue, but that you stand to build your economy
faster focusing on other priorities. This is especially
true given the competitive context in which Burlington
exists, which is explore in-depth in this document.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

03

We present data analysis from ESRI, whose ArcGIS
based mapping creates community personae that depict
Burlington as fitting into their “Green Acres” and “Salt
of Earth” categories. No doubt you will find these
profiles interesting. And they will be helpful as we draft
a Creative Brief to drive the next phases of work.

We heard from many respondents that housing is a
problem that must be addressed and recommended
further study on that issue. It is quite obvious that if
you don’t build housing stock to oﬀer new residents, a
strategy of building your economy through population
growth cannot be successful in the long run.

02
We pointed out that Burlington’s economy is wellpositioned in terms of the its manufacturing and
healthcare sectors for growth in the future - and urge
you to double down on these advantages as best you
can. While in many ways you are disadvantaged by
being comparatively further from major highways than
many of our competitors, you’re in good shape in these
two sectors and stand to grow them with smart
strategies.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

04

05

At the behest of several concerned respondents, we
took a look at the lack of diversity and what some called
an undercurrent of racism in Burlington. We
recommended City leaders do some soul-searching in
this regard and address the issue head on if necessary.
You should do so with an eye toward making
Burlington more welcoming to a diverse population in
the future, assuming what respondents said is true. As
we point out, diversity is actually an economic
accelerant.

We also make a case in these pages for clarifying and
amplifying your TIF strategy, which does not seem
well-articulated on your website. Folded into that
discussion are some observations about the industrial
park, downtown and other aspects of how Burlington
communicates about itself.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We address potential pitfalls in the communication of
what Burlington is given the existence of The City of
Burlington and The Town of Burlington - especially
through the eyes of Illinoisans.
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Our report reflects a wish on our part that Burlington
told its own stories more eﬀectively, and strove to create
emotional connections with outsiders and residents
alike. Taking such action will translate to pride by the
latter and interest in the former.
And we make a case for re-thinking your partner-based
communications strategies. We believe nobody is going
to be as interested in telling your own story than you,
nor better suited to do so.
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BURLINGTON GSEARCH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the end of the day, we feel Burlington is wellsituated to overcome its challenges and work
toward growth in the future as a place to live, a
place to learn, a place to play and a place to work.
We are very much looking forward to the next
phase of our assignment in which we will work
on your position, tagline and new brand identity.
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BRAND AUDIT:
BURLINGTON
11

Burlington

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: Chocolate City U.S.A.

Black and white enclosed logo. The logo uses a stylized
lettering merged with an outlined cityscape. The lettering
is has a whimsical Willy Wonka feel to it. The execution is
hard to read with some of the letters reversing out of the
landscape and the letter C trying to carry two words. It
becomes cumbersome to read as it gets smaller.
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Burlington

WEBSITE

Mega menu

The site is heavily templated from the home page to
internally.
The home page has a very simple nav, but each link is a
home for a super nav - a lot of information and links. On
mobile it is a long scroll. Ease of use will be a main focus
moving forward.
There is not much on the home page. Aside from a
prominent search bar, quick links via icons to pages like
"Pay Online", etc and spotlight pickups from social
media. The calendar of events at the bottom don't seem
to work well. For instance, the meetings calendar is
blank with meetings listed to the right.
When a visitor clicks on to Events, they are taken to the
Chamber of Commerce site. This is confusing since the
visitor leaves the main site and is taken to a page with a
diﬀering identity, format, etc. They have to click the
browser "Back" button to return to the original site. Very
confusing in terms of usage and brand identity.
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Burlington

WEBSITE
Internal pages are templated and all look the same with
a side bar on the left and information on the right.
Internal pages contain no visual support - i.e.: photos,
infographics, etc. There is little approachability or
humanistic qualities.
One page does contain photographs, but they are
housed in folder and the interface is diﬃcult to use.
The site breaks down well on mobile but many of the
things discussed above do not improve with the mobile
experience.

Mobile
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Burlington

Examples of Facebook posts

Facebook (7,261 followers), Twitter (1.7k
Tweets, 552 Followers)
Active presence with near daily posts.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook and Twitter posts are the same.
Posts are generally announcements of
community events and meetings, touch
upon econ. development, PSAs and other
community news.
Posts are generally business minded and
can appear sterile and could use a
personal, humanist touch. The post with a
hand drawn Valentine card was rare and
really stood out because of its personal
approach.
YouTube is listed on the home page, but
leads to a dead link.
LinkedIn has a link but leads to a page
with a cutoﬀ logo and no information.
The site also has links to Pinterest, Blogger,
Delicious which are dead links or links
that have no information.
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BRAND AUDITS:
OTHERS
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Waterford

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: NA

The logo depicts rolling land (wavy green mark)
and water (wavy blue mark).
The type is set in a serif typeface, which says
Waterford is historical and or possessing
historical roots.
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Waterford

WEBSITE
Deep in terms of the amount of information (like
most government sites). Use of mega menu makes
sense for content rich sites (Burlington also uses a
mega menu navigation)
The site uses few images and basic text formatting
across most pages. Even a few of the Visitors pages
lack photos of golfing, fishing, nature, biking/
hiking...
Extremely dated site
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Waterford

WEBSITE
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Waterford

WEBSITE
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Waterford

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook (2,092k Followers)
Facebook is their sole social media account.
Example of Facebook post

A great majority of their winter posts relate
to the status of their ice rink.
Other posts, throughout the year, touch
upon economic development, community
events, PSAs and other community news.
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Salem Lakes, Antioch,
Mukwonago and Union Grove
BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: Salem Lakes: None found
Antioch: Authentic by Nature
Mukwanago: Where Life, Leisure and Business Thrive
Union Grove: Growing Community With Small
Town Charm

From this list, Antioch and Union Grove have the
more professional looking identities.
Union Grove’s logo may be the most eﬀective in
showing new growth and history. The dot in the
“i” has been replaced by an acorn. An oak leaf is
growing from the seed. The “Since 1838” grounds
the town in history.
All four logos incorporate some element of
nature/the outdoors.
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Salem, Antioch, Mukwonago
and Union Grove
WEBSITES
Antioch’s site is easy to navigate. The home page
contains a calendar of upcoming events and main
nav includes drop-down menus for residents,
visitors, businesses and city departments/
government.
Salem Lakes’ website is more focused on residents
and the town’s lakes, parks and trails. The site is deep
in terms of links but much of the site’s pages are brief
and/or must be accessed as PDFs.
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Salem, Antioch, Mukwonago
and Union Grove
WEBSITES
Mukwonago’s site is well-structured. Easy to get to
where a user is going. The home page encourages
visitors to follow the village’s Twitter page and a news
feed provides the latest news.
Popular links are prominently displayed as icons,
which makes accessing pages like “Make a Payment”
and “Report a Concern” a breeze.
While Mukwonago’s website lacks refinement, there
are conscious decisions to make the experience more
intuitive for the visitor.
Like Antioch’s site, Union Grove’s website provides
links for business & development. And like
Mukwonago’s website, they displace large buttons on
the home page to popular links such as licenses &
permits, online payments and recreational programs.
Antioch’s site was the clear winner in this group in
terms of site architecture, content development and
user interface (UI).
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Racine, WI

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: Racine on the Lake

The brand identity is an icon driven logo of
north beach gazebo with wind and waves
representing beach life.
Type face is a classic serif derivative, all caps.
Easily readable but nothing unique or original.
Blue is the primary brand color.
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Racine County

WEBSITE

Site pushes main content to the middle with expandable
background borders depending on the browser window
size.

Mega menu

Key spotlights like Payments and jobs are prominent,
above the fold links.
Main nav utilizes a super sub nav which is cumbersome
with the number of links but does work on a desktop
version of the site. On mobile, however, it scrolls forever,
frustrating the user.
Most vital information is found on the home page either
through links or spotlights.
It's a very business first site with hardly any
approachable and relatable human qualities about it.
All inside pages follow a templated form with a left hand
sidebar and content to the right of it. This template is
heavy on information with very photos or visuals to
break up the content for easier readability.
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Racine County

The sidebar information is important listing hours,
address, phone numbers, etc. but it is hard to read and
find.

WEBSITE

Some pages contain broken links to images.
Visitor page is very sterile. Just a listing of links that take
you other templated pages. There is nothing friendly
about it.
In some cases, like calendar of events, the site links you
to the CVB's site Real Racine. Although the City pays
into the CVB, it is a bit confusing to the visitor.
The mobile experience is clunky and hard to read and
navigate.
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Racine County

WEBSITE
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Racine County

WEBSITE

Mobile website
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Racine County

Facebook ( 6,398 Followers), Instagram ( No
presence - Real Racine is a default site with
2,372 Followers), YouTube (39 Subscribers),
Twitter (1,164 Followers), LinkedIn (694
Followers)

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook is the main social media push with
posts every 2-3 days.
Facebook used mainly for council meeting
updates and video feeds (a lot - not the best
quality but a great way of sharing information
with followers), COVID information, and
announcements for various departments and
entities.
Twitter was quite active around the 2020
elections but has gone quiet since. Prior to
that the last post was in May so the account is
not actively maintained.
One nice thing Racine is doing with Twitter
when it is active is multi-lingual posting with
English and Spanish.
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Racine County

YouTube is another outlet that is not actively
used. The posts are sporadic with 44 videos
dating back to 2015 and the most recent 4
months ago. Content is varied - COVID,
elections, press conferences, State of the City
address and some tourism. Tourism videos
about Racine are covered by the City's sister
site, the CVB's site Real Racine, which the
City's site to check out.

SOCIAL MEDIA

LinkedIn seems to be a fairly new addition to
their social media presence with only 3-4
posts and 600+ subscribers. With no social
content, there is little desire to check back.
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Milwaukee

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: NA

City utilizes an adaptation of their logo in
medallion form for their website (does not use
the oﬃcial city logo)
The original city seal from 1846 is a stronger
expression of the city's history and relationship
to a large body of water.

Original 1846 city seal
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Milwaukee

WEBSITE

Main feature on the home site is a search bar to help direct
traﬃc more eﬃciently.

Mega menu

Following the search bar, there are two containers that
oﬀer up popular links:
1. Popular This Week: Provides current information
such as C-19 news (i.e. information on testing and
vaccinations, education (i.e. symptoms, best-practices
for prevention and more).
2. Find it Fast: These are popular links containing varied
content such as Bids, birth/death certificates, city
data, housing resources, permits, voting information
and more.
A "News" section and a "Meeting & Events Calendar"
section round out the home page
Top level navigation utilizes a mega-menu with only 4
main links to choose from: Directory, Residents,
Business and News & Events.
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Milwaukee

Clicking on the "Residents" link takes one to an
alphabetical directory of links/resources. The main
navigation also changes to a two-story

WEBSITE

Text formatting is standard for a government site.
“Businees” section focuses on promoting development,
establishing the Port of Milwaukee as a global trade hub
and provide resources for businesses within the city.
“News & Events” promotes events, the city's arts and
architecture as well as providing policy proposals,
passage and other city news. This information is
presented in English, Spanish and Hmong languages.
Directory pages link to external sources (i.e. Milwaukee
Public Libary) or other elected oﬃcials and city service
pages (i.e. mayor, city clerk, business development,
judicial oversight, police, employment and more)
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Milwaukee

WEBSITE
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Milwaukee

Twitter Mayor's Oﬃce (3.7k Tweets, 13.2k
Followers), Twitter Common Council (14.1k
Tweets, 9.4k Followers) and Facebook
Mayor's Oﬃce (20.4k Followers)

SOCIAL MEDIA MAYOR
Examples of Twitter posts

The primary social media pages, linked from
the city home page, include the Twitter and
Facebook pages for the Mayor and the
Common Council. However, there are dozens
of social media pages for the individual
council members and various city
departments. Some of these pages, like the
Department of City Development include
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube
pages.
Twitter link (from city website) takes one to
the Mayor's Twitter page.
The Mayor's site focuses on Covid updates
(early March 2021), Milwaukee history/
tributes to historical leaders/events, video
addresses and PSAs (i.e. Check your smoke
alarms monthly).
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Milwaukee

Common Council Twitter feed is similar to
the Mayor's. Themes include PSAs targeting
health safety, announcements (i.e. snow
emergencies, business summits...), text alert
signups, policy news and historical facts and
education.

SOCIAL MEDIA - COMMON
COUNCIL
Examples of Twitter posts

Facebook link (from city website) takes one
to the Mayor's Facebook page.
Facebook feed is a direct mirror of the
mayor's Twitter page.
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Lake Geneva

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: The One-of-a-Kind Unwind

The logo utilizes a script typeface, which feels
warm and authentic.
A flag is anchored to the "L" in "Lake". It
provides punch of color and reinforces the lake's
importance to the region's identity.
The brand colors have a nautical feel to them.
The blue stands for the lake, the red can be
found in buoys, lighthouses and lifesaver rings
and the brown/copper hue could be a nod to a
traditional ship's steering wheel.
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Lake Geneva

WEBSITE
Robust home page allows visitors to drill
down to what their interests are intuitively.
Most interior pages show modules, arranged
in a grid format, to visually communicate a
sub link’s content. It’s an image-rich site.
Lake Geneva's mobile app is well-promoted in
the footer.
Generally easy site to navigate. Keyword
search and filters help narrow down options
by location, amenities or event date(s) and
categories.
The site contains a good amount of highquality photography, but images are hurt by
the addition of a dark gradient at the bottom
(to help text overlays read more
clearly). Needs refinement.
The "Weddings" section breaks things down
by venues, caterers, wedding planners and
other services that would be of interest to
anyone planning a wedding.
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Lake Geneva

WEBSITE
Site does start to feel templated the more one
clicks through. A lack of storytelling makes it
diﬃcult to connect to the community (see
Saugatuck's home page for a community that
well-defines itself through the eyes’ of visitors
and locals).
Blog section provides information on Lake
Geneva's events and attractions.
Events calendar is well-populated with events
(mostly reoccurring).
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Lake Geneva

WEBSITE
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Lake Geneva

Twitter (4.8 Tweets, 3.4k Followers),
Facebook (51.7 Followers), Instagram (6.9k
followers), Pinterest (427 Followers) and
YouTube (162 Subscribers, 71 videos)

SOCIAL MEDIA

No LinkedIn presence.
Uneven post frequency on Twitter. Could be
a minutes or weeks between postings.
Images tend to be free of people and focused
on nature and the products within a
promoted business (i.e. a shot of a doughnut
to promote a bakery or a daiquiri to promote
a restaurant). There are exceptions but
showing the tourist experience from the
vantage point of individuals, friends or
families isn't common.
Facebook channel has decent engagement
with some posts garnering over 100 likes,
shares or comments.
Roughly 3-7 posts per week.
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Lake Geneva

Posts include a mix of lists (i.e. 12 Amazing
Ways to Enjoy Fall Colors and Fabulous Fall
Drives in Lake Geneva...), promoting local
businesses and showcasing the regional
attractions (i.e. the lake, farmer's market,
events…).

SOCIAL MEDIA

Good engagement on their Instagram page
with some posts garnering over 500 likes.
Photos are a mix of lake shots and small town
life (i.e. shops, historic architecture,
lodging...).
Pinterest page breaks up photos by subjects
such as Winterfest, Concerts in the Park,
Adventure & Beyond and more. The most
popular subject is Lake House Decor with over
109 pins and 350 followers.
The YouTube page used to be active, but it's
been dormant for the past two years.
A few videos garnered heavy traﬃc (4 had
over 100k views, 1 over 200k views).
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Lake Geneva

SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram photos
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Lake Geneva

VISITORS GUIDE
Generally well-designed. The Shore Path pages
are especially well-executed. Attractions and lake
access points are are clearly marked on a map.
Inset images add another level of information.
Ads are evenly dispersed throughout the visitor
guide. This can sometimes make it diﬃcult for
readers to find the guide’s original content.
Online version of the guide has links to sponsor
websites.
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Lake Geneva

MOBILE APP
Mobile apps can provide a more intuitive and
seamless user experience.
The Lake Geneva mobile app adds layers of
information that can't be found on the website or
visitors guide. For example, the app takes a more
granular look at some of the region's more historic
homes and points of interest.
App could use refinement. The opening screen
suﬀers from visual clutter that impedes legibility
and image clarity.
The nicest aspect of the app is being able to save
event dates to one's mobile calendar and identify
one's top points of interest/attractions. It's intuitive
and could make vacation planning easier for users.
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Door County

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: NA

Modern, clean logo.
Logo may not accurately represent the county's
natural riches or rustic charm, but it could play
well to their target audience.
The lake/water component is represented as
waves on the bottom half of the letters "D", "O"
and “O".
Brand colors are dark blue (deeper Lake
Michigan waters) and cyan (sky and clearer lake
Michigan colors).
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Door County

WEBSITE

Website has two versions: “Classic” and a more
targeted experience, which uses an individual’s
browsing behavior to customize articles and
suggested businesses.
A short video loop introduces site visitors to the
region (seasonal). The video contains aerial
drone footage of the lake, orchards and more.
A “Think Spring” call to action button is overlaid
on top of the video loop.
The home page also includes an interactive map
of the county with key towns that ring the
peninsula. Clicking on a town reveals a small
blurb of text describing that town's highlights
along with a "View Community" button.
The main nav implements a well-executed mega
menu. This helps create a more intuitive
experience—especially since the DDC site has
mounds of content.
Extremely deep site that breaks down content in
multiple ways. One can search attractions by
season, general interest, community, date or
suggested itinerary.

Door County

Types of itineraries include: Hip & Unique,
Romance, The Finer Things and more
LGBTQ and "Green" travel sections exist.

WEBSITE

A robust media section includes Awards and
Accolades, Media Assistance, In the Press, 360
Videos and much more.
Dine and Eat sections are extremely robust. The
Eat section is subdivided into 15 sub-links such
as Fish Boils, Cooking Schools, Markets &
Specialty Foods, Supper Clubs, Ice Cream, Casual
Food and more.
The “My Trips” section is a nice feature as it
allows site visitors to create an account and save
businesses and points of interest. This helps
organize and create a personalized travel
itinerary.
Design-wise the site is neat and safe. Where the
website really shines is in creating a deep well of
content, identifying the region’s strengths and
then organizing the content in a manner that
doesn't feel overwhelming.

Door County

WEBSITE
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Door County

Twitter (9.2k Tweets, 7.2k Followers),
Facebook (126.3k Followers), Instagram
(66.8k followers), Pinterest (1.9k Followers)
and YouTube (1.7k Subscribers, >300 videos).

SOCIAL MEDIA

Twitter feed uses a collection of high-quality
photos to support their message. The feed
attempts to illicit a response from their
viewers by asking questions (i.e. What are
your favorite fall colors? Do you have a
favorite place to take an evening stroll?…).
There is typically one post per day.
Facebook feed has a large following and DCC
adds 1-3 posts per day.
While some Facebook posts may eventually
find their way to their Twitter feed, they're
never posted on the same day.
While the Twitter feed looks at more bigpicture points of interest (i.e. “The lake!”, “Our
restaurants are world-class!”, “We have 11
Lighthouses!”, etc...) the Facebook feed also
includes specific points of interest and
businesses (i.e. “{ick up jam at Bea's"). It's a
more detailed look at the county.
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Door County

SOCIAL MEDIA

By not directly mirroring content across
diﬀerent social media channels, the county
can better target diﬀerent segments of the
population.
Door County's Instagram feed uses highquality photography that captures the essence
of the region really well. That translates to
both a large audience that is continually
engaged and exposed to Door County’s assets
—making it top-of-mind as a destination.

Instagram photos

Images and videos routinely get over 1k likes.
Best Pinterest boards include "Cherries",
"Lighthouses", "Music", "Wine" and more. The
most popular board is "Door County
Weddings" with 185 pins.
Active YouTube presence (1.83k subscribers,
>60 videos in the past year).
22 videos have at least 10k views—their most
popular, titled "Live Life Well in Door County,
has received over 167k views).
Videos aren't high quality, but they show a
wide array of activities in Door County.
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Door County

SOCIAL MEDIA
Instagram photos continued
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Parke County, IN

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: Covered Bridge Capital of the World

The brand identity is an illustration of a covered
bridge invoking a Currier and Ives style that
gives the viewer a sense of nostalgia and
history.
The typography are stylized mixed case serif
fonts.
As a brand identity, it may be successful in that
it capitalizes upon the county's greatest assets,
but not very practical when it is reduced in size.
There are many sub identities using diﬀering
enclosures, fonts and arrangements that are
used for these smaller applications. It is
confusing as to what the county's identity truly
is.
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Parke County, IN

WEBSITE

Full overview of homepage

Overall, the PC website is clean and easy to
navigate. The simplicity of the site and the use of
white space and great photography helps this site
succeed on many levels while not being overly
complicated.
The navigation is simple and utilizes a common
and easy to understand hierarchy of Things To
Do, Events, Stay and Eat. The sub nav is very
limited making the search experience
uncomplicated.
The home page utilizes an experiential and
visual rotating hero sliders above the fold. Below
the fold are scrolling sections of an introduction
+ spotlight icons, a calendar of events, and
visitors guide and email address prompt.
Overall, the experience is limited in scope but
this narrowing allows the cream of the county to
rise to the top.
Clicking on to an icon takes you directly to a
section like Covered Bridges. Once on the page,
the viewer can choose a bridge with limited
detail, location, etc. or you can click for a more
robust page of detail and scope. It's not the most
dynamic look from a design point of view, but
very informative and quick to access.
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Parke County, IN

The site is very templated on the interior pages
using a 6 col. grid format. All interior pages,
except for the aforementioned Bridges page,
utilize this grid. Again, from a design point of
view, it could deliver the content in a more
visually dynamic way but it is utilitarian in its
user experience.

WEBSITE

The site has a Plan Your Visit page that asks for
basic information so the CVB can help you. One
thing missing throughout the site is more CTAs.
The site also succeeds in a mobile format.
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Parke County, IN

WEBSITE

Mobile website
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Parke County, IN
Facebook (38,506 Followers), Instagram
(4,203 Followers)

SOCIAL MEDIA
Although not deep on social outlets, PC takes
full advantage of the top 2 sites - Facebook
and Instagram with near daily posts.
The posts are almost identical in content and
frequency of publication.
One thing PC does well is use engaging, wellshot photography showing sites and
attractions with personality as stand alone as
well as using people in those environments.
The viewer gets a true sense of place as well as
the ability to picture yourself in the
surroundings.
LinkedIn is found under the city government
and has nothing in common with PC's
tourism. YouTube entries are found under
other entities as well, like local TV stations
covering bridges, etc. Not having a branded
video presence is a huge fail for a very
conscience brand.
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Parke County, IN

SOCIAL MEDIA
Instagram photos
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Atlanta Beltline

BRAND IDENTITY &
MESSAGING
Messaging: Where Atlanta Comes Together

The logo mark is composed of 44 rectangles of
diﬀerent hues and sizes arranged around a
circle. Each rectangle represents one of 44
neighborhoods where the Beltline runs through.
The logotype utilizes a humanist sans serif
typeface, which denotes modernity and
cleanliness but not in a mechanical way (this
city asset is for people)
3 shades of blue and 2 shades of green are used
in the full-color logo, but more recent signage
applications dictate utilizing a 1-color version
(full color version has been used on signage in
the past).
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Atlanta Beltline

HISTORY/PLANNING
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Atlanta Beltline

HISTORY/PLANNING

Project was sparked by Ryan Gravel's thesis, in
1999, as a student at Georgia Tech.
The Beltline was a series of railroads that when
built in the 19th century, looked to avoid the
congestion of going into downtown Atlanta.
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Atlanta Beltline

HISTORY/PLANNING
The idea was to improve the city's connectivity,
between neighborhoods, by using the
abandoned railroads as the footprint for trails,
parks and the eventual implementation of light
rail.
Subsequent planning folded in park
improvements and creation along the route,
urban planning with a focus on economic
development/jobs and residential development
(both market and aﬀordable components),
linear exhibits along the path (i.e. showcasing
the city's history, stories of Atlantans and art
exhibitions...) and events (i.e. lantern parade,
races, pub crawls, festivals and more).
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Atlanta Beltline

HISTORY/PLANNING
Before

Present

Future
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Atlanta Beltline

WEBSITE
Site is fairly clear in terms of the Beltline's
assets, programming, goals and outreach.
A sliding photo gallery for each of the trails
and parks helps visualize/communicate the
diversity and scope of the project. It can help
increase a site visitor's (or resident's) interest
in visiting diﬀerent trails/parks.
Site is well structured but doesn't feel
predictable from one page to the next. The
content is well written and curated.
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Atlanta Beltline

WEBSITE
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Atlanta Beltline

DEVELOPMENT
The Beltline, since its inception, was an
economic development project. The primary
goal was to fill in the gap that the nearly extinct
rail industry (along this corridor) left behind.
As of late 2019, a $600m taxpayer investment
has turned into $6.2b in private investment and
11k permanent jobs created within 1/2 mile of
completed trails.
Initial projections were for $10.5b worth of
private investment...it's safe to say that number
will be dwarfed.
The project hopes to create 50k permanent jobs
and 5,600 units of aﬀordable housing.
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Atlanta Beltline

The Beltline has spurred major development along its path:
Before

After

DEVELOPMENT

And it has created meaningful spaces for citizens and tourists to interact with:
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Atlanta Beltline

ART

Art component includes hundreds of murals,
sculptures, performances and exhibitions that
run for stretches of the Beltline.
The Beltline has become the largest outdoor art
exhibit in the South and has become a primary
draw for tourists, residents and artists and their
mentoring programs.
Bridges, underpasses and walls have been
largely targeted for murals, which enliven
normally dark and unpleasant spaces.
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Atlanta Beltline

ART
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Atlanta Beltline

COMMUNITY
Developing vibrant spaces creates a domino
eﬀect in terms of programming. The Beltline is a
people magnet, which allows cultural and fitness
communities to create and maintain events that
will be seen or participated in throughout the
year.
The Beltline is a place for families to explore, for
friends to meet up for shopping, dining and
drinks and people of all walks of life to cross
paths and lead healthier lifestyles.
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Family Fun

Atlanta Beltline

COMMUNITY

Urban Farm

Lantern Parade

Community Art Programs

Community Art Programs

Lantern Parade Close Up

Fitness Activities
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Atlanta Beltline

WAYFINDING
Since the scope of the Beltline has spurred so
much peripheral development, wayfinding has
become integral in getting visitors to locate
Beltline entry points as well as points of interest
outside the trails.
Wayfinding is both helpful for tourists and
locals. These markers can also help establish
rules and etiquette at trail entry points.
Mileage markers throughout the trail help to set
meeting points (geolocate) and/or to assist in
fitness goals and public safety.
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Atlanta Beltline

WAYFINDING
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Atlanta Beltline

Design executions may vary by trail, but they stay within a general framework established in their graphic standards.

WAYFINDING
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VERBATIMS
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GENERAL /
INTRODUCTION
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WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT BURLINGTON, WI FROM THE
PERSPECTIVES OF TOURISM, BUSINESS INVESTMENT
AND QUALITY OF LIFE, WHAT COMES TO MIND?
I love Burlington, but it’s a pretty vanilla, midwestern
small town with a downtown that is decaying and
needs to be turned around. We are competing with
towns of our size in WI that are better funded and
more progressive.

My bedroom is 2 minute from my oﬃce. Burlington
is a unicorn. We know everybody. My job, the
business, the community all make that quality of
living possible.
Family. I would like more activities. Weddings—we
can be a wedding hub. That is thriving through
COVID.

Community. We moved our business from Long
Grove, IL almost 4 years ago to Burlington. We had a
flood and lost everything, but the response from
other business owners … the way that everyone
helped each other … the community feeling was
great.

I looked at it more quality of life. It’s a nice location.
33 years ago looked here, came from Lake Geneva. I
can go to Camp Randall in Madison, Miller Park in
Milwaukee, and Chicago within a few hours and have
a suburban/rural atmosphere in Burlington. Now we
have 12 stoplights and growth, but it still has that
small town atmosphere. Solid school system, I’ve
stayed here and my kids have stayed here because of
new housing, parks, recreation locally. Big boxes
coming in, but also shifted with online and Amazon
so buying habits are changing things here too.

Open spaces (not trails) aﬀordability, slower pace of
living.
A quaint hometown. Doesn’t match up to the same
promotable qualities as the region and state, though.
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Respondent
Verbatim
Comments

When you think of Burlington…what comes to mind?
I think of the beautiful Veteran’s Terrace and the park
there. It’s a nice town and there is the start of a nice
downtown there. They could do more things to jazz
up downtown. Diﬀerent groups have tried this, by
keeping the area clean of litter, weeds growing in the
cracks on the street, flowers or flower baskets to add
color to it, a better job of signage - it all needs to
come together.

The quality of life ranks very high. Safe. Charming.
Lot of fun potential with tourism and natural beauty.
Opportunity to be a bigger part of the bike trails. We
have multiple lakes and 2 rivers, but nowhere that
you can readily rent a kayak or canoe. If canoeing or
kayaking, no place to stop and get a bite to eat or
drink. These aspects are room for improvement.
Until we do that, the area will remain unfulfilled.

Friendly. Small town. Good friends. Nice people. As
much as we’ve gotten a bad rep over the past few
months, I don’t believe that’s what Burlington really
is.

People come from all over to our local Whole Foods,
Gooseberries, and our shoe store, and a few
restaurants. But few travel here to Bohners Lake,
Browns Lake, Echo Lake. There is just no built in
clientele. Ditto for businesses like the new breweries
and the like. These are vanity projects that can aﬀord
to fail. In order for us to see these things happen for
real business reasons, we need a market and more
population. In order to do that we need jobs and we
need to be pro-business.

We have it all, from Sullivan’s local coﬀee shop to
Starbucks. We won’t keep out Culver’s but we’ll
support Freds. But, this is not a community ripe for
tourism. Lake Geneva is SEVEN MINUTES down the
road. We have to stop pretending we are Lake
Geneva.

We should be more intentional about and unified
around what and who we want to be.

For livability, we are great - far enough from major
metros and close enough to major metros. You can
drive to a world class city and come home and leave
your keys in the ignition where you have the small
town rural Wisconsin life.
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When you think of Burlington…what comes to mind?
Tourism isn’t large here, other than our lakes in the
Summer time. 12 miles away is Lake Geneva so I
think there is good opportunity to get that into our
city. We have great opportunity, especially during the
Summer time. You work where you live now, so now
would be a great time to draw population - and
maybe business investment. .

When I was a kid it was about farming with a little
tourism from the lake. Most everybody served the
farmers with a little light industrial and everybody
got along.
I think of home. Chocolate City. Liar’s Club. A small
town, struggling, maybe stuck in the past. Burlington
might be the frog on slow boil.

It’s safe, accessible—literally everything is 3 mins
away. I don’t think we’ll be a big tourist destination
ever. Near O’Hare, Madison and other airports. Have
very defined communities. 82nd largest city in
Wisconsin, but we pull oﬀ things people never pull
oﬀ. It’s a great place to live, not visit.

I would say we have a bit of a revival going downtown
with ice cream, breweries and some forward motion.
Everything else is stale.
Stagnant. Waterford and Mukwanago move faster
and are executing on their plans and investments. We
talk for five years before daring to do something.

It’s a typical US home town: great place to live, work
and play. My great grandfather opened blacksmith in
1903.

We are a community that always wants to raise itself
up and bring more residents and business. When I
grew up, we were the hub of the area - not Lake
Geneva. That’s how I see Burlington now.

Safe, tight knit, older homes. Great place to raise
kids. Good schools. Very walkable - and trying to
establish the rivers and trails.
It’s a bit of an anomaly: not what it used to be.
Honestly, it’s hostile. Not warm, not welcoming unless you’re wearing a red hat.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF WHEN YOU THINK OF THE STATE
OF WISCONSIN FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF TOURISM,
BUSINESS INVESTMENT AND QUALITY OF LIFE?
I think Wisconsin has a terrific quality of life, strong
tourism particularly in the midwest, from business
standpoint really middle of the road—not
exceptional and not bad.
As a whole, the state does a good job of advertising
certain aspects. Door County, Lake Geneva… those
do well, but they could do a better job of giving more
exposure for the smaller towns that are gems like
Burlington. The customers from our old store
location in Illinois still make the trek up here.
I think the SE corner is fairly progressive in terms of
economic development, tourism, highly promotable,
lots of natural resources, comfortable, midwest
family friendly way of life.
Plenty of outdoor activities and events—for families
and others. Lake Geneva, the Dells, Milwaukee has
plenty to do.
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The state is doing a good job. I don’t know the new
director too well, but Dave Spiegelberg represents
our area and is fantastic. He does everything he says
he’s gonna do and we’re lucky to have him. The state
has changed the marketing and doesn’t have a tag
line, which is fine, but could talk more about what we
do. There’s a lot of good tourism product in our
county and the state. The recreation oﬃce opened a
year ago and that was all we could promote with
COVID so good timing. Burlington is on the Fox
River Water Trail. We haven’t delivered on
development or enhancing the website with amenities
along the river that Burlington could REALLY benefit
from—a couple canoe landings have popped up along
the way so what things can people walk to from those
landings? Or build things right there. Need to focus
more on that. The people who have money to spend
we need in our county and city—the state is doing a
pretty good job of honing in on those people.
Burlington needs to buy some more signage for the
trails, rivers and lakes.

Respondent
Verbatim
Comments

What do you think of when you think of Wisconsin?
Divided. Not politically, but looking at the state as a
whole, I think Northern WI is tourism heavy and
gives the feel of being up north which is where you
are, in the south there is development, growth, jobs…
so I think it diﬀers depending on which region of the
state you’re talking about.

The city graduate may want the city quality of life
instead of the small town quality of life. I think we
need to oﬀer some things of what big cities have to
attract young people back to Burlington, and that’s
the trails, parks, bars, etc. It’s literally the Mayberry
small town here.

I think the quality of life in WI is a gold mine. The
opportunities for tourism are really nice. Even during
the lockdown, people from IL were calling to find out
if anything is open. They say never mind, we’re
driving up because we can’t stand it here in IL. In
Southeastern WI vs the rest of the state, we have the
coast line. To the East and the North we have water,
lots of beauty and the state has a lot to oﬀer. We have
seen a lot of people moving back here from outside
places lately.

I met a ton of people in 15 years who say they can’t
wait to get out of here, they leave, then they end up
coming back.

Our small town is much diﬀerent than Milwaukee—I
wouldn’t feel safe there like I do in Burlington.

It’s kind of like a Vermont. Rural and cold and
midwestern - but has a cool edge to it. Packer fans
and bratwurst and beer. Madison and Milwaukee are
cool cities, that is for sure.

Midwest. Hard working people. Tourism in the great
outdoors. Four seasons of outdoor fun.
We came to Wisconsin because of our cottage. It’s a
beautiful state, God’s Country. You can live an active
life if you want to.

I came back after 30 years, and it’s the small town
kind of feel that brought me back, the nice people,
the cost of living and that sort of thing. Going
elsewhere, what I missed was the sense of community.
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What do you think of when you think of Wisconsin?
We have a great recreational oﬀering - access to water
and the outdoors. Our conservative business model
has helped us. We never get hit by real highs or lows
… it’s a stable, midwestern place to live and own a
business with a good work ethic. It helps that many
employees come from farming communities.

Quality of life is midwest in general is good. We can
go racing or we can hunker down in peace. There is
not a lot of crime here except in Milwaukee.
Since I work in economic development, I’m biased
towards business investment. It’s a business friendly
state. Tourism oﬀers landscape and many activities.
WI and it’s neighboring states have a true four
seasons.

I see Wisconsin being about tourism, but not so
much for Burlington. Just too close to Lake Geneva.
If people want a big city, there’s Milwaukee and
Chicago. That’s great for residents though. Lots of
tourism “Up North,” though.
Our current governor has some room to improve to
make Wisconsin business friendly. In light of Covid,
a lot f things that have been odd. Quality of Life is a
front runner in Wisconsin, though.
We are too far south to call ourselves a northern
getaway with 200 year-old pines. The Driftless Area
has it’s own identity. Ditto Door County. Here we get
lumped in with Racine and Kenosha. In some ways,
we’re too far south to be called Wisconsin.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF WHEN YOU THINK OF
MILWAUKEE FROM PERSPECTIVES OF TOURISM,
BUSINESS INVESTMENT AND QUALITY OF LIFE?
I think Milwaukee is a much larger version of
Burlington. It too has a rich past that needs to be
updated and a new legacy to carry them into the next
50 years.

I think it’s a promotable city. Quality of life not as
high as Burlington or the state. Economic
opportunity greater than Burlington and very strong
statewide.

I don’t have that much exposure with Milwaukee
since COVID, but I have made friends with people in
Milwaukee and we get customers from there.
Milwaukee does well with tourism and the Third
Ward, but the one thing I miss from being in Chicago
is the transportation with the city. Milwaukee needs
to make more strides than just The Hop. Focusing on
hand-made and environment they do well.

They have museums, the lake, a lot more big events
like Summerfest and festivals such as Germanfest,
etc. that a lot of people come to Milwaukee for, but I
would never live in the city of Milwaukee—it’s too
big.
It’s bigger. More population, diversity, great
restaurants. Socially, as a younger person, I think it’s
great to live there. My kid is excited to live in an
urban market and setting as she goes to college there
next year. I’m not sure I’d want to live there because
probably too busy for me, but if you’re looking for
that kind of a lifestyle then I think it would be a great
place to live.

Milwaukee has grown a lot since I moved here the last
20 years. It’s a big, small town—that’s unique, but not
unheard of. Small market, but amenity wise it’s great.
It’s less aﬀordable than Racine County for businesses,
though.
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Respondent
Verbatim
Comments

What do you think of when you think of Milwaukee?
I think of crime, restaurants, places to go out,
Summeriest, boat shows and conventions. And crime.

Milwaukee has quality of life that’s solid and their
neighborhoods are magnets for the young talent we
want to attract.

I lived in Milwaukee for five years and loved it. I
could go downtown and get places easily. It’s a city of
festivals. It gets a bad rap on violence - they don’t do
themselves favors in news reporting.

Pre-pandemic, Milwaukee is one of those great cities
where you know you can go like Chicago but it’s
accessible where I can find street parking for free or
with a meter and I love going to Carnivore and to see
a Bucks game. It’s clean and manageable and not
overwhelming. But I would not live there because I
love living in Burlington. I see Milwaukee as an asset
to us.

It’s pretty darn cool and they could position
themselves way better than they do.
Milwaukee has done a great job with the river and
Third Ward. I have a soft spot for that city. It’s
reputation here in Burlington isn’t accurate. I’ve
always felt very safe there. It’s kind of funny to hear
people talk about how afraid they are of Milwaukee.

The lakefront and the downtown have come a long
way with lots more development on the way.
Milwaukee, like Burlington, doesn’t have a lot of
housing inventory.

I’ll go to some of the theaters and for sports and
other culture and Brookfield Square for shopping.
But I’m in and out and careful.
Milwaukee is NOT a competitor. We compete with
Kenosha County. Those who want to be in the I-94
corridor and need more land go to Kenosha.
Milwaukee County has very little land.
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STRENGTHS/
WEAKENESSES
/DETAILS
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP VISITOR
ATTRACTION STRENGTHS?
The truth is they will visit someone if they know
someone else here. There isn’t a lot someone is going
to come here for that’s enduring or unique other than
maybe festivals and events.

Micro and Nano-breweries have come up. Brown’s
Lake, Fox Lake, the rivers. We have a nice public
launch on Brown’s Lake. Fisher Park is packed on hot
Summer days with boat launches full.

Water access/waterways, the Fox River, Browns Lake.
I wish I knew more attractions, but I think that’s why
we’re starting to get the word out about more things.

Development needs to happen there. The only one
listed is the Top Museum, and you have to call to
make an appointment. The museums are open maybe
1 day a month—there’s not much attraction-wise
there. More can be done with festivals, but those are
single weekend types of things. Of course, the biking,
canoeing, kayaking can be expanded, but there isn’t
really a tourism attraction per se in Burlington - at
all, that I can see.

I’m really challenged with that from a visitor’s
standpoint. I don’t think we have a well-developed
visitor program. Our downtown has the Liars Club
for historical perspective and little history museum
and log cabin thing. Major events like the Chocolate
Fest are a draw.

Every other wedding is a bunch of IL license plates, or
other events with Chocolate Fest and Tall Tales Fest.
It’s going to be experiences. Leverage the natural
resources.

It used to be Chocolate Fest, but I don’t know if that’s
still true. Our wine walk. We really don’t have much
of tourism come in town, but I want more.
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Respondent
Verbatim
Comments

Burlington’s top visitor attraction strengths?
They see a lot of people for the bike trails. We have a
nice little winery & distillery just east of here, plus 2
nano breweries in town. Some small, new businesses
have entered the downtown area, and lots of interest
in development for real estate on the southern part of
Burlington. The fact there is no real estate really
available is a good indicator of people wanting to be
here.

I would have to say Browns Lake is up there but they
need to do more to make it accessible for visitors with
a Marina with a bar and a restaurant. There is a
decent restaurant on the lake, though. And Fisher
Park is very nice with a good beach. But there’s no
real magnet or way for people to experience the lake.
You might be able to do a pub crawl downtown,
though.

Waukesha does Friday Night Live opening up their
whole downtown, 1 band every block with pop up
tents, streets blocked oﬀ, but point is the whole city
goes downtown, eats, shops and listens to music. It’s
amazing and I wish we would do more things like
that in Burlington.

We have Brown’s Lake. There is some retail people
visit like Gooseberries and the Garden Center. We
used to have Chocolate Fest.
We’re fortunate to have the historic district with
investors putting money into it. The coﬀee shop
opening on the corner gave an uplift to the
downtown. Overall, we have been filling spaces and
former eyesores in our main Loop area. Bernard
Peterson has the Runaway Pub on Pine Street.
Sullivans have Low Daily Brewpub. The Coﬀee House
put the Liars Club upstairs. That’s very upscale. SO
more people are engaging with downtown. Our
combined population is about 17,000 and that’s a
pretty big market. We are trying to create a
performing arts center - we have so much talent.

We have a lake Browns Lake, Bohner Lake. We used
to have Chocolate Fest. We have a great boot store
run by a podiatrist. We have a downtown coﬀee
house. We have a couple micro brews that have
started up. We have Gooseberries Grocery Store.
Downtown is quaint and historic. People come for
events and weddings We’re trying to establish more
festivals like the ice sculpting competition.
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Burlington’s top visitor attraction strengths?
It’s not City of Trails, that is for sure. I have no idea
how we pull that oﬀ. I’m not even sure where it came
from. We have one bike shop and it’s not on the trail.
Where’s the economic impact? How can we compete
with Lake Geneva and Door County with its hills and
Lake Michigan with our trail? At least the Chocolate
City thing, when we had the fest, was broadly
appealing.

I don’t think people come for Browns Lake and rivers
and the trails. They come for the businesses if they
come here at all. If those businesses weren’t being run
by people running good social media campaigns,
they would not even survive. Let’s exploit the things
that are easily exploitable; our safety, cleanliness,
accessibility. Do that FIRST. Tourism won’t work.
There is nothing wrong with just being Burlington,
WI USA. But, in order for development to happen
you need developers and nobody is investing in
102,000 sq ft today. So the City and Lakota Group
need to be a little more open-minded. People who are
not professional developers are filling the role of
developers and we’re lucky to have them.
There is no visitor industry - just loyalty to certain
businesses. Shopping is not robust. It’s growing, but
unless there’s an event, there’s not much drawing
people to Burlington.
I think there’s tourism around events and weddings and that’s about it other than people coming to shop
from over by Lake Geneva.
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP THREE BUSINESS
ATTRACTION AND RETENTION STRENGTHS?
Our geography. It’s unique between Chicago,
Milwaukee, Madison, close to 94 but still have a rural
flavor.

I see that there is infrastructure in our district for
historic downtown. It’s quite charming and a little
under-utilized. The real estate is fairly inexpensive to
get into that. Hwy 36 is a busy thoroughfare that’s
attractive to the strip mall kinds of businesses. It
doesn’t seem there is much of a plan or leadership for
our business growth and driving a particular result.
Things are just organically happening whether we
like it or not. Planning meaning the city investing in
doing the right thing, whatever that might be.

I love the hometown feel. I love the accessibility of
the activities: biking, waterways. I think it’s a great
hub for being between Chicago and Milwaukee—
neither one is that far away. I love that Burlington
during COVID is still growing. We’ve had so many
new shops that they have the bones to not be a
Milwaukee, but a great small city.

We have a lot of new, small businesses coming into
town. Sometimes it’s a little hard with the historic
society and signage.

I think the biggest stride that the City of Burlington
has done is the rebranding group. As a business
owner, that screams that this city is looking to
update, find the younger crowd, and be forwardthinking. We’ve been chocolate city, but it’s not a
focus point for who we are trying to attract—so we’re
getting a facelift, updating Burlington, making it
more current.

People in IL want to relocate their business here. The
tax situation in IL, the traﬃc, and they had some past
link that brought them here (family, friends, etc.)
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Respondent
Verbatim
Comments

Burlington’s top 3 business strengths?
We have some really nice restaurants. Super Taco
Mois is a nice, authentic taco joint. Rustic Root is a
Gastro Pub on the lake. I go to Lake Geneva for some
restaurants too. We have the Menards that Waterford
doesn’t. That 36 Corridor is great. How many towns
have a good, quality footwear like Itzin’s? Those
stores maintain because they have a loyal following
and it’s a notch opportunity. Bob’s Petal Pusher is a
local bike shop used for repair and those types of
things. We have some pretty reputable car dealers
with Lynch Chevrolet and Miller motors…. They
have Ford, Chevy, Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep—they have
multiple locations and have been around for decades.
People come around for these places.

What attracts visitors are the people already here. Lot
of new business growth over the last decade. We’ve
got 2 new microbreweries, a restaurant that has
changed hands and doing well, other mainstays
holding on during COVID which is great. I think
there is business to be done—if you do a nice job then
the people are supportive of businesses. I don’t think
it’s hard to make friends if you’re new to the area.
More things for kids to do, and more for adults
recently… the breweries, farmer’s market every
Thursday, the new music festival, youth sports has
always been good and now out of this world really.
Great programs for kids through the schools—really
a great place to raise a family. I have to think a new
business will come here and see those things and
think “this is a nice fit for me and my family.”

A lot of roads go to Burlington. You can base yourself
there and get to a lot of places. Centrally located
between Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison, Rockford. I
don’t know as far as particular businesses. The
buildings are nice, but the buildings can be prettied
up a bit. I don’t know if there is anything that the
Chamber has given us that we have grabbed on to, to
promote. I know they have a small staﬀ, but I don’t
know that they have done enough to help promote or
help local businesses over the last year.

We’re centrally located. We drive to work in 35 - 50
mile radiuses - to Janesville, Beloit, Racine to the
north side of Milwaukee. We are also close to Chicago
and I have workers who work here from all over. We
have a large talent pool to draw from.
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Burlington’s top 3 business strengths?
Sometimes rumored that Burlington could be a bit
more friendly to businesses. Racine County economic
development would do better with doing a business
attraction job than someone in the community like
City Hall. We have the industrial and business park in
Burlington, but there are limitations on what size
properties are available within that area. We have a
nice diversity and strong base of businesses here.

We have land, infrastructure and proximity to
customers and suppliers with access to 83 and
highway 50.
Our land is fairly inexpensive - we are not
landlocked. We’re flexible. I have successfully
rezoned about five plots of land. With enough time
and influence you can rezone property. If you look at
GIS it can look like you’re out of inventory but you
just go get it.

We’re 80 miles from Madison, 30 from Milwaukee, 60
from Chicago. We have diversity of commerce from
rubber to glass to chocolate and our downtown
district. Younger people are ripe to start small
businesses like local brewpubs. We had an abandoned
building and a young family purchased it and he’s
doing a co-working space and family climbing wall.

I think the City Staﬀ does a great job of being helpful
to business (they get a bad rap when it’s really the
owners fault for not doing their homework). I love
working with Carina and Gregory and Dian and
Megan. They are very open and honest and
transparent.

We have surrounding communities from which we
pull our employees. I think people would rather live
here because it’s walkable with good variety of
housing, good schools and a good variety of
restaurants. You don’t have to drive 25 minutes to get
places. Great for raising a family.

We have hundreds of employees with no domestic
disputes, no drug problems, no complications and
99.9% come from inside Burlington itself. We have
never had a labor shortage here while Amazon and U
Line are soaking up a lot of labor and creating a lot of
shortages with higher wages $15 hour to $23/hr +
$7000 Christmas bonus and $20,000 hiring bonus,
though.

Craig Faust has redone downtown apartments and
businesses. That’s a big strength.
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Burlington’s top 3 business strengths?
I invest in Burlington because I believe I stand to be
successful doing so. I think the community is up and
coming and has a great foundation. Close to the
Illinois border, the 94 corridor, we have our lakes, a
growing list of amenties, great healthcare and
education and we are next in line behind Waterford,
in my mind. They are better situated geograpically,
though and VERY aggressive with their development
… a little more progressive and advanced. We tend to
think about stuﬀ too long before acting.
We’re the largest city in Racine County with two
industrial parks, a good labor force, good
infrastructure, good regional transportation (the
bypass can get you pretty much anywhere), the rail
lines. And from a tax perspective we’re just middle of
the road.
We’re hard working people from generations of
farmers. We are beasts when dealing with eﬃciency.
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP THREE STRENGTHS WHEN
IT COMES TO ATTRACTING AND RETAINING RESIDENTS?
Love 4 seasons, hiking biking hunting are my
enjoyment so I think the tourism piece of WI to have
a flagship set of sports teams for a state of our size.
Right over the border of IL, we have attracted
businesses to this region with IL taxes and IL deficit.
What’s kept me in Burlington—the city has local,
wonderful park system, opportunities of Lake
Geneva and other small communities surrounding
us. Richard Bong state park and Kettle Moraine
Forest are in our backyard. Lake Geneva is like a mini
Wisconsin Dells. It would be nice to have a Panera
and Qdoba, but I like a place that’s known for a
burger, tacos, steak and we have that in Burlington.
Rather than drive out to Menard’s for bigger projects,
I try to use the local hardware store for everything
possible. $10,000 tax credit for new homes, but why
not give that for old Victorian homes? It’s a challenge
for our downtown businesses. We can lose the
downtown store when a Menard’s or other convenient
stores pop up. People use the $10,000 credit to buy

things like Harley’s and vacations—it would be nice if
people got incentives to fix up the Victorian houses
and buildings downtown from the State. I’m glad to
see the community pool that was brought in, and the
neighborhoods around the pool.
Our people. I will say we have some decent natural
resources. We’ve got some trails. If I have visitors
here, we go for walks or on the lakes. Close to other
cool things like Lake Geneva. The lifestyle is
attractive with zero traﬃc, extremely livable and the
schools are decent—not great, but not a disaster
either. If I had a magic wand to go back, I would say
the best thing we could have done is to have a kick ass
high school to draw in the kinds of families that we
want and barring that, thinking trails are the kind of
thing that active young families are attracted to.
I don’t know.
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Burlington’s top 3 resident retention strengths?
I’ve had 3 customers who visited from the
Chicagoland area and I sent them to look around…
they wound up buying houses and moving here. We
have businesses growing and opening. My age and
younger are looking for that small town feel, but big
town amenities if that makes sense?

We are still a farming town, too, and I think that’s
attractive.
Libertyville has positioned themselves as the best
place to move if you want your kid to get a great
education - but we’re just as good. We just haven’t
promoted it.

There was recent investment in the community pool.
Farmer’s market activity, but really not promotable.

I think when we approached this whole rebranding
thing it has to be good schools and that you can live
downtown. It’s walkable and charming and you can
push a stroller and go get a coﬀee with just that little
bit of urban feel in quaint community. And it’s Safe
with a capital S.

I think we attract new residents, but we definitely
need more diversity in this city. We need our own
people to accept diversity.
The school system is really good. Real good. It’s a nice
town—kind of vague, but feels like a nice, safe city of
10,000 people.

Our quality of life is great but we have to
accommodate the younger generation … put them on
committees to get their ideas, like putting them on
the Park Board.

Lifestyle. Younger couples look at the schools, sense
of community, sports, cost of living and other
amenities. It’s very attractive.

Safety Cleanliness Schools. Both our kids go to
private schools. We have St John’s Lutheran and St
Mary’s (4th - 8th) and St Charles (Kindergarten 3rd) Catholic. All are excellent.

Safety for sure. Great place for kids with small town
charm and top notch public and private schools.
Folks often say it was good place to grow up and they
move back to raise family.
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Burlington’s top 3 resident retention strengths?
Fishing and kayaking are undervalued. We have
Honey Creek, a tributary of the White River, and the
White and Fox rivers. We just installed a canoe
launch in Riverside Park on Congress. Bike trails go
over the river on pedestrian bridge. Respondent sites
Fabulous Fox Water Trails google maps ( https://
fabulousfoxwatertrail.org/access-sites/ ) only
Burlington hit is Dog Park.

We are a very active community of 11,000 people who
know each other and share roots. We have lots of civic
organizations and lots of youth athletics.

We have the White River Trail (The White River State
Trail is composed of two separate segments: a 12mile stretch that runs between Elkhorn and just west
of Burlington in Walworth County, and a 7-mile
section that connects the unincorporated community
of Kansasville near Eagle Lake to downtown
Burlington.) and the Seven Waters Trail (The Seven
Waters Bike Trail is a scenic corridor stretching more
than 17 miles north–south between Burlington and
Muskego Lake into Waukesha County. The trail was
originally three trails, locally called Burlington,
Waterford–Wind Lake and Norway, all stitched
together as part of Racine County's system of bike
paths.).
Our downtown does not support cycling because the
built environment just doesn’t encourage it.
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP THREE
TOURISM WEAKNESSES?
I think the hardest part is changing some of the older
mindset. Change is hard for everyone, and not
everyone is willing to change because they think “if
it’s not broke, why fix it?” As a community, we need
to acknowledge what we did in the past but fully
commit to bringing in a larger scale of businesses.
Getting other people on board with that is sometimes
diﬃcult.

Nice restaurants, you know - for date nights.
Definitely way finding—not clear or helpful in the
area. The main road that leads to the city is leading to
a bridge that just ends. You have a full divided hwy
that just dead ends essentially (becomes a two-way
street rather than bringing you to where you think a
two-way hwy would). Downtown has too many
vacant storefronts and needs some TLC as far as
facades go.

We run wine trail and beer trail Events. We wanted to
bring in food trucks, but there was a lot of people
worried because it would take away from the
restaurants, bars and eateries. They couldn’t embrace
the 3 or 4 times a year those trucks came here for
events. We could have brought people in here with
the trucks and people would have visited other places
around town, but we didn’t do it.

Not a ton of restaurants or great retail. Our
downtown is being revitalized, but we’re not at the
point where people say they want to go out and hang
downtown.
Burlington needs a lot. I just don’t know why
anybody would go there to visit. To live, sure. To
visit? Not so much.

Need more retails like men’s and women’s clothing
stores.
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Burlington’s top 3 tourism weaknesses?
Our resources for tourism are under-developed. I
hear about City of Trails, but I don’t think our
infrastructure for trails exists. There’s a little lake
between the city and Browns Lake that has a YMCA
camp. There isn’t a trail that goes around the lake like
Lake Geneva. We don’t have a trail that goes around
Echo Lake. We don’t have one that goes up and down
the Fox River… lots of starts and stop trails. Would
someone want to walk around Brown’s Lake? Maybe.
Historic trails could work. We have this connection to
the Underground Railroad, to the Mormon church,
Indian mounds, old mills, and historic residential
areas, but there are no markers anywhere. If we had
signs that called it out somehow, there’s all sorts of
concepts for trails that could be developed. But no
way to experience anything.

We only have 2 hotels near here that are nicer. We
could definitely use more hospitality and events.
The overall promotion of Burlington and of things to
do is a weakness. There are nice things happening
here that no one knows about. There is a lot of bad
press about Burlington and I think our local paper
does an okay job, but our county and east of
Burlington has papers that make us look bad. I don’t
think the Chamber of Commerce does a good job of
promoting to its members. Its a worn out leadership
there—not the board, but the staﬀ. They are never
looking to promote anything at all. I don’t think we
do a good job of promoting what we do.
A lot of things you can do in Burlington can be done
in 30-45 mins like going to the Mom & Pop shops—
you can do shoe shopping in 30 mins to an hour.
Someone from Chicago is not going to spend a day
here to do that. I think people want Burlington to be
something that it’s not—we’re not Lake Geneva. The
beer walks downtown are really fun and they sell out
in like a minute—LOCAL people will support that
kind of stuﬀ, but no promotion is being done to get
other people outside doing these things.

St Croix has it’s own moniker of City of Trails, so we
would need to have our own spin on this for
Burlington.
The comments, especially on social media like
Facebook are not favorable and I think that might
hurt us in the future.
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Burlington’s top 3 tourism weaknesses?
I don’t think the city put up any signs for trails and
stuﬀ for City of Trails—we shouldn’t focus on being
something we’re not or try to manipulate who we are.
People like the small town and how it is. Some say
they want chain restaurants, but I like the feel of
mom & pop shops and bars downtown that don’t
have some corporate name. I’m not saying to stifle
growth, but let’s be who we are and as a population of
10,000 we’re doing pretty good.
If the city wants to go the direction of trails and that
type of thing, they need to pay a lot more attention to
developing them. You have an opportunity with the
water. We have the riverwalk, but if you want to stop
and get something to eat or use a public restroom
(which is usually locked), the riverwalk is not very
inviting. You have a bike trail going to Elkhorn, but
at the edge of Burlington you have to go through
quite a bit of residential area, in traﬃc, before you
can get to the other side of the town—it’s not
something you want to take a family on. We don’t
have bike lanes. On residential streets, you have cars
parked on there so it’s quite a challenge to use the
bike trail and bring cyclists into the city.
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP BUSINESS ATTRACTION
AND RETENTION WEAKNESSES?
Our only problem is that we have more than our fair
share of poor people, close-minded, let their houses
turn to crap… so we need to be more purposeful in
who we attract and why.

I think we fall short at the city hall level. People look
at commercial or lease property and they are totally
turned oﬀ. We had ONE liquor license available for a
restaurant that fell short, new people were a perfect
fit, but totally turned oﬀ… even if it was free to move
in, they said we have never been treated so bad. The
city required seeing the businesses financials before
coming to Burlington which had never been done
before. They need customer service classes, and those
classes are available at places like Disney, Ritz
Carlton, etc. The first person people get in touch with
for Burlington is at city hall and the city is known not
to be friendly. We should be laying out the red carpet
for anyone who walks through the door! It’s very
important that we provide a high level of customer
service at our City Hall.

Business people will tell you it’s parking. There’s a
parking garage, but you’ll be walking. It’s not like 43
near Delevan with all the big chains—our businesses
are niche and spread out all over. As you come oﬀ 94,
there’s a lot before you get to us and on 43 Corridor
also lots before you get to us. North on 36 you hit
Waterford, Muskego, Franklin, Greendale, Greenfield
then Milwaukee… all Walmart, Menards, Lowe’s…
we’re kind of on the outskirts of the 36 Corridor.
Everything people could want or need is before us
unless people need something niche like fish fry on
the Brown’s Lake waterfront, a certain bike trail, the
niche stores…. every town has some unique ice cream
shop and other things closer.

We don’t have the capacity or the room to build.
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Burlington’s top businesses weaknesses?
The business park is only 5 acres available. That’s job
one. We need to set aside for Class A or maybe you
have a Class B park that is plugged in to talent
pipelines.

Taxes and fee schedule are tough. The City has tried
to be accommodating but they have to understand it’s
a courtship and they need to do more handholding ..
find ways to make things happen and not not make
things happen.

Not being on the Hwy like East Troy is … even with
just a 5-10 minute drive to to or from the highway,
that makes it tough for Burlington.

Part the problem is there’s not a lot of space for
business growth.

Our city leaders need to be stronger in trying to
attract investment and grow what we have. We have
no inventory really for business location … and no
housing inventory … almost all our subdivisions are
tapped out. Some are plotted but not built. That will
be a problem for us when the economy restarts; we’re
not ready.

It’s tough to be a retailer downtown - you can drive
right by and not see any of them. Blade signs are not
allowed. And signage is a problem in other sectors of
town, too.
The City and Town are a weird dynamic. It’s
confusing. There used to be a lot of tension but since
Brian and Corina have come on board it’s better. The
Town avoids spending dollars even if it costs dollars
to avoid spending dollars. Their residents use the City
assets and don’t contribute. Professionally, though,
the staﬀs get along well.

Downtown we have lots of out of state landlords who
charge high rent and don’t do much to keep up
buildings. Taxes are high here and that’s an issue. The
South Pine Street Corridor needs to be redeveloped
as in the 2040 plan.

We need to develop all aspects of housing including
for the elderly. We need to push industrial
development, too. Everything is just sitting still.

Disconnectedness of infracture to the site is a
problem. Burlington is a Class B community because
of the distance to I-94.
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Burlington’s top businesses weaknesses?
Our biggest challenge is there’s no land and the
industrial parks are full. We need more diversity of
business investment, more robust investment. I don’t
know why, but Burlington has a reluctance to expand
industrial park despite excess capacity in water and
wastewater.
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WHAT ARE BURLINGTON’S TOP THREE WEAKNESSES
WHEN IT COMES TO ATTRACTING AND RETAINING
RESIDENTS?
We don’t have anyplace to put new residents.

Developers recently have their eye on the prize and
want build the $300/$400K homes with bigger
margins. FoxConn and the supply shortages it
created complicate things even more. The cost of
lumber is crazy right now.

City taxes are higher than Town of Burlington taxes
(Town surrounds City). We don’t have adequate
variety of housing . And we need more land for
industrial development.

The schools are great, except for the diversity in the
schools. As far as retaining families, we don’t have the
housing—the room to bring more people in whether
it be apartments, new housing or condos. And again,
events to help people stay in Burlington.

I’d say I see it on community message boards …
there’s a lack of entry level family housing.
Schools … education is phenomenal … their
education attainment rate is top in region … they kill
Waterford …

Today it is a lack of housing. I think that’s a shortterm problem, but I don’t think Burlington is doing
enough to promote development of their land.
Waterford’s city manager Jackson is kicking our ass
with building every kind of real estate—housing,
business, communities, and more.

Though to find a place to live when people are selling
their homes for more than they list. And there is an
aﬀordable housing shortage. In fact, $200k and less is
scarce.
We’re losing our farmtown feel.
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Burlington’s top 3 resident retention weaknesses?
In the TOWN of Burlington, they have an enormous
set of land and softball fields that fulfills that park
needs—we have a ton of parks around here, but the
CITY wants to get more parks for the CITY to finish
its need. The demographics and schools are similar,
and less employment in Waterford that Burlington,
but we keep stepping on our own toes trying to grow.
They talk about it a lot, but don’t do anything. Local
contractors in Waterford are giving tax credits back if
you use local contractors… and we’re doing nothing.
No space in the industrial park or downtown… no
dirt left to build on so we’re struggling with that. We
really struggle with the connection between the city
hall and the public—govt, housing, jobs.. city hall
isn’t a great conduit and I don’t think it has always
been that way, but it is right now and surrounding
communities do a better job.

Burlington Barrons sports team, Burlington HS 1100
students on average—our softball and baseball youth
sports use all the fields and baseball diamonds 24/7.
Our field house brings in outside people for youth
tournaments on the weekends for basketball and
wrestling. We’re known for youth volleyball and host
those tournaments. We have strong, active youth
sports teams. In the old days it wasn’t like this for
youth sports, but now the youth travel cross-state for
games and in the Summer, every night there are
leagues and games being played then people come in
to eat or drink at our restaurants as people all do
after games in Franklin and Monroe… they hit
certain smaller restaurants, pizza places, ice cream
shops, or in-between games they will find somewhere
to sit down for 3-4 hours.
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OTHER
EXPERIENCES
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IF YOU HAVE LIVED AND/OR WORKED IN OTHER
COMMUNITIES, HOW WOULD YOU CONTRAST
BURLINGTON WITH THOSE OTHER PLACES?
It is a diﬀerent culture from IL to WI. Not worse or
better—just diﬀerent. I think my old city was starting
to hit good advertising. Our chamber of commerce
needs a new mindset where we don’t put any money
into a digital media presence and website instead of
print media presence. People still use a chamber of
commerce, but in order to maximize our presence
outside of Burlington then I think we need more
digital and social media and online presence. People
fall back on “we don’t want to be like Lake Geneva”,
but I wonder why not Lake Geneva and have 24,000
people come in for an event. The chamber needs a
reset—an update… people get stuck in a routine. The
chamber gets x amount of dollars from Racine
County and hotel taxes to pay for something archaic
and outdated—that seems like a waste of money.

Less progressive - even than Muskego. Look what
they did - cleaned up their streets, added lighting,
attracted investors. They have a visionary mayor who
really rallied the community. And it has paid oﬀ.
Iowa, Minneapolis, Seattle, Houston—Burlington is
180 degrees from those places with the people, talent,
art, options, size, wealth.
One thing that’s interesting is if you move here and
you don’t have roots here, 30 years later you’re still
the new guy, not really accepted.
I live in the country so Burlington compared to
where I live is a city. It’s a suburb at best compared to
a major metropolitan area though. It’s small enough
to explore in a day and big enough to have resources
with bars & restaurants and big box stores.

Less diverse.
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Contrasting Burlington with other communities
We lack diversity - of everything: food, people, all of
it. But still, it’s a nice little small town if that’s your
thing.
Compared to Delavan, Burlington is more
progressive and attractive than here. Burlington plays
a second fiddle to Lake Geneva.
I love the small town feel of Waukesha downtown,
but then we also have something 15 mins away if you
need anything. I want Burlington to keep everything
local. Starbucks keeps revenue in the city of
Burlington.
What they’ve really got going is that location on the
Fox River they can do something with. Drawbacks
are the location with the railroad tracks with the
train always going through town and don’t know
what you can do about it. If you go around the train
then you take the bypass and you’re missing
Burlington. The downtown is cute and a plus, but
could be much more of a plus. A few years ago we
brought in Roger Brooks and he did a really nice job
of telling them what they’ve got and what they don’t
have. Way finding signage needs $20K over the next 5
years to take care of that.
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BUSINESS
FRIENDLINESS,
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
TOURISM FUNDING
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DO YOU CONSIDER BURLINGTON TO BE A BUSINESSFRIENDLY CITY? HOW ABOUT THE RACINE/WALWORTH
COUNTIES REGION?
I would not consider it to be friendly—grade C—I’ve
seen worse and I’ve seen better, particularly if you
don’t know anyone here. It’s tougher to do business
here than the tri county area. Burlington leans
politically conservative so you would think it’s
business friendly, but not in many ways. The
historical society and preservation committee is
extremely frustrating to deal with when businesses
look to make common sense changes to their
building.

I don’t know about the counties, but when we first
moved into Burlington, we hit some roadblock and it
almost seems like just from a city perspective, it
wasn’t as easy as a process as I would have hoped to
open a business. It was diﬃcult to get certain things
accomplished as outsiders, but their tune over the
past 2 years has changed completely. They brought in
a secret shopper to look at all aspects of shopping and
tourism—we couldn’t put a bench or plant or items
for sale outside of our shops, but now can after those
restriction codes were lifted from the city seeing a
marketing plan that made sense. The archaic codes
lifted is upping their game on welcoming new
businesses.

I got quite a bit of grumbling from one or two
restaurants who complained about how diﬃcult it is
to get things done with the City but when we
requested change orders to extend borders of
restaurants for outdoor dining, I was amazed at how
quickly the city moved. The experience suggests
they’re pretty business friendly.

When I operated my business, yes.
Yes, I think so. RCEDC works well with attracting
business here. They are more eﬀective than the
municipalities themselves.

Yes; Burlington is business friendly.
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Is Burlington business friendly? Is the region?
I think it could be more business friendly; maybe
we’re just a little too regulated compared to other
places.

I think it is to an extent. The mayor has worked on
our industrial park, but again, the problem is there
are so many communities next to us that businesses
might pick because of the demographics needed or
meeting a certain density to get the Dunkin’ Donuts
of the world - or better proximity to highways. In our
local paper, you’ll see our industrial park is
expanding. The township is set—they are fighting the
growth while the city is trying to expand and grow
opportunities—and they don’t want to combine
resources like fire and rescue… there’s some history
there that has limited our ability to grow.

I would like to say yes. We’ve done a lot to be better.
We are more attractive than Geneva Lakes, that’s for
sure.
Burlington being part of Racine County is a business
friendly place. Our neighbors to the south, Kenosha,
have a better location on the border of IL. Milwaukee
is a better package all around for new and existing
businesses. Milwaukee County is more expensive and
less accessible, especially to smaller businesses.

There isn’t a lot of new houses going up right now
and most people are oﬀering $10K over the asking
price just to get a house when it comes on the market.
There’s spots south of town zoned for residential and
the industrial park space, but that’s basically all that’s
left in town. Once that’s filled, we’re gonna be
landlocked because the township doesn’t want to get
on board for becoming one group with the city. I
almost don’t mind that either because the small size
keeps us rural, and you can drive to other towns now
that used to be farm fields. We don’t want to be a
community of stop lights everywhere.

I’m guessing it is because I’ve seen growth along
Milwaukee Ave, but I don’t have experience to answer
that well. There’s a lot of little storefronts, but next to
Fred’s is a vape shop and tattoo parlor—is that
business friendly to get the right kind of shops in
here? The huge building that was an old hotel—I
don’t know what’s in there other than an old sci-fi
café.
I feel like they are business friendly, and haven’t
heard otherwise.
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Is Burlington business friendly? Is the region?
The Aurora Medical Center is a brand new medical
center and one of the few things on the South side
that is doing well, attracting people, for cancer
treatments unfortunately, but it has been good for the
city and the township. On 83, they’ve made a
retirement and assisted living community out by the
bypass that’s aﬀordable senior living.

The amount of work it takes to get a new house or
business up here, may be a lot and people don’t
realize it. Maybe that’s not too diﬀerent from other
cities, but we should always strive to do better.
The look of the downtown is preserved, and the
historical society may seem tough on people, and I
think that those hoops people have to jump through
is not realized, but that’s what keeps our city unique.

I think the county is pretty friendly. Jonathan and
Jenny Trick do a good job of marketing Racine
County to potential businesses. They’ve got FoxConn,
however that happened.

Some people think Burlington is business friendly,
but reality is maybe that it isn’t so much. We need to
continually challenge ourselves to over-communicate
and push out the message of what needs to be done to
do business here.

We don’t help people with making improvements to
buildings for moving in. We have so many
restrictions and fight and fight on upgrades needed
in order for new people to use a business property. I
could easily name 5 cases where we didn’t help
business owners to remodel to meet all of these codes
and requirements. We need to make it easier on a
business owner to do that and be helpful because we
are not at all.
Our lack of a TIF District makes it tough, but I don’t
think there’s anything blocking them from doing
business here.
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WHAT INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS SECTORS ARE MOST
SUCCESSFUL IN BURLINGTON? HOW ABOUT THE TWOCOUNTY REGION?
Hard to say. It’s hard to serve local people unless bar
or restaurant. Businesses here that serve a Midwest or
national audience succeed like a wedding venue that
brings people in from other places.

Here in Burlington it’s pretty diverse from
contractors to Nestle and Ardagh and Lavelle, LDV,
Lynch Group. The former Quad Graphics company.
I would not say chocolate. Probably healthcare.
Lavell. Wisconsin Vision - and education attracts
people from all over (special needs kids) and have
good construction academy in high school (ACE
Architecture Construction and Engineering) and
Gateway CC oﬀers CNA and STEM academies.

We have a great business district with Lavelle and
other manufacturing plants. We had a change of
ownership for Nestle and we don’t see them as much
within the community, but that’s along the same time
as COVID hit so it’s a hard time to say who is doing
well or not. Lynch, Miller Ford… the biggest
industrial companies thrive.

I think manufacturing is legitimate here and they’re
not just legacy companies. Stuﬀ like finished product
assembly with a good amount of services and
contractors. They need a Class B Industrial Park. So
far, it’s small metal buildings with small companies
inside them. Burlington would do well to develop for
the service and contracting industry.

Mom & Pop stores could be more successful in
Burlington. There should be pride and loyalty seen
from residents. Obviously, restaurants and bars are
oﬀ the table at this time (COVID), but I think it
could become a destination for Farm-To-Table type
places.
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Most successful business sectors
Burlington is known for chocolate I suppose.
Otherwise, I don’t know. Andrew and his wife created
the Mercantile and their vision is to turn Burlington
into a large wedding destination.

It would be more of places that need a large box as far
as shipping, like logistics because of our location.
Chicago is like the second largest shipping port in the
country and tons of shipping trucks out here.
Burlington and the Counties leave us in a good
location for logistics. We’ve always had a long history
of manufacturing and innovation here. I think we’re
open to existing products that can benefit consumers
going back to the electric blender, Dremel, Case. This
is the home of Case so we don’t mention John Deere
here in downtown Racine. They make their biggest
tractors here and now Fiat-owned means Fiat
Financial here, but all decisions made in Italy. I’ve
heard the busiest airport in the state is Baton Field in
Racine (BRP) is headquartered in Montreal, but
Evenrude motors were made here previously and
other parts here made that has caused the airport to
be busy. Nestle is here and I’ve wanted them to do
tours here forever, but they don’t want to do it.

I would say manufacturing.
Salons, Banks, Bars, Chiropractors, Restaurants. We
have a lot of long tenured industrial and they have
staying power.
We talked about Lynch and LDV and Lavelle (which
has another business in Whitewater). The glass
factory has changed names so many times and they
are doing so many big brands … Dave Schmalfeldt
has Itzen’s Shoes and he keeps buying buildings and
attracting people because of his podiatry degree. He
carries the boots and stands behind them. We have
Gooseberries and they draw the Illinois people from
Lake Geneva - and their carts are packed with meat.
We have great families that keep expanding, like
Lynch has four diﬀerent cities they have Chevrolet
dealerships in. That family has LDV, which started
with SnapOn Tools and has just taken oﬀ.
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Most successful business sectors
The trades. We have lots of good GCs. We could do
better developing talent for the trades at the high
school level. We are still an agriculture community although that’s consolidating. Nobody wants to
sharecrop 3000 acres but there is still an opportunity,
I think.
Lavelle Industries is very successful, a family owned
and run business, they have a second location in
Whitewater and a huge advocate of business in the
city. Another is the coﬀee house outside of COVID—
run by the owners of Lavelle industries. Nestle is a
key player now as well.
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ARE THERE ANY INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS
SECTORS YOU THINK COULD BE SUCCESSFUL
HERE, BUT DON’T EXIST?
Any small business could be successful if it’s
something you do, craft, make or sell with pride
would do fantastic here. A large amount of this
community is worried about shopping small, staying
local. We don’t want them running to Walmart when
they can get something at our business.
We have an opportunity with connectivity from the
trails and maybe the Fox River. Echo Lake is gross
and should be turned into wetland. It’s just a goose
magnet, but there’s a park there with music in the
parks in a pavilion.

The Chamber or City counsel at Christmas time
could do more. It reminded my sister of the town
from “A Wonderful Life” so how can Burlington do
something with that? Is there something that is clever
for a charming downtown with historic buildings
that can be done? Should xmas lights be lighting up
the town at night to highlight the historic
architecture? Our farmers market is in the worst
place—it really needs to be on Echo Lake where tons
of traﬃc goes by and people will see it instead of now
where it’s in a tiny park where nobody goes by.
Farmers won’t make a dime there.

We need more condos and other styles of housing. We
shun low income housing like on Market Street with
nothing but issues for years. I hear all the time, “don’t
put in low income housing it’ll bring in bad students
and ruin our test scores.”

More eating places, whether chain or not. We do not
need another pizza place or sandwich shop, or the
McDonald’s/Wendy’s/Culvers, but a Dunkin Donuts.
We have Mexican, Chinese and Asian restaurants. We
have Walmart, but Target is a little more upscale.
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Industry/business sectors that would be successful
None spring to mind. What’s needed before more
businesses open to serve the community is we need
more aﬄuent people—active, young, professional
families that will live here, play here and maybe some
day work here. We need to sell the lifestyle of living in
a really cute little community. One right out of
Normal Rockwell, but we need to give them a reason
to come here: schools, recreation, lifestyle, and trails
are something that could be achievable in that 5-10
year time frame.

I’m sure that there are. There’s gotta be some kind of
recreation type of businesses that can be successful
downtown with the right operators. I think of
outdoorsy stuﬀ like bikes, kayaks, snow shoes…
people with good knowledge on the sales side of it.
Like an outfitters. The most successful ones are
providing a service and selling a product along with
it. We have a music store that sells instruments, but
they do instruction and whatever accessories you
need for your new instrument—they provide a guitar
and will also teach you guitar, provide strings, and
more. Dave from Itzen’s is a podiatrist so you buy a
pair of work boots, but they’ll put new foot beds in
them for you and sew them for you—they service the
products and do well. We have a bike shop on Pine St
and the guy only does bikes—there’s gotta be other
kinds of places that have special businesses like this.
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HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE RACINE/WALWORTH
COUNTIES REGION IN TERMS OF COOPERATION FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS AND TOURISM PROMOTION?
Reasonably good. Not much exposure to that, but
very encouraged by what I have seen.

I think the municipalities get along. When FoxConn
came to Mt Pleasant, they did a great job trying to
concentrate benefits on all parts of the county.

Burlington is as easy to work with as any of them. If
anything, it seems county versus county with pinning
ourselves against Milwaukee and Kenosha. That said,
Burlington has been business friendly and easy to
work with.

I think that’s gotten better but wasn’t true before.
With REAL RACINE we became quite involved with
them - that’s who brought Roger Brooks. We don’t
hear as much from Kenosha … they also are working
on the River Trail. We are seeing more partnership
with Racine and “West of the I,” but we are the
Pawnee in the eyes of Racine’s Eagleton.

I’m not aware of Racine County promotions for
Burlington. You go down the interstate and turn East
—that’s a completely diﬀerent geography than
turning West oﬀ the interstate. Oﬀ 94, the WI
Visitor’s Bureau is an attraction and I’m not sure
Burlington is represented there, in that high-traﬃc
area. Get a billboard campaign or digital marketing
to people in that area.

I think Racine County works within Racine County.
Most of our activity is within Racine County as farms
shrink and FoxConn bought up a lot of farm land.
When you go to Walworth County and Kenosha
County (which has a lot of Burlington addresses)
you’ll still see more farmland.

From what I see at the RDEDC board meetings I
think they get along,
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Regional cooperation for econ development
RCEDC as the radar on Burlington.
We’re very fortunate. There’s no community we don’t
get along with … Carina is approachable and she and
the rest work seamlessly with everybody.
I don’t know about tourism. As far as economic
growth, I think Waterford and Burlington try to
collaborate together. Sometimes the village or town
doesn’t play nice.
I think it could be helpful if we had the right people
doing it (someone other than the Chamber of
Commerce). Not a lot of people are going to have a
positive response about the Chamber with your
research I would think.
They are cooperative. They help us market our bike
trails in magazines and people realize that working
together benefits everyone.
I don’t see a lot of promotion. Communications,
promotions probably come out from RCEDC or Real
Racine, or the Chamber. I think we’ve relied on other
organizations for communications and promotions.
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DO YOU THINK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS
ADEQUATELY FUNDED IN BURLINGTON AND THE
RACINE/WALWORTH COUNTIES REGION?
No I don’t. The conservative nature here is very antitax. People love nice roads, schools, etc. and other
communities that are getting taxed more are kicking
our butt by getting better landscaping, surroundings,
lighting, streetscaping, etc. We have an aversion to
spending money to make things better and that won’t
help progress.

I think our chamber does a good job getting the word
out. Our Chamber is to promote businesses that are
in Burlington. I’m not a member of the Chamber
anymore but I think they do a goood job.

Yes and no. I think there are strides in certain areas.
Infrastructure though is harder being a historic
downtown. Getting smaller businesses into these
historic buildings is hard because they need so much
work and codes restricting things. You can’t spend
half a million dollars to fix up a building when you’re
selling cookies. Some sort of money to fix these
things so the space can at least be ready for
businesses to move in even if not all updated or
anything cosmetic… the nuts and bolts of buildings
being revamped.

I don’t know for sure, but I would say probably not.

No not in Burlington … I think they could do a lot
more …

We trust RCEDC. Jenny works closely but the biggest
thing and I have good relationship with county
executive. I’ve had three diﬀerent city administrators
and Carina is the top the bunch.
Overall Racine County has been pretty supportive
and they are well-funded. Kenosha County is a
diﬀerent animal; they don’t have agreements.
Walworth County is pretty low energy.
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Is econ development properly funded
I don’t think all the counties talk to each other. If you
have a good arm, you can throw a softball across all
of them. Racine County promotes the city of Racine,
Walworth has the convention center and Lake Geneva
has their winter fest and events—I think these
counties and cities need to talk to each other because
they aren’t communicating regularly. The young kids
aren’t opening the Racine County Highlighter that
has Burlington in it. We did a big project for kiosks
on trails with maps, but it should be a QR code for
the youth. Real Racine—I don’t think we’re
connecting to the 20 and 30-something’s with using
paper. Our events are published in there, but we don’t
have much going on.

I don’t know if even have the right people around the
table so I’m not sure if more money would make it
diﬀerent. We’ve got a lot of plans but no execution
because we either have the wrong people around the
table or our plans are not attainable. Gotta have
achievable plans.
No. Big no on that one. We’ve talked about a BID
(Business Improvement District). Not sure where
that’s at.
It’s not adequately funded … we’re hamstrung by lack
of TIF District where it matters. Ours is in Walworth
County and is closing in two years.
We’re missing out by not having incentives to oﬀer
businesses. We just closed TIF 3 downtown. We talk
about doing more then get tied up doing residential
out on I 83 … we’re at only 1 or 2% of the 12 %
capacity we can do. What will it be? Mixed use,
industrial or commercial?
In Burlington, I think so. Yes. I’ve never heard of a
case where a business wanted to come to Burlington
and they couldn’t find the resources to do so.
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DO YOU THINK TOURISM PROMOTION IS
ADEQUATELY FUNDED IN BURLINGTON AND THE
RACINE/WALWORTH COUNTIES REGION?
No I don’t. The conservative nature here is very antitax. People love nice roads, schools, etc. and other
communities that are getting taxed more are kicking
our butt by getting better landscaping, surroundings,
lighting, streetscaping, etc. We have an aversion to
spending money to make things better and that won’t
help progress.

I think our chamber does a good job getting the word
out. Our Chamber is to promote businesses that are
in Burlington. I’m not a member of the Chamber
anymore but I think they do a goood job.

Yes and no. I think there are strides in certain areas.
Infrastructure though is harder being a historic
downtown. Getting smaller businesses into these
historic buildings is hard because they need so much
work and codes restricting things. You can’t spend
half a million dollars to fix up a building when you’re
selling cookies. Some sort of money to fix these
things so the space can at least be ready for
businesses to move in even if not all updated or
anything cosmetic… the nuts and bolts of buildings
being revamped.

I don’t know for sure, but I would say probably not.

No not in Burlington … I think they could do a lot
more …

We trust RCEDC. Jenny works closely but the biggest
thing and I have good relationship with county
executive. I’ve had three diﬀerent city administrators
and Carina is the top the bunch.
Overall Racine County has been pretty supportive
and they are well-funded. Kenosha County is a
diﬀerent animal; they don’t have agreements.
Walworth County is pretty low energy.
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Is tourism promotion properly funded
Same as above. Route of the badger is going to
happen.

I can’t comment on funding, but I think the city has
underdelivered on chocolate city to tourists. It’s been
a thorn on our side and a lot of people in Burlington
knew something had to be done. That said, the
Chocolate Fest and Tall Tales festivals always seemed
to be properly funded.

The promotion aspect is funded with room tax. 35%
of the Burlington Room tax goes to the Chamber—
print ads and things. It’s by municipality so
Burlington has an 8% room tax. Racine uses 35%
promoting online, social media, videos, print… we
did a video for Burlington with 13,500 views. I think
we do okay. Unfortunately, 2/3rd’s of the rooms are in
Mt. Pleasant and they don’t want to fund us anymore
so right now we’re re-trenching at 1/3rd of our
budget. We have a lawsuit going public today. We
have a contract with a very talented local film maker
from NY so we’re producing 2 minute videos and he
does a great job with those—maybe 12-13 videos.
About a year and a half or maybe a year that video
has been viewed 13,500 times. Burlington Chamber is
doing some stuﬀ online with FB, Twitter, Instagram
but I don’t keep up on it. About Face Media produces
1-2 min corporate videos and markets the hell out of
them for Levi’s and major companies for knowing
how to promote videos and the girl from there is on
our board and we’re lucky to have her helping us out.
She’s out of Milwaukee.

No. I don’t think it’s adequately funded. I’ll tell you
the Chamber is not good. If the Chamber would work
with us, we’d have a lot more done in this town. I
don’t know where the money goes and relationships
are key to get things done.
No. I mean we’re on the Discover Wisconsin channel
but we are not marketed well at all. That needs to
change.
I don’t know how well funded it is, but whatever
they’re doing they’re not doing well.
No. Not at all. I don’t think it’s funded or organized.
When I hear about putting ads in Midwest Living I
just want to kill myself …we should all be moving to
DIGITAL!
No, but I’m not sure what we’d advertise or promote.
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Is tourism promotion properly funded
You have Door County, The Dells and Lake Geneva.
Well, we’re only 10 miles from Lake Geneva. If you’re
in Lake Geneva, you may want to explore. Last couple
of years we have been pulling back on any print
advertising. We use the State of Wisconsin/Travel WI
with several titles on their webpage that bring you
straight to our guidebook. We advertise heavily in
Northern Illinois. We have Real Racine/Racine
County taking $40,000 room tax and $20,000 for
rebranding eﬀorts—our portion is approximately
gone. $20,000 committed end of 2019. We do a
monthly eBlast with State of Wisconsin that goes out
to thousands of people. We partner with Walworth
County Visitor’s Bureau. We’re in the Lake Geneva
Visitor’s Guide, which goes to IL and MN.

I don’t think it’s a question of funds, it’s a question of
staﬀ. As far as I’m concerned we need some new
blood in the Chamber of Commerce. We give money
from the hotel taxes, but we have no say or control
over what is done. The Chamber doesn’t go to our
meetings, and the rest of the money goes to Real
Racine, but for them we are just 1 place.
I don’t think so… one of the weaker points of
bringing tourism to Racine County and Burlington is
“Real Racine”. They seem to forget they are a CountyWide tourism entity, but they seem to focus
completely on the city of Racine. Burlington
Chamber & Real Racine are two real weak points.

With the room tax laws the way they are … and we
don’t have a tourism commission .. we give our
dollars to Racine. And there’s the Chamber. We have
only three hotels and a handful of B&B’s. The rest of
the room tax, about 30%, goes to the general fund.
I think it could be better funded, but I guess everyone
has their own thoughts on that.
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IF YOU HAD TO USE JUST ONE WORD TO
DESCRIBE BURLINGTON AS A PLACE TO LIVE,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Quaint.

Homey.

Hometown.

O.K.

NA

Safe.

Nice.
Faith.
Quaint.
Homely.
Friendly.
Charming.
Traditional.
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IF YOU HAD TO USE JUST ONE WORD TO
DESCRIBE BURLINGTON AS A PLACE TO WORK,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Comfortable.

Opportunities.

Convenient.

Cooperative. That’s the biggest one. Lot of people that
get together with businesses joining forces together.
The new microbrewery doesn’t have a full kitchen but
is partnering with food trucks, musicians and
whatever else to provide a full service. I think
Burlington’s small businesses are doing that more
and more everyday and I think that’s really cool.

Solid.
Loyal
Welcoming
Fulfilling
Diﬃcult
Accessible.
Lacking Opportunity.
Trying.
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IF YOU HAD TO USE JUST ONE WORD TO
DESCRIBE BURLINGTON AS A PLACE TO
LEARN, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Convenient.

The community view is more people enrolling out
than in, but if you look at Burlington and our school
district boundaries plus conference, we’re the
bullseye so our boundaries are right next to
Waterford HS, Union Grove HS, etc. so sometimes it’s
more convenient to have kids go to those schools
walking instead of 45 mins to an hour on a bus to
Burlington. There are other schools right on the
fringe people might go out to attend. Also, we have a
lot of rental properties and we’re #2 in rental
properties in Racine County so a family might start
in Waterford, but rent in Burlington. Others are
doing a virtual option and we don’t have a virtual
option yet. We have what’s called negative growth by
numbers, but those are the reasons.

Teachers. (Love the ones in our district). We consider
ourselves “Brokers of education”. (Oﬀer so much
advancement, academies, 2 & 4 year opportunities
and 2 year is better band for buck. We promote all in
for that. Luther, Burlington Catholic school if you’re
faith-based, good public school, nice athletic
conference, partner at HS with Gateway technical
college to the North that we own police fire EMT then
to the South is Ace Academy for trades with
engineering, facilities maintenance, occupational
health/medical. We’re in the upper third or top 3 for
education districts around the region. We are not
culturally diverse so that can be a challenge for some,
but the challenges we have are really socio-economic.
We have million dollar homes to homeless, but have
to support all our learners so that can be challenging.
Music, arts, athletics are top 3 here I’d say year in and
year out.

Solid.
Cboices. (Great school district—Great options,
public or private.)
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Burlington as a place to learn
Surprising. (In the fact of what these kids put out.
Revamping the trade school. The band and theatre
productions and facilities—it’s surprising some of the
productions that come out of this small town.)

Troubled. I think we have a little fringe of racism here
… I’ve never seen anything like this and it’s not a fair
reflection of the community. I know the teacher who
got embroiled in that BLM mess and she’s lovely with
a kind heart. I just know we have more students open
enrolling out to Waterford and Lake Geneva than in
to Burlington. Probably because they have better test
scores. They will tell you we have too many ESL
students and that hurts test scores.

Opportunities. (I think they do an amazing job with
everything they do and can’t say enough good about
the public and private opportunities my kids have
gone through here. (Even though we get a bad wrap.)

Excellent! We expand beyond high school with
Gateway and the Heroes Center (paramedics, emts,
nurses, firefighters)

Racist? That is real and should not be ignored. There
was a teacher at one of the public schools who, during
the Kenosha disruption, used a comic strip to
describe what was at core of racial tensions. Some
Burlington folks found it that the strip was
distributed by BLM and they and the parents wanted
the teacher fired. Look on NBC. There have been
subsequent racial traumatic issues

Phenomenal … and under promoted. We can’t be a
prophet in own home town.
Ownership. We own the good stuﬀ and the problems.
Was the BLM thing destructive? Yes. Was it a molehill
made into a mountain? Probably.

Flawed. We need to fix our public schools. They could
be better.

Great
Desirable
Limiting - to go past high school, anyway.
Traditional
Comfortable
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IF YOU HAD TO USE JUST ONE WORD TO
DESCRIBE BURLINGTON AS A PLACE TO PLAY,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Underrated.

Outdoors … we have pretty postcard-esque landscape
and backroads that look like amazing paintings and
wooded trails … access to lakes …

Under-delivered.
Trails. (So many parks, walkways, rivers—we need to
utilize them. Use events.)

Natural
Relaxing

Outdoorsy hiking, parks, swimming pool
Walkable

Challenging … it’s tough to find things to do because
you don’t know where to find out about anything.

Lovely

Social

Walkable … great trails, golf courses and lakes …
Trying to improve that
Diversified. (Great theatre, bike trails, waterway
access)
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IF A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER WERE VISITING
YOU, WHERE WOULD YOU TAKE THEM IN
BURLINGTON OR IN THE TWO-COUNTY REGION?
Please note that the majority of respondents
described taking visitors to places outside Burlington
before describing places inside Burlington.

A bunch of the small shops. I always send people to
the shoe store… sounds funny, but it’s super cute,
great people, lucky star restaurant and this place “the
roots” that just reopened stand out to me. Fred’s
burgers, super tacos muy for mexican… there are
these hidden gems. Local, nice eateries are good here.
Walking paths and the events that we do.

The Tall Tale Festival. It sells Burlington as a fun
place and visitor friendly. Other times, I don’t get the
warm fuzzies of Burlington feeling visitor-friendly,
but maybe that’s just me. Maybe canoe or kayak or
fishing other times of the year.

Coﬀee shop, Liars Club upstairs, two new breweries,
Fred’s Burgers (although they took most of the
atmosphere out of it. The Bomb burger stand. The
cupcake shop and bakery. Gooseberrie’s higher end
market with a lunch place inside. Maybe drive to
Sentry in Fontana.

Browns Lake for a boat ride but we need a canoe/
kayak rental pop up close to town or on the river and a new bicycle store on the path. To the river walk.
To Lake Geneva … walk around Lake Geneva. Or just
driving around town to show them God’s Country.

Hanson Ice Cream attracts a lot of people …
I’d say the waterfront on Lake Geneva and we do that
all the time. And to Milwaukee for the cool places. If
people come to visit we say “there’s not much to see
here, so let’s travel!”

I’d go to the Library.
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Where would you take a visiting friend?
I’d take them right downtown … breweries, coﬀee
shop, Browns Lake if you have a boat, that’s great or
go to the Waterfront restaurant. People from Chicago
used to go there all the time back in the day. The
Waterfront Restaurant attracted Al Capone and all
his gangsters … and then on the other side there were
tons of restaurants and bars and even a hotel and
even Bohners Lake expanded some businesses on
Highway P. But what has happened is people from
Illinois are coming in and knocking down buildings
and putting homes on the lake. We have public
beaches that belong to the County and just put a new
building up for a concession stand and new
bathrooms. A lot of the beaches are attracting people
from Milwaukee and Racine (because there are no
huge crowds). And Adrian’s Custard.

The Top Museum?
In the loop. I would take them downtown to all of our
wonderful shops.
Ummm… I’d maybe take them to Veteran’s Terrace to
go to the park and lake and dam, even though I know
they are talking about taking out the damn. Fred’s
has the world’s best burger. I’d schedule the spinning
top museum because ahead of time and Judith
Schultz is something else for promoting it. The
riverwalk is not very long, but it’s nice.

Lake Geneva. And maybe Milwaukee.
I don’t know where to take them except for the
breweries
We love to take people to the Rustic Roots and
Runaway Micropub.
Freds, I guess.
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WHICH CITIES OR REGIONS DOES CITY OF
BURLINGTON COMPETE WITH IN TERMS OF
ATTRACTING BUSINESS INVESTMENT?
Elkhorn, Delevan, probably Waterford the most
directly. Proximity to the city and size and schools of
Waterford.

Tourism, Lake Geneva. Business, Union Grove and
Waterford because closer to the big roads East and
North plus more land available there.

My guess would be Union Grove and Waterford

Waterford or anyone west of the interstate in Racine
County and Kenosha County. Some Walworth
County, but mostly the others. Especially on the
industrial/commercial side of it. We are way too
bullish on commercial growth—FoxConn led to
conversations about industrial expansion on the side
of town, but it doesn’t make sense for us to go deep
on that. Someone drew this map of commercial
growth on the highway because of FoxConn… we
should be focused on single family housing so people
near the highway have a place to live. Burlington is
safe, good EMS service and schools.

Lake Geneva. I want to say maybe Racine and
Kenosha for the east side of 94 versus us on the west
side of 94.
I don’t know that Burlington is trying to attract more
than manufacturing, maybe insurance and medical.
Waterford is fast growth being so nearby 36.
Mukwanago is fast growth by 43. (Waukesha &
Pleasant Prairie in the past, but Waukesha has all of
the manufacturing now so have hit capacity and
slowed down) Burlington needs to take advantage of
the land by the bypass.

Lake Geneva but not really. We can’t compete with
them. Waterford. Elkhorn. East Troy which has more
land and an industrial park.
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Regional business competition?
Burlington competes with East Troy, Mukwanago and
Waterford, right oﬀ I 43. To the east, Union Grove
has been attracting people - it’s a little closer to I 94
and they did a big housing development.

Walworth County is not a threat. Lake Geneva is not
a threat. Waterford or Union Grove are competitive,
but we have advantages in housing.
Union Grove is starting to get very competitive.

Other mid sized small towns like Hartford and
Janesville and Beloit and Sun Prairie … other 5K to
50K people in both states are our competition, I’d say.

Burlington competes to the south with Salem, Bristol
and Antioch in Illinois along the 83 corridor.
Waterford except it has no land. Mukwanago is
having some success. Burlington has a lot philosophy
majors. City of Burlington Council is very
demanding of quality and speed but if do a good job
they will be your corner forever.

Waterford, Union Grove in industrial. Mukwanago in
everything - and they have a really hungry city
administrator. Waterford has a strategy and they are
executing on it. Union Grove’s strategy is just saying
“yes,” apparently.

Being an outsider or woman in Burlington can be
tough .. but once you earn their trust it gets better.
But they can be critical, cynical and exhausting.

YOU CAN’T say enough about NESTLE. And they
kept building bigger and bigger. We created a Sister
City in Switzerland and Nestle helped with that and
said we needed to go their international business
headquarters and we took a high school group and
TV station went with us. We paid for our flight and
Nestle picked up everything else. We toured the
Olympic Headquarters and they hung the American
Flag and when we went to Nestle International there
were food boxes representing what they make. Nestle
used to have tours here.

Homogeneity. We’re too same/same. Too white. The
very lack of churn is a concern … we have people who
move here and stay. Kenosha County has a more
lively churn of residents and business that don’t stay and keep things fresh. Racine County and Burlington
don’t have that … we just don’t have enough people
churning.
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Regional business competition?
Burlington is still dominated by the white male …
this is not unique to Burlington - they are not racist
but what it needs is an influx of new people, perhaps
attracted by new housing.

Businesses are moving out of Illinois. Getting
businesses all the way to Burlington from Illinois is
probably doable. Massive growth is happening in
Kenosha and Pleasant Prairie from Northern Illinois
because of the perception of taxes. Burlington is
seeing less of that from our greater distance. You will
pay more money for the dirt in Pleasant Prairie than
in Burlington, but you can get it built faster and built
cheaper there. The expense of the dirt in Burlington
is cheaper, but the building is going to take longer
and cost the same expense to build as PP. The PP
village always has something in the works and getting
oﬀ the ground every day so they are in it and moving
—they know how to do that because they do it every
day. In Burlington, we’re not experts on it because we
don’t do it enough. We need to be laser-focused on
promoting the cost of our plots versus other areas
and getting development costs down through the city
in any ways possible. Compete with attracting people
from Illinois.

We need some development oﬀ 36 and some larger
development maybe south of town. To their credit,
they hired Lakota, so that might help.
We looked at developing a BID Business
Improvement District (Burlington’s Chamber is Old
School, antiquated and unfriendly). I think they need
a town square that is programmed … to create
opportunities to connect new and old people. And
conduits need to be created to the power structure in
town to bring in some new blood.
Being Burlington in the west in Racine County - and
more like eastern Walworth County and west of the I
- a lot of people forget about us and the I 94 and
Highway 50 corridors. We COMPETE Racine and
work with Racine and are forgotten by Racine. It’s a
real problem nobody wants to face.

Maybe this is just perception, but I think RCEDC
steers people towards Racine, not Burlington. But, I
think there are still many opportunities here.

Waterford. Mukwanago. Any of the other
communities closer to the roads. A lot of
development is occurring on those oﬀ ramps.
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WHICH CITIES OR REGIONS DOES CITY OF
BURLINGTON COMPETE WITH IN TERMS OF
ATTRACTING VISITORS?
Lake Geneva is a tourist mecca so I wouldn’t say we
compete with them, but probably get some of their
overflow. Big opportunity to connect these towns
through trails.

Lake Geneva, but I don’r really see Burlington as a
tourism destination at all. We don’t have a resort
hotel, resort golf course,… no anchor or two that is
some kind of magnet for tourism. We have Echo Lake
that is completely un-utilized in my opinion… just a
liquor store and dumpy properties. We have a train
that goes through downtown, west side of echo lake
has grain silos, old train station from the exterior
looks like a 1910/1920’s postcard. That could be used.
There is a stretch along the West side of Echo Lake
that is horribly undeveloped properly. A hotel on
Brown’s Lake might do something to attract some
people.

Lake Geneva hands down does the best. People on
vacation tend to spend more money and Lake Geneva
has an amazing way of getting people from Illinois to
hop across the border.
I don’t think they compete with anybody for visitors
—they’re just not there. If anything, compete with
anybody locally that’s in a 30 minute drive. I can’t
imagine visitors coming further away than that for
anything currently.

Any mid sized cities around here, really.
Lake Geneva

Lake Geneva. Elkhorn has a lot of nice attractions—
maybe just a few temporary each year, but they bring
in tens of thousands of people for them.

Delavan
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Regional tourism competition?
I’d say Lake Geneva, but I think they also benefit
from Lake Geneva proximity if people want to visit. I
think Delevan, Elkhorn, East Troy, Waterford, Union
Grove. Whitewater, but diﬀerent mix there because
it’s students. Maybe farther would be Oconomowoc
that has a higher scale downtown and the people who
live there in Waukesha County—that’s the highest
income per capita in the state of Wisconsin

They talk about something and in 6 months it’s
already built. They’ve been very impressive recently.
Elkhorn has been growing too and exceeded our
population a few years back, but they have a lot of
available land. I don’t think we compete with Union
Grove.

Mukwanago with it’s flea market
Milwaukee. Door County.
Nobody. I just don’t know why somebody would go
there - unless they develop something.
Lake Geneva and Williams Bay.
Waterford … Lake Geneva is basically a tourism city
and we’re not.
Lake Geneva. GOOSEBERRIES is almost in
Walworth County. If it were downtown it would be
much better for the city.
Waterford for housing for sure. Them seem to be
building a lot whether building, storage, housing.
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DO OTHER CITIES IN THE TWO-COUNTY REGION HAVE
A REPUTATIONS FOR BEING MORE PRO-BUSINESS
AND/OR ATTRACTIVE TO BUSINESS INVESTMENT?
I know Waterford is trying to revamp their city as
well.
Union Grove Chamber is a real pleasure to work
with, Kenosha is even more cooperative and
collaborating than Burlington and Kenosha is a
competitor when Burlington should be our partner.
We don’t have the accessibility to rail or the larger
property to build a bigger facility. We lost one to
Elkhorn.
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IS ACCESS TO A SKILLED WORKFORCE A POSITIVE
FOR BURLINGTON BUSINESSES OR DO THEY
STRUGGLE?
I think like everywhere else, they struggle. Possibly a
little more than others due to being further away
from Metropolitan areas, but I don’t believe their
shuﬄe is unique.

No, we don’t. It’s tough. Kids don’t want to work.
They hire them and they’re gone within a week or
they don’t show up for even the first day. We have had
workforce gatherings at Veteran’s Terrace that don’t
do well. The glass company is worried because they
can’t keep hold of employees and the carpet company
says the same thing.

I think they are struggling to find workers. They can’t
find people who really want to come in and are there
to do the job. You can’t get paid just for being there.

No. They struggle in Burlington. It’s just sheer access
or lack thereof … talent comes from more populated
areas. We are not close enough to dense populations.

I think everyplace struggles with that. You can find
people but skilled and hard-working people are hard
to come by.

CNC or line operators there is a shortage, but we
don’t look for skilled workforce except for IT folks
and accounting and everybody has a cousin who’s a
web app developer or CPA. So we find them. Nestle,
though, who take corporate approach to recruiting
they probably struggle. We find who we need and
sometimes train them ourselves.

I think we’re OK. I know people are hiring.
I guess we are OK but I’m not sure …
Yes. We have adequate access.
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Access to a skilled workforce
If you’re looking for highly skilled people not so
much.
Our labor pool is insuﬃcient, we’ve been told that
many times.
For attracting my own staﬀ it can be tough. Our
seasonal pools get gobbled up by Nestle other bigger
companies.
Lower income labor does fine here. Executive jobs are
few and executive talent is hard to find.
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IS WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT (STRATEGIC WORKFORCEORIENTED EDUCATION AND TRAINING INITIATIVES) A STRENGTH
IN BURLINGTON AND THE TWO-COUNTY REGION? HOW SO?
I think they’ve been trying in apprenticeship
programs. The general contractors worked together
to attract students in high schools. Gateway Tech
College has been promoting work for trades So, those
are the eﬀorts. Other than that, not much.

They work hard and spend time but I don’t know how
eﬀective they are. I’ve worked on workforce dev
committees. The eﬀort is there, and maybe it’s not the
right time and energy … between Gateway and
Racine County Workforce Development projects,
they’re in our ears. But I’m not seeing the workers
come out of the eﬀort.

Yes. We’ve been concentrating on that for ten years.
Kids start in 5th or 6th grade and we do Reality Fair
in High School and they get training on life … huge
deal with the two Gateway Schools. When kids pass
training to certain level they can go out on calls.
There is a relationship with Cat Eye and they started a
Construction Career Academy.

We have our internship program that’s more robust
in Burlington than Walworth County.
I’m not sure about Burlington. For the region, we
have a lot of post-secondary education institutions.
Lots of 4 year universities are accessible. As a whole,
the region is very blessed with opportunities for
training and furthering education.

No way of knowing. I’m just not sure.
It’s in the city’s strategic plan in terms of retaining
nearby workforce. There is a movement to try to gain
access to high school juniors and seniors as interns in
business community.

I think they are with having Gateway here. You can
get college credits in HS and I think that’s a big plus.
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Strategic workforce-oriented education
We had this open house two years ago like a Job Fair
and I’d say maybe ten people showed up in a four
hour period.
Gateway is a great partner in the work we do … they
not only tell a good story, but produce results. I think
the president it visionary. He has two satellite
campuses in Burlington. Small, but they are here.
But, I don’t think Gateway’s eﬀorts are widely known
…
In Racine, yes.
I believe there is a shortage of workforce.
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WHAT MAKES RESIDENTS OR WORKERS WANT TO STAY IN
BURLINGTON? WHAT MAKES THEM WANT TO LEAVE? HOW
DO THESE DYNAMICS DIFFER BY AGE GROUP, IF AT ALL?
As a whole, I’ve heard people say you’re not a true
“Burlingtonite” until you’re 10th generation. People
stay here. I think younger millennial age group likes
to move out to bigger cities once they could, but on
the other end there are younger people that stay
because its comforting, familiar, everyone knows
everyone… has that “home” sense.

I’m staying because of friends, family and
community. I’m very community oriented. For
people who don’t want to stay here—diversity and the
good ‘ol boys club.
It’s an easy way to live. There’s enough good things
with schools and community here and enough things
nearby to say why would you not continue living
here. Why somebody would leave, maybe the weather
and when a person’s kids are grown plus the empty
nesters then go into retirement then those retirees
aren’t sticking around because not much to keep
them here For young people, maybe some go to
college and don’t come back. We’ve seen a lot come
back to raise families over the last few years though.

It seems like a very quiet place that people want to go
and retire in. For that age, it would be a good place as
any on bang for your buck—can get a lot of house for
your money and accessible to Chicago, Milwaukee or
Madison if you’re willing to commute. Young people
tend to leave because it lacks the big city amenities.
I think there’s a real nice sense of community here.

I think they stay because it’s comfortable. I feel safe
here.
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What makes people want to stay? Leave?
They leave for diﬀerent jobs and more money. Kids
want the big cities and don’t want to own cars. We
don’t have transit or taxis so those kinds of kids don’t
stay.
Jobs and schools lure them away. Especially jobs.
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WHAT SORT OF TALENT MUST BURLINGTON STRIVE TO
ATTRACT IN THE FUTURE? (I.E. WHAT SKILLS ARE
NEEDED/LACKING)
Selfishly, mechanical engineers and welders. The tech
schools like Gateway SHOULD be our lifeline … but
they actually are not.

I most certainly feel we need to focus on bringing in
the younger generations who want to settle down,
have children,… attract them with the school system
and things to do. Those people will be living in the
community and spending their money in the
community.
More professionals. Mid-management and executive.
We’re going to be back in the oﬃces soon enough so I
don’t think we can bet on having all people who work
here with no commute and work from home. The
hospital and the medical center.
We have it all covered. We are a highly artistic
community with fine arts of all kinds. I think we have
it well rounded.
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WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON THE IMPACT OF TAXATION, THE
REAL-ESTATE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESSES AND/OR
OTHER GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS WHEN WORKING TO
ATTRACT/RETAIN BUSINESS AND POPULATION?
I think Burlington’s taxation is relatively low for the
area, both real-estate and business taxes. I think
competitive for the area, but I don’t know for sure.

As long as the businesses have a clearly defined
process of what they need to do to get to a goal,
without blind-siding them with something—keeping
businesses fully informed of processes, then I think
they are fine. I think City Hall has gone through a
review process and have a document available for the
process available at this time. It might be a couple of
years old already, I don’t know.

None that I know of.
Walker’s time has helped attract businesses. You get
what you pay for in a lot of ways so states that don’t
have an income tax, it’s shown when you visit state
parks, police force, garbage pickup, and Burlington is
a much more conservative community. I think it’s not
too conservative to prevent growth, but it makes us
evaluate having enough money for the school world
or city services trimmed because of tight state
services. I look to WI against IL and I’m thankful. I
don’t think my taxes are too high. I think they’re fair,
but would pay more taxes to get things back that have
been taken away over the years.
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DO YOU FEEL THE CITY OF BURLINGTON AND OTHER ENTITIES
REGIONALLY COLLECTIVELY DO A GOOD JOB OF RESPONDING IN
A UNIFIED MANNER TO NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND
ATTRACTION OPPORTUNITIES?
As a county, I think we’re kind of divided and don’t
do a lot of cross-promotion. We can build those
relationships and network and become stronger…
there’s always room for improvement in that. Lake
Geneva is in Kenosha County and we don’t work to
our full potential with Twin Lakes or Kenosha
County… working together to put money back in the
community.

I don’t think the Town of Burlington has worked well
with the City, but with the changing of the guard it’s
getting better.
I think they do. There just isn’t a ton of interest. Jenny
is almost begging people to use her more but nobody
is clamoring to get into Burlington gates.

The city of Burlington and Town of Burlington; there
never should be two municipalities sharing a border.
It’s gotta be one and it’s gotta be wholistic. At the very
least there must have alignment between the two
entities or people from the outside get confused.
Yes.
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HOW ABOUT WHEN IT COMES TO COLLECTIVELY HELPING
EXISTING BUSINESSES GROW AND PROSPER IN
BURLINGTON?
City of Burlington—if someone is entrepreneurial
then they can get an audience with the Mayor, which
may be a function of small town but it’s positive. The
fact the city has not been more vocal or forceful of
saying biggets—those against equality—are not
welcome here. The chance to have more of a spine for
saying that and making changes.

No. Not to a substantial extent.

I think they’ve gotten much better about helping
existing businesses and making strides in the right
direction. Always room for improvement like
building on the city-funded events, changing and
growing more events than just a couple a year.
Chocolate Fest…. Don’t get rid of that, but let’s put
more focus on getting other events going to increase
new exposure to businesses.

Racine County overall is supported by our local
Small Business Development Center. We do quite a
bit of outreach and getting information in people’s
hands and Burlington has its own revolving loan
fund with grant for small businesses.

No, not really. They try to be cooperative but I don’t
think it’s the City’s role is to help business grow.
No. They don’t have much engagement with local
businesses.

I don’t know city-wise. I don’t understand if the
Chamber is doing anything to help the existing
businesses grow. Business owners tell me they
wouldn’t join the Chamber because they don’t
understand how it will help them.

I think they could but they could do better … maybe
they need to promote those opportunities better.
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WHAT MAKES BUSINESS WANT TO STAY IN BURLINGTON?
IS THERE ANYTHING THAT MAKES THEM WANT TO LEAVE?
If you’re a business that’s hungry enough to grow and
be a part of things and have owners that are forward
thinking, I think that helps. I think if you’re stuck in
the same old, same old then you’re not going to
flourish and make a name for yourself. That’s part of
any city though.
For businesses that would benefit from tourism (not
your machine shop, etc.), I feel like them seeing new
branding and that they are not just in the growth for
themselves, it would help in their endeavor.
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DOES THE CITY OF BURLINGTON DO A GOOD JOB OF
ENCOURAGING ENTREPRENEURISM?
I think that they have turned a corner, but not
necessarily where it should be. I think the city has
consciously decided to start making those decisions,
forming councils, being walkers more than talkers for
making change. It’s absolutely a process, but I think
we’re headed in the right direction.

I’m gonna say no because I’m not aware of any and I’d
have to be aware of that to say we’re doing a good job
of it.
No. They don’t promote it. The mayor had
discussions with businesses before COVID, but I
don’t know what was discussed or what came from it.
I’ve never seen anything published.

Yes, I think so. The micro breweries got help because
of a strong sense of community.
I would venture that everybody would say COB gets
in the way and makes things tougher than then need
to be.
I think it has improved drastically. It’s their place to
be welcoming and helpful. They are pretty
collaborative with the banks.
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HOW CAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BE IMPROVED
IN BURLINGTON?
Full revamp or cancellation of the Chamber. Could
use some more publicity with the changes happening.
In the long-term, I think the rebranding is only going
to help.

The brand, the high school… the schools are sort of
the silver bullet. I would like to see young
professionals move here and a lot of people who care
about Burlington want to attract the people who will
make the next 40 years of Burlington happen. People
who care about their kids will move to a place where
there is a good school district.

As long as WI continues to be a business friendly
state, that will help. I think the city’s work to change
the dated moniker of the Chocolate City is good since
the event only happens once a year. My kids are
looking to find a place unique or bike ride or boating
or concert in time oﬀ. The unique craft brewery with
good food. I think Milwaukee is ready to explode and
Burlington could be a good weekend destination for
people who want to boat, kayak, paddle board, and
those kinds of things for people who want to get a
good workout. I don’t think we’ll ever become a
Galena, but there could be enough of that niche
activity going on to attract people.
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HOW CAN TOURISM BE IMPROVED IN BURLINGTON?
After having good schools and branding, the rest of it
will follow and happen organically. Libertyville is
what we could aspire to be—fantastic schools,
investment in the community,… turning Burlington
into New Trier is not going to happen, but turning it
into Libertyville HS is very achievable.

God awful expense, but really made the city look
beautiful with new infrastructure.
We have a tiny sign next to a gas station for chocolate
city, home of Tony Romo and statewide softball
champions, and it’s a horrible dilapidated sign next to
bad buildings. Start from scratch.

Again, the rebranding will help … wayfinding
improved or scrapped and started from zero … more
publicity events (once back to normalcy after
COVID).

The Chamber, more family events downtown, more
activities to attract others. We have the rivers that
meet—boy, it would be awesome to build a little shop
over by Riverview Park and rent bicycles, canoes/
kayaks. Echo Lake could be utilized for so many
things—right now we have ice fishing and first time
in many years, we have an ice skating rink. Waukesha
has the same thing, but they also have water toys and
rideable water toys that look like big cars.

I think the corridors coming into Burlington need
branding and improvement on the crappy buildings
—the front door or curb appeal is lacking. One of the
things Daley did in Chicago for Lake Shore Drive and
Michigan Ave and Soldier Field and Grant Park—
took them and turned them into show-stopping,
beautiful, walkable, friendly with real curb appeal.
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How can tourism be improved?
More parks, pavilions, picnic areas, boat/kayak
launches, trail development… all of that can be
improved with higher taxes to attract the Gen Z’ers
because I see them liking that. That will help
revitalize our downtown. Kenosha and other places
will run out of space eventually. People are trying to
get out of their taxes in IL too and we’re not that far
over the border.

I think if they do end up finding a brand and
direction to go in, it will be easier to focus on those
areas and consolidate our eﬀorts. We have done 5
episodes with Discover Wisconsin that are very
successful—we pay to continue having those
promoted on the website. We did one on the walking
tours, on our rustic roads/driveability, one biking,
one in partnership with Racine County, an episode
on TV so you see that occasionally. We use radio—
Racine or Lake Geneva radio station—Lake Geneva
has seen good success. It would be on the Discover
Wisconsin website.

Chocolate Fest should have chocolate. The Tall Tales
Fest with Carley at the Coﬀee Shop bringing in, I’ll
say, Americana Music—street-wide closures need to
be bigger and developing a bigger event can really do
something I think. The Tall Tales Trail and Liars Club
Trail could tie into things going for them. Weekend
events in the middle of the Summer is tough when
everyone is already jam-packed and we don’t know
when would be a good time. There aren’t many good
hotels around so I’m not sure where people will stay
besides other towns in the counties to go to
Burlington festivals.
I think we are the ones best equipped to tell our story.
We, who really feel and see everything going on are
who best tell our story here.
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IN YOUR OPINION, ARE RESIDENTS, ELECTED OFFICIALS AND
BUSINESS LEADERS IN THE MILWAUKEE METRO AREA GENERALLY
AWARE OF BURLINGTON AND THE RACINE/WALWORTH TWO
COUNTIES REGION? WHAT OPINIONS DO THEY TEND TO HAVE?
They would unfortunately say chocolate. It’s a sweet
brand for Burlington, but no relevancy for people to
live here, and maybe visit, but people get here and
there’s no chocolate in town.

I’d say they’re not aware - we are not even on the
radar except for maybe Chocolate City? Maybe?

The last 12 months, we’ve had all the press about
racists that live here—that’s embarrassing and
humiliating.

They probably think this is where the Burlington coat
factory is.

I don’t think we’re really on the radar with them.

I think Burlington has a reputation in the state as
small town Americana andTony Romo’s hometown
and that’s it.

They think it’s rural. Most of those leaders raised in
urban area. They know about us, but think we’re in
the country.

I’m not convinced anyone knows anything this
immediate area other than Lake Geneva and Nestle’s.

They think we are like Mayberry. When they come
here, they are sometimes presently surprised by the
things we have. “Hey, we didn’t know you have this or
look like this.”

When I tell people I live in Burlington I hear “oh I
went the Chocolate Fest and there was no chocolate.”
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Are people aware of Burlington and vicinity?
I think they’re maybe aware, but I don’t think they
frequent as much. If you’re in the Milwaukee area
then you’re focused on what’s around you with the
accessibility of day-to-day shopping and other things.
You may know Kenosha and Lake Geneva, but they
aren’t aware of what we have to oﬀer here.

No I don’t think they are aware. Depends on who you
talk to, but people who think of Racine County think
of Racine and that is an issue from Real Racine
tourism commission. Mount Pleasant has established
their own tourism commission and I wouldn’t be
surprised if Burlington does the same because if they
don’t have someone advocating for them, they will
have to start advocating for themselves.

I don’t think they are aware of us. I really don’t.
I think people in Milwaukee are aware of Burlington,
and we see frequent visitors from there so yes. They
may have a favorite restaurant or enjoy coming out to
the lake or Adrien’s. People come out now for the
breweries or winery. The Richard Boggs State
recreation is here and is beautiful—it oﬀers camping
as well. We do a lot with social media to promote
those kinds of things as well. People come from
Walworth County for Gooseberries—you can have a
bloody mary or wine while shopping. Our Garden
Center has classes and things like that. Primarily on
Facebook for the Chamber, but our staﬃng has been
at 60% for COVID. One full time marketing person
moved end of January last year. Our second went to a
4 day week. We haven’t had any volunteers as a result
of COVID.
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HOW ABOUT POTENTIAL VISITORS?
We have such hidden gems and they shouldn’t be
hidden.

In theory, we should look good to Chicago residents.
I don’t know about Milwaukee. I think it is a
transition city and they always go north to smaller
communities like Bay View and Cudahy.

I don’t think they’re aware.
They need to be made more aware. But we don’t have
the hotels and golf courses. It’s more of a residential
play than a visitor play.
I don’t think anybody goes there but they pass
thorough. I here two things: Chocolate City and
Fred’s Hamburgers.
I have a ton of girlfriends who are still in Chicago
and every time they come here they shop for real
estate and they want to move but they don’t do it.
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WHEN IT COMES TO VISITORS, FROM
WHICH CITIES, REGIONS OR STATES DO
THEY TEND TO ORIGINATE?
We get some from Chicago, Lake Geneva, other
places but not sure which ones. Other people can
comment better on this.

If they come for events they are coming specifically
from Illinois and we are the Wild West.
It’s not where they’re coming from it’s where they’re
going - Kettle Moraine, Lake Geneva. We don’t do a
good job of getting them to stop.

It’s mostly within the surrounding smaller towns and
cities. Some from the Chicagoland area.

I have a co worker who lives in Racine and they come
here but more for Lake Geneva, Williams Bay.

I think there’s an opportunity from farther away than
30 mins for people coming to visit in the future,
maybe Chicago, but I can’t see people from from
Iowa, Minnesota and those further places coming to
visit.

It’s more about coming to visit family or to come to
town for a wedding - or the shoe shop or grocery
store.

We’re getting our visitors from people who are
coming for weddings. Diﬀerent parts of Wisconsin
and all over.

IF they come, they’re coming from 20 minutes away.

The Summer and Weekend Lake People are mostly
from Illinois, and specifically Chicago.
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HOW ABOUT BUSINESS INVESTMENT?
Most successful businesses are ones that start from
people who have been here their whole life. Most are
second or third-generation Burlington-owned
businesses—very few 1st gen entrepreneurs, which is
kind of our problem. Need people who see us for the
diamond in the rough that we are—aﬀordable, great
place to operate a business.
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WHO ARE WE?
DEFINING,
POSITIONING AND
MARKETING
OURSELVES
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DO YOU BELIEVE PROMOTING “CITY OF TRAILS” IS A WINNING
PLAY WHEN COMPARING BURLINGTON TO SURROUNDING
COMMUNITIES, MILWAUKEE OR OTHER COMPETITORS? AND,
ARE YOU CONCERNED THAT AT LEAST ONE OTHER WISCONSIN
MUNICIPALITY SHARES THIS SAME ATTRIBUTION?)
St. Croix, WI is radically diﬀerent for the approach to
audiences. The risk for us is if we were not investing
in the trails opportunity. We were excited about the
long-term sustainability of the trails, appeal to so
many demographics, economic boom for businesses
and homes near paths… a grand slam when it works.

Yes. We could have chocolate trails and liars’ trails
and tall tales trails. And have things happening all
year ‘round.
I think it can be, but it needs a lot of work. Feels on
trend. But we have to build it before they will come.
They don’t have to be trails they bike or walk on but
could be trails of stuﬀ you do like visiting craft
breweries. Or the Underground Railroad homes that
housed slaves. An historic homes trail. A bike trail. I
think a trail can be anything you want it to be. But it
has to be branded properly, too. It could create pride
within the city … if we were city of trails all of a
sudden there was this cool underground city of trails
then there was literature and signage … people would
feel better about the city. And if you look at Growing
Up In Burlington on Facebook, something has to be
done about city pride.

Right now, are we the City of Trails? Kind of.. not
really this minute, but the opportunity to do more
with our trails is limitless.
150% yes. Not worried about St. Croix sharing the
name. I like City of Trails for the fact it has historic
trails, wine trails, bike trails… we’re not pigeonholed into one trail. The liars club trails, theatre club
trails.
At first I didn’t like it but I started to think it’s OK.
It’s a nice alternative to Chocolate Fest.
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“City of Trails”
I was on both of the committees. We exhausted 1,000
diﬀerent ideas. I believe there’s enough opportunity
tight but you have to force the city’s hand to develop
the trails and they need to for the residents first. And,
does the city have wherewithal to make this happen? I
hope so. Public Works and Parks have been talking
about this FOREVER. It has to be somebody’s job.

IF they want to run with this there has to be great
intentionality. I don’t see it.
We could do Water Trails, Hiking and Biking Trails,
Underground Railroad trail, Rails Trails and Tall
Tales trails. Trains are a big focus with 42 trains every
day. If we could get it built out around rivers and bike
trails (which go nowhere) it could be cool, but I don’t
think it’ll be done right. We don’t have the talent to
build it even if we had the money. And we don’t have
the money.

Rotary started to put in some kiosks and high schools
have been building some signs, I think. People are on
their bikes to Lyons in Walworth County and there
are so many connections here … so we know it’s big.
But we have to do something with main waterway at
Echo Lake and Echo Park if you’re up in a plane all
these rivers are coming together we are almost like an
island with so much water around us. The DNR is
saying many cities getting rid of dams. I want to get
rid of the dam and dredge and go deeper. On the Fox
River we have a Kayak Landing … the path on the
Fox River as it comes into Weymouth Park (just east
of Adrian’s) and the White River Trail comes from
Lake Geneva and goes into Echo Park. And I believe
there’s a walking trail for White River. It’s all there.

I hate it! We have one trail.
I don’t like it without the supporting infrastructure.
We have to spend and awful lot of money to connect
them to each other and the community and get the
signage.
We live over by Nestle and we ride on the sidewalk
then connect by the dog park and then get on the
gravel trail … looking at weeds all the way. So we
bought a truck to go to other towns to ride on other
trails. It just doesn’t work here.

I think you’d have to really play with it. I mean, just
across the county line is Kettle Moraine. And you can
walk all around Lake Geneva on their trail.
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“City of Trails”
If we did, I think we’d be over-promising/underdelivering for a very long time. Yes, there’s potential
but when looking at St. Croix already has this and
what we have now compared to competition… this
makes it a bad, bad decision. It would take a long
time to deliver on that.

We’re waiting on this piece to come to fruition. It’ll
never happen.
Underground Railroad has 5-10 stops on an itinerary
that extends through Racine County. We produced a
decent size pamphlet about 15 years ago. It’s out of
print and Burlington did one for just their stops. I
think they can create diﬀerent trails, like the Liars
Club Trail is one-of-a-kind. If we had a year of
planning the Fox River Water Trail, that would be far
enough along to be a noted trail. The 13 mile stretch
from Racine to Burlington was just approved for the
purchase of that stretch so they have to put down the
trail now a year or 2 oﬀ from being done. Right now,
no, they aren’t the City of Trails, but I think in a year
or 2 it will be. Fox River Water Trail could have
national status. I’m saying don’t brand it City of
Trails, make that the underlying thing and call it
something else.

I don’t have any concerns about St. Croix. We have a
great location to be called City of Trails and I think
that people would come into the city if we could have
opportunity to build up our trails. We talked about
City of Art, The Liars, Tales & Trails because known
for the Lyars Club
St. Croix in NW Wisconsin they associate with the
Vikings and Minneapolis… that’s far enough away
that I don’t think it will be a problem. We need
something that will attract the day tripper, and if not
city of trails, I do think the outdoors and hiking and
biking will incentivize people to check us out. I’ve
been disappointed in some of our building, like a
huge apartment complex on the river and given up a
lot more property on the river that people would
want for a restaurant or something overlooking the
river.

We are a solid C- on bike trails in this town.
Burlington is a city of TRAIL, not trails.
I’m incredibly worried that we’re creating the next
Chocolate City.
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“City of Trails”
I think there is an opportunity there and we should
promote the trails we have, but if you are going to use
that title then you are going to have to more fully
develop it. The other thing we’ve had for
opportunities with any number of venues for events,
we have the Veterans Terrace, downtown Mercantile
Hall, venue by our airport, one by Warren Rd.,… all
of those with a hotel downtown, a formal wear,
jeweler and floral shop—we have a great many
benefits. You look at how long it took them to
establish themselves as Chocolate City USA and
people say “you don’t have this, you don’t have
that…” and with 30 years of Chocolate Festivals we
haven’t seen much done to make us more of a
Chocolate City. I’m not sure how long it will take
with investment and focus to become the City of
Trails with how we saw Chocolate City done up to
now.

No. Vehemently NO, I don’t think it’s a good move. I
don’t see this as a viable way to attract people. Other
cities like Lake Geneva or Cedarburg are cities of
what they are. The city has a hard time getting
citizens engaged in things because they never go
anywhere. They can’t go from theory to reality, even
when there are really good people on it for the
committees. I think we need a better promotional
situation than our city having to “be” something
specific. We struggle with getting promotions out
really bad because they don’t know how to do it. We
struggle with putting ideas into action even with all
this great data and ideas coming in. I have no idea
about the investment needing to be put into trails,
but we have signage for trails that hasn’t even been
put up yet.
I’m open to the name, but I don’t think it can happen
without a lot of work and investment. Including the
water trails, bike trails and we need to be prepared to
do the investment to make it work. We need a good
plan and the finances to make it work.

I’m open to any name that focuses on recreational
opportunities. It promotes better than Chocolate
City. We are the original of the Liars Club so Tails
and Trails is unique and City of Trails doesn’t
encapsulate it.

We need to include our history in the City of Trails
project. There is some rich history here that I didn’t
know and it’s only in recent years that I do.
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“City of Trails”
You can’t become a marketing gimmick. You are what
you are. City of Trails is aspirational, but tales and
trails is about stories and is possible. The history of
Burlington and the things people did and the people
who lived here. The haunted houses and Liars
plaques. There is a group already promoting the Fox
River Trail for us and the Route of the Badger.
I think the rivers are very important to this city. It’s
the reason why people settled here in the first place.
There is an old folk tale that if there is a fork in the
river then you won’t have storms.
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WHAT MAKES BURLINGTON’S TRAILS
UNIQUE AND/OR ESPECIALLY
NOTEWORTHY?
Good bike trails, good water trails, snowmobile
trails, walking paths. We need more trails, we’ve got
interesting connections with other communities so
that’s kind of unique. We have about 30% of the trails
we need to really deliver on the promise for someone
to come from Denver and say wow, look at all these
trails (from number of trails, miles and visibility/
celebration.)

We’re in a pretty high population center so a big
investment would have to go in. From Racine to
Burlington—people could bike the whole way
through us, but need to get across the interstate
safely. We are a hub with being centrally located
between Lake Geneva and Racine The kiosk project
for Wayfinding where trails come into town or go out
of town, the trails maintenance and more boat/kayak
launches cost money so that would be needed, but it
would be good for businesses—small mom and pop
kayak shops and other places. Signage to making sure
the connections way finding is clear. Almost to
Elkhorn, Franklin, Lake Geneva, Racine… maybe
south missing a trail but others with the right
connections you can almost get to now with trails.
The waterways fox river, white river, honey creek—3
bodies of water that converge into 1, and the
waterways are picking up steam. (Where all trails
connect)

The trails are lacking in every aspect.
We have a list of trails we have—river trails, walking
trails, underground railroad, parks with diﬀerent
walking paths, so many bike trails, 3 walking bridges
over the river, hiking trails, snowmobile trails
OUTSIDE of the city, and they are beautiful.
Riverside Park by Fox River is where one bike trail
starts. Bike trails can be used for cross country skiers.
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What makes the trails unique?
I bike a lot and my family does, but I don’t go on the
trails ever. I bike on the road because you don’t want
to ride a road bike on those trails. Our bike trails are
gravel, not paved, and kind of boring. They are safer
than being on the road, but outside of Burlington
there are county roads everywhere that you can ride
on. The idea of City of Trails I imagine as a person on
a road bike cruising down them once or twice a year
is not really reality. There aren’t enough trails around
here to satisfy a biker. Browns Lake to Zenda is about
35 miles away, one way, but no one is going to drive to
Burlington to bike that trail. More people walk on
them probably than ride bikes on them, and it’s great
however those are being used, but I don’t think that’s
a huge draw outside of Burlington. Brown’s Lake is
great and getting better—restocking fish and doing
things to improve it. We have a lot of water and lakes,
but in our corner of the state there are nice lakes
everywhere. I don’t see a serious biker loading up and
heading to Burlington—it’s just a smaller social
thing. I think we’d have a way better time with the
river trails and opening kayak shops with bikes that
work. Door County has a bike shop that is perfect
with bike trails near a state park, but that’s not what
we have here.

Right now, It’s kind of like Chocolate Fest, if we were
rebranded City of Trails. We need apps, QR codes,
way finding, tri-fold pamphlet with who rents kayaks,
bikes. In Sparta there’s bike shops and rental places—
2 or 3 tunnels—there’s signage, information,
restaurants have pamphlets, wineries and breweries
that encourage people to stop. In maybe 3 years they
could get it going—there’s gotta be some financial
work to get that done—I don’t know if there are
tourism grants or other ways to get things done.
I think it needs to be developed. We can’t just say
“we’re a city of trails come hike here.” They have to
lead to something.
The Fabulous Fox is coming from Waukesha all the
way down to Illinois.
We have HORRIBLE way finding. Rotary some kiosks
for trail maps. There are no trails maps.
Currently people don’t perceive there are trails. The
beauty of marketing is not what is but what can be and trails could be equally attractive to residents and
visitors.
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What makes the trails unique?
You can bike from Whitewater to Milwaukee through
Burlington.
The connectivity is great but our trails don’t tell
people what they can do in Burlington. We need an
outfitter for lots of things. There is no place to rent a
canoe at Brown’s Lake or on our Rivers, either.
They don’t get used because there is NO
advertisement. The locals know, some of them, but
nobody else. It’s hidden but it could bring younger
generations.
It’s something we can work on but it’s not ready. Not
yet.
I heard you can go from Franklin to Elkhorn on one
of them.
I can’t comment cuz I have not been on them … even
though I know where they are.
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HOW COULD OR SHOULD THE TRAILS BE
DEVELOPED OR MADE EVEN MORE
ENJOYABLE AND NOTEWORTHY?
Add some signage and pop to the trails we currently
have. Then start adding miles, and build from there.

It would take a lot of money, but we should go back to
being able to use our railroad to bring people into
Burlington.

If we put forth the eﬀort to connect all of our trails,
like the bike trails (some of them just stop). Get
people to think outside the box of what a trail is and
businesses on board to have a wine trail, beer trail
and get everyone involved.
The hub of the trail concept needs to be a facility in
the city where people can find out about them.
Something exciting and vibrant. Where do I rent
bikes? What’s going on this weekend? Right now, we
have billboards around town with some city events on
them, but there needs to be a building that oﬀers
promotion for what we have to oﬀer—for tourism.
The Chamber of Commerce can’t house it—that place
is not attractive or promotable.
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DO YOU THINK THE PRESENCE OF THE
TRAILS HAS BEEN ADEQUATELY
MONETIZED?
Trails are possible for any community, but it’s the
decision to commit and right now they are
inadequately monetized. This is the kind of thing
where a public/private partnership would work like
sponsorship of trails. We can have bar or chocolate
trails, made trails.

Not in the past, but it is beginning. Signage, count of
miles/markings is being budgeted.
No. The biggest thing I see bikes parked by is the
Adrian’s Custard Stand and it’s close to the trail.
We have to let people know about them because they
will come to town and eat somewhere. Dock your
canoe and walk to this place or that place … we just
need to tell our story better.

I haven’t seen anything, but I know that once it
became a focus then the city has moved forward to
make it something.

You guys will bring it to life in a way that will make
people go “holy sh*t” and they will see something
they have never seen before. Actually, the City should
have the trails sponsored… LDV Browns Lake trails.
Create a program where businesses buy the naming
rights to trails to help pay for development.

No.
We need to invest in the infrastructure to ensure this
promise of trails would be met. There is no place to
enter Echo Lake. The river is nearly impossible to go
down in a canoe with fallen trees and obstructions.
We need a coﬀee shop and other things along them
that makes the trails promotable.

No not at all … and I don’t see how it can be.
Downtown is not great for bike riders.
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Have the trails been adequately monetized?
Near Lake Geneva they have Pedal and Cup it’s been
there forever, a little coﬀee shop with bike rentals
right on the White River Trail. A young couple
purchased it and they had a food truck and live
music. It was crazy busy and it is basically the model
for how you can do things on that trail. It would be
nice if someone would do something like that here.
No it’s not … and if business doesn’t believe in it … ?
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THE ENVIRONMENT

174

HOW MUCH VALUE DO YOU FEEL CITY OF BURLINGTON PLACES
ON OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AND TAKING
CARE OF ITS MANY TRAILS - WHICH PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE
GREAT OUTDOORS? WOULD YOU DESCRIBE RESIDENTS AS
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS?
When I think of eco friendly, I think of Madison,
Ashland… places where eco-friendly is their
moniker. I would say Burlington is above average,
being conscious of it, but not the same as those
others.

How much value do you feel City of Burlington
places on overall environmental stewardship and
taking care of its many trails - which provide access
to the great outdoors? Would you describe residents
as environmentally conscious?

My sense is that we are probably middle of the road
in terms of being environmentally progressive or
high degree of stewardship. I would say that there’s
potential, but I’m not sure that it’s super baked into
our DNA yet.

I think they do a good job. Residents are
environmentally conscious as well. Are you going to
find garbage in the park every once in a while? Yes,
but the parks department and city do a good job,
especially coming into the city. When you are coming
from the North, you are greeted by Adrians on the
corner of Milwaukee Ave. Towards the West side of
Burlington, you have a park and sitting area that’s
beautified with Christmas lights there on the
holidays.

I think that the DPW does a great job of maintaining.
A huge point for them is to maintain and we want to
keep our trails as well maintained as possible. You
don’t tend to it and it’s not going to have its full
potential. I think people are environmentally
conscious as well, ya.

I would guess the do, but they don’t talk about it,
promote or maybe even value it.

Yes.
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Environmental value
I think generally speaking, govt is not
environmentally friendly. Residents may be
environmentally friendly, but I wouldn’t say
Burlington as a city has a reputation for being green.

I’ve heard dredging dredging dredging to make the
lake healthier. I think that would be great.
I don’t think I’ve heard that from a lot of people in
Burlington. It would become politicized because
Burlington is uber-Republican. We need buildings by
the water to get people closer to the water, though.

I think we’re doing that. I think residents value being
a clean city. Our downtown doesn’t have a lot of
empty stores.

I think the City would create a stink if someone
wanted to come in and dirty things up. We don’t want
massive development. We’re quietly under the surface
(like nobody knows there are so many Sierra Club
members until we tried to build a building when we
were sitting and strategically siting the building not
to disturb trees, but they came out of the woodwork
and we said “where did you activists come from?!”

Yes but I’m not sure you’d see that outwardly
recognized. Is it something the community could
rally around? Maybe.
Especially our baseball is huge. We have so many
diamonds and activities. We have softball and little
league and we keep up the diamonds.

The residents enjoy the benefits of the natural spaces
but I don’t think they believe in sustainability or
value it. The truth is we haven’t developed to a point
to destroy the natural environment.

More of what we’re doing is getting a lot of snow and
we got the rinks all set up and then we get this frigid
weather and you can skate.
Our parks are in pretty good shape but are there
areas of curb appeal deficit? Yes. Our curb appeal
looks pretty dated for parks and streetscapes …yes
there is environmental stewardship but it’s not being
talked about … and I’m LEEDS certified.

Some of that gets into Town vs City tension. Two
municipalities but one community. The town is
natural an rural. People who live in the town think
they live in the city. It’s crazy.
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Environmental value
I think they are trying to be invested in that and folks
who will try to help with the weeds in the sidewalk
with the boy scout group to round those up. There’s
great opportunity with the Case Eagle Park just north
of the river for Burlington and that’s the “Burlington
Area”—city versus town and the borders doesn’t
matter—Burlington will get visitors for it. The dept of
Tourism with their outdoor recreation oﬃce is only a
year old but doing a great job of promoting trails and
outdoor things in Wisconsin—the head of that
Bureau Ann Sayers is now interim Tourism Director
for Wisconsin. I’ve been to Oconomowoc for a
Winter Craft Fair that I was very impressed with—
their downtown, what they do, how cute that is and
the space for events was really nice. Door County is
doing a great job with outdoors.
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RESEARCH SHOWS THAT YOUNG PEOPLE ARE ATTRACTED TO
COMMUNITIES THAT VALUE AND OFFER OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES, AND THOSE THAT CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.
SHOULD DEVELOPING AND PROMOTING THOSE ATTRIBUTES BE
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR CITY OF BURLINGTON?
The celebration of being outside and seeing people on
trails like a walker, dog walker, cyclist, person with a
stroller… you don’t know them, but appreciate the
sense of community with those people. It’s a very
primal thing—trails connecting people and places.

I totally agree with that … I almost don’t want it to be
an influx of people that spoil our quality of life and
caring about our environment. I don’t want there to
be development for the sake of profit.

Yes I do. I agree that young people value it and by
investing in it, you are more likely to attract a
younger population. I think this is good for young
families, not necessarily priority to target those just
graduating HS or college.
I agree. I think so.
Yes I think they should be promoting these things
and encouraging them, for sure.
It’s a big thing with young people but older people
value it, too…. we have this wonderful river walk that
was NEVER promoted, even to residents.
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BIASES &
NEIGHBORING
COMMUNITIES
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ARE THERE ANY BIASES AGAINST
BURLINGTON THAT ARE EITHER BASED IN
TRUTH OR MYTH? PLEASE DESCRIBE.
Not as a theme. I know there’s people who might
drive through and see Burlington as just a run down,
old town.
If something happened in Burlington could have
been 40 years ago and they never let it go - like the
big fight between the two Catholic Churches. Long
memories.
I don’t think people from outside of Burlington
realize the strides we have made to change. The worst
thing I heard about Burlington is that its stuck in
place and status quo. I hear from customers “I didn’t
know your shop was here” from surrounding
communities and I think that can change.
I really do, especially with lack of equality and
diversity.
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WOULD YOU SAY THERE IS A WELCOMING ATTITUDE
THAT PERMEATES THROUGHOUT THE CITY AND CROSSES
BORDERS OR IS THE CITY SUBJECT TO SILO’D BEHAVIOR
WITH RESPECT TO ITS NEIGHBORS?
By and large yes, but I’m also looking at it from the
perspective of diversity—we definitely need more of
it in this community for all aspects of race, age,
LGBTQ, etc.

I would describe the Western side of the county as
being equally unfriendly to visitors. A lot of it has to
do with the fact that it’s not diverse or welcoming to
diverse people.

I would say yes and no. It’s split between older
mentality, multi-generation Burlingtonite and
younger generation that is more open and
welcoming. Again, I think we’re going in the right
direction of changing that older mentality.
I don’t know … growing up here I had a lion’s share
of friends from Lake Geneva and they might have
looked down their noses a bit. But if you look at a
demo of year-round residents of LG, we compare very
favorably. I think that bias by LG people is goin away
because they come here to buy cars and shop at our
Walmart, which is nicer, and for sure at
Gooseberries.
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RESOURCES /
ASSETS
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DOES BURLINGTON HAVE ADEQUATE TECH,
TRANSIT AND CONNECTIVITY
INFRASTRUCTURE?
I think it’s where it should be for its size. Libertyville
has a great train right into the city… I don’t think it’s
necessary for Burlington in the next 5 - 10 years.

No and I don’t think it’s necessarily a negative.
Proximity to all these things is pretty good.

I don’t know.
I think we’re in good shape. We have WE Energy that
does an excellent job with power. We have good sewer
and water.
We absolutely need more transit infra structure, in
my opinion.
We’re pretty close to Sturtevant which is Amtrak. Fox
Lake is close, too. I use that. Or we send people to the
Brat Stop in Kenosha 25 minutes to a bus that goes
everywhere and anywhere.
I’ve never thought about that. Our trains running
through here are all freight trains.
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WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU VISITED THE CITY OF
BURLINGTON WEBSITE? WHAT ARE ITS STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES? HOW ABOUT BURLINGTON’S SOCIAL
MEDIA PRESENCE?
Probably a few months ago to find out when the
compost dump was open. It’s pretty boring—not
impressive or exciting. I don’t have very high
expectations for any city our size, or any city website
really. It wasn’t embarrassing or very exciting either. I
would give it a “c”

I just visited it today to see the “Vision of 2040”
document for growth. Then I made sure to share it on
all of my social media. The website is definitely good
—if you’re looking for an event then they have an
events page where more is posted.
Haven’t looked at it in some time. I couldn’t find a
building inspector phone number. The Chamber site
is alright.

Hah, I don’t use it at all. Last time I looked at it?
Couple years ago. I think it’s antiquated in respect to
look and navigation and capabilities.

I did look at it within the last nine months. I’m
struggling to remember my impression. I suppose
that’s part of the answer.

I don’t know about their website, but the Chamber’s
communications are disastrous and those go out to
quite a list of contacts. If you live nearby Burlington
and are prime target for visiting and spending
money, and the only money going into promotions is
through the Chamber, it’s no wonder they have a hard
time with attracting them.

Yes I’ve seen it. It looked amateurish. It’s worth
investing in a good website of course in 2021. You
never have a second chance to make a first impression
… especially if you hear about City of Trails and all
these things and they are not reflected on our City
site.
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City of Burlington’s website
I haven’t been on it in a while but no good things to
say about it … not real warm … it’s a lot of pavement.
Without having somebody hired specifically for that,
we’re doing an excellent job. The Chamber also has a
website and we have Real Racine that puts out a
website for Burlington. Are they doing well enough?
I’m not sure.
It’s OK. People don’t use websites. They use social
media. But I actually use the City website all the time.
I didn’t see a big negative on it. But I haven’t used it
in a while.
It’s a standard municipal website like all the others. It
doesn’t tell the story but not sure that it’s job. I don’t
find it easy to navigate, though. The local Historical
Society actually has a pretty good website.
You don’t feel like you’re at a stodgy bureaucratic
website. It has a nice drone photo.
It has some statistics about why it’s good to live here
and that’s a good thing. But, we don’t even have an
Instagram account and we don’t do much on
Facebook.
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ARE BURLINGTON’S BUSINESS AND TOURISM
STORIES ADEQUATELY TOLD ONLINE?
No, because there’s no story to tell. There’s a saying,
“stories are easy to tell when there’s a good story to
tell” and right now there is no good story for
Burlington. What are we going to talk about…
Chocolate? The Top museum? Right now, if you came
for trails, the signage isn’t there to find them.

I do think they have great stories. Like Liars, the
Railroad, the Mormon Church who owned some land
outside the community. Joseph Smith had something
to do with it oﬀ Mormon Road outside Burlington.
LDV does some really interesting work retrofitting
vehicles and armored trucks for clients like the Secret
Service. I’ve softened thought that’s tour worthy,
actually.

And, our Chamber of Commerce gets an F-… it is an
abomination. They couldn’t put in less eﬀort to
actually generating commercial activity in the city.
That’s a real problem.

Our city pool does a nice job …
No and for sure it should be a priority.

No. Definitely not.
No. Chamber puts in when a new business comes in
and I’ll do my own interviews about new businesses
that come in, too.

I haven’t seen anything. I don’t know.
No. And I think the Standard Press being a local
newspaper doing local sports could cover more about
local businesses.

No, they were not until the Facebook group Growing
Up Burlington showed up.
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Are Burlington’s stories being adequately told?
There are family businesses that have a unique story
and they all want to be kept quiet. Pretty private and
people don’t want others to know how much they’re
making.
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PROMOTIONS

188

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT FOR BURLINGTON TO
CONSISTENTLY ADVERTISE AND PROMOTE
ITSELF TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD? WHY?
Clearly, that would be helpful. I think before we
advertise anything, we need to get Burlington in
order first before we start advertising.
If you want to get visitors and businesses, you need to
be continually doing it. If you don’t keep reminding
people that you’re there, they’ll forget.
I think it’s very important. That goes back to a
collaborating between the Chamber and the city.
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IF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLACE-BASED BRANDING,
MARKETING AND ADVERTISING ARE THINGS YOU PAY
ATTENTION TO, WHICH CITIES, REGIONS OR STATES EXHIBIT
GOLD-STANDARD BEHAVIOR IN THIS REGARD?
This little town next to us, Elkhorn, has a simple,
unified, consistent branding and promotion. For a
town their size, they do a great job. You hear a lot
about Michigan. I think they advertise heavily. I have
a personal aﬃnity towards Utah, but not sure of it’s
promotions.

Galena

I think Door County and Lake Geneva have great
websites. Madison has a great website—it’s a little
broad in its presence, but it would be a website I use.
A good website is interactive, gives me ideas of where
to go and what to do, what to eat, attractions, etc. etc.

Las Vegas is brilliant. And, Don’t Mess With Texas.

Lake Geneva is getting better. It used to be bad at it.
The one that did a good job was Escape to Wisconsin
… spoke to what would happen when you go there.

We’re having a disaster with Chocolate City USA …
we were sued by Hershey, Pennsylvania. Even Bill,
who has been leading the Chocolate Festival for years
said it’s time to change in the paper this weekend.

Lake Geneva and Wisconsin Dells are not the same
place so I wouldn’t say those, but City of O’Claire is
one to look at, even with diﬀerences of UW and other
attractions. Their proximity to Minneapolis is same
as Burlington to Chicago. North Redwing, WI—on
the Mississippi River. Those are my two.

I don’t pay attention to that stuﬀ. We travel to places
we already know are awesome. We look at friends’
social media posts.
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Who are the gold standards in marketing?
I really think it’s Wisconsin Dells that is doing great.
It’s important to bring families and to promote the
sense of community that’s special here.
I cannot overstate the importance of it all. Wherever
you look, you say here’s all the work that has to be
done … infrastructure, way finding, promotion,
investment and commitment.
Back in the 80s with Chocolate city we did some PR
around branding. But not since then.
It’s crucial - nothing is more important.
If you don’t nobody’s going to do it for you.
Important how? Do we really want to grow or
preserve the Unicorn?
I think it’s extremely important but it’s not part of
our culture. How do you change that?
I think so, yes. We have to be better-known. I’m not
sure that’s the City’s responsibility, though.
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WHAT ARE THE BEST TARGET MARKETS FOR
BURLINGTON IN TERMS OF ATTRACTING BUSINESS
INVESTMENT, TALENT AND RESIDENTS?
Northern Racine area, Western Kenosha/pleasant
prairie area, Gurnee,… anyone who has a job around
here but wants a quiet community with white picket
fence to plant roots in… Burlington is a great deal,
especially if working from home. Cute, cool, great
little neighborhood here—for folks that want to get
away from a more urban environment.

Need to get people from the surrounding counties to
visit, and across the neighboring border of Northern
Illinois.

Much stronger online presence. Absolutely Norther
Illinois—that’s achievable for us. A lot of people
move to Pleasant Prairie, Kenosha, Racine. Getting
more visibility to other parts of Wisconsin.

Younger people will come out of Illinois and big cities
like Chicago and Milwaukee.

Illinois. Illinois people are looking to get out because
of taxes, your way of life, the cost of living.
Milwaukee … people fed up with it that, too.

I think we could attract residents from other small
towns. Burlington doesn’t have the kind of job
opportunities that draw people to relocate - or could
they commute or e commute? If I’m in Chicago or
Milwaukee and I start looking at small towns …
others have better optics … we don’t compare well,
realistically speaking.

Some towns are oﬀering people who live there, they
are oﬀering $10K/year for those people to live in
town. Students of HS, grade school level—Burlington
oﬀering certain degrees, free WIFI, or other
progressive concepts that will diﬀerentiate
Burlington from other people.
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Best target markets
I’d go to the bigger cities and that’s what we’re
supposed to be getting from Real Racine - help
attracting business investment. We need to get out
and prospect into Illinois.

I don’t think people know how not diverse we are …
maybe there’s just no desire or fear of backlash. We
need to be more diverse but I think they are just
afraid.

We have heard about a lot folks leaving Illinois for
our lower cost of living overall.

People know us as home of insurrectionists thanks to
January 6.

Tough one because the type of business that could
thrive here is like LDV that is global brand and
WisVis, they are all not dependent on the regional
economy. They are either global or national. Those
kinds of companies probably don’t gravitate to places
like this. Heavy distribution won’t work here because
we aren’t close enough to the interstate. Look at Epic
in Verona - all those highly educated engineers and
programmers live in downtown Madison. I’m not
sure they want to live in a small town like this at
those ages.
Racine. Burlington is this great, safe, quaint place to
live and it contrasts with Racine.
We have a great job candidate pool but many of them
don’t feel welcome here. We’re a little too white.
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DO YOU BELIEVE THE PEOPLE OF BURLINGTON TAKE
PRIDE IN THEIR COMMUNITY? DO YOU BELIEVE THEY
THEMSELVES TO A GOOD JOB OF PROMOTING THE
COMMUNITY BY WORD OF MOUTH?
Yes. I do. I’d give it a “B”… people are by and large
proud of living here and like living here.

We’re proud of some things - like Gooseberries is cool
for Burlington, but compared to other specialty
markets it’s not awesome. We need more places like
that with real charm. They took over a medium sized
grocery space and it’s just kind of ad hoc. Nice, but
could be cooler.

Absolutely. The community pride here is exponential.
Hometown and Burlington pride is great—anyone of
the street would say something positive if asked
about Burlington in general.

If you take out people under 25 I’d say yes people take
pride and you can see it by their level of involvement
in this process. And I think if you look at the handful
of business popping up you see people who have lived
elsewhere, moved back here and now have a dog in
the hunt.

I think people are negative. People who live here or
grow up here in Racine County can be negative, but I
know from living in other places that we have it good
here. The Greater Racine County initiative is focused
on how great of a place it is. People who stay in a
small town sometimes can feel like they are trapped
and that’s not necessarily unique, but they aren’t
doing themselves a favor.

I think so. They have pride in their homes and lawns.
The problems we do have is some of the rental
individuals with absentee landowners and we’re
constantly fighting with them. They do not care.

I think they do, but it’s misplaced - almost a defensive
pride.
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I’d love to say I hope so because I do.
Oh yeah. Absolutely. It’s almost protective.
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IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT TOURISM IS THE FRONT PORCH OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT. MANY BELIEVE IT IS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. WHEN I SAY
THAT, WHAT COMES TO MIND? HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK IT IS THAT
TOURISM PROMOTION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROMOTION BE
INTEGRATED IN BURLINGTON AND THE THREE-COUNTY REGION?

I think that it is important. When we started on the
branding question, we were just looking at this for
the city and residents. When we came across the idea
of trails, we thought how great that would be for
tourism as well and inclusive really for all people…
it’s one of the reasons why we like it.

That’s what I’ve been preaching for the last 4 years…
that tourism IS economic development and we’re
finally starting to see some movement. We’re starting
to convince stakeholders and as such, it’s imperative
that we combine tourism and economic development.
Real Racine invests hundreds of thousands of dollars
into printing maps… and doing it because that’s how
they’ve always done it. It’s a dinosaur organization.
Reforming that will lead to many more
opportunities.

I think the more, the merrier. If you have a business,
move into Burlington, it doesn’t hurt to have more
visitors and residents. People who come as tourists or
residents will spend their money in businesses. The
more people who come in as tourists and spend the
day here, you are giving them more options and more
to do if there are more businesses. You need that
connection, networking, friendship with all of us
surrounding each other.

Definitely integrated. I think in order for us to
succeed, we need to have it done with a diﬀerent
group—the Chamber should be doing it, but isn’t.
More taxes should be applied to help promote as well.

The Chamber is not doing anyone any favors either—
scrap it and combine into the tourism commission.
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Purpose
This report provides a quantitative analysis of the
competitive position of the City of Burlington, WI to
attract residents, tourists and businesses for the
purpose of economic and community development.
The primary objectives of the report are to:

The data collected will be used to inform a strategy to
develop a unique community brand that drives
attraction of residents, tourists and businesses to
Burlington.

Provide a baseline summary of the current demographic
landscape
Compare future demographic trends in Burlington, WI
to competing markets and potential target geographic
markets
Define current economic drivers by industry and
employment
Compare competitive advantages of Burlington’s
industry with those of competing markets
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Market Definition – Competition
Markets identified by the City of Burlington as
competitors for investment (residents, tourists and
businesses) are:

Antioch
East Troy
Elkhorn
Kenosha
Lake Geneva

While these markets are competitors, they also reflect
target markets from which to attract investment. While
all markets oﬀer both competition and opportunity, the
markets can be segregated into two general groups:
direct competitors that are closer in proximity and size
to Burlington, and target markets that are diﬀerent
enough in size, attributes and location that they
compete less directly with Burlington and oﬀer more
opportunities as target markets from which to attract
investors.

Union Grove
Milwaukee
Mukwonago
Racine
Waterford
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Markets

Attributes

Primary Competitors

Antioch, East Troy, Elkhorn, Lake
Geneva, Union Grove, Mukwonago

Located within 30-minute drive
time; average population of 19,991

Primary Source Markets

Kenosha, Milwaukee, Racine

Located outside of 30-minute drive
time; average population of
109,315
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Market Definition – Geography
Burlington Market Area
The City of Burlington had a population of approximately
10,889 in 2020. When considering strengths and
opportunities for market positioning, it is helpful to look at
a market area within a reasonable commuting distance
because individuals that live within a short drive are
current customers and employees of City of Burlington
assets. Since competing markets are already located within
a 30-minute drive, the relevant drive-time to diﬀerentiate
Burlington from competitors will be closer to a 10-minute
drive.
Unless otherwise specified, this report compares markets
based on a 10-minute drive from the city center, rather
than the municipal boundaries.

Figure 1: Burlington Market Area
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Market Definition – Geography
Combined Region
Burlington is part of the Milwaukee Combined Statistical
Area (CSA) which includes competing and source markets
in seven counties: Dodge, Milwaukee, Jeﬀerson, Ozaukee,
Racine, Walworth, Washington, and Waukesha. Antioch
and Kenosha are part of the Chicago CSA.
To add context to the compared areas, some data points
reference the “combined region” which encompasses a fivecounty area that includes all compared markets, except
Antioch which is in an adjacent Illinois County. This fivecounty combined area is more specific to our compared
areas than either the Milwaukee CSA, or the Chicago CSA,
which both incorporate significant geographies outside of
our compared markets and would skew the data.

Figure 2: Combined Region
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Demographic Trends – Competing Markets
Burlington’s demographic profile is similar to competing markets in terms of size, age and income. This
is demonstrated by having a relatively low diﬀerence between Burlington’s metrics and the mean metrics
among competitors.

Antioch

Burlington

East Troy

Elkhorn

Lake
Geneva

Mukwonago

Union
Grove

Waterford

2020 Total Population

35,200

21,146

13,780

18,920

15,835

20,805

11,630

22,609

2020-2025 Population: Annual
Growth Rate

-0.02%

0.36%

0.42%

0.28%

0.47%

0.46%

0.19%

2020 Median Age

40.9

41.9

41.8

38.3

43.3

43.0

2025 Median Age

41.5

42.6

42.5

38.4

43.4

$65,775

$77,305

$60,661

$62,307

2020 Median Household Income $79,893

2020 - 2025 Median Household
Income Growth Rate

11%

10%

8%

7%

10%

Mean Among
Competing
Markets

Burlington
Difference
from Mean

2020 Total Population

19,991

1,155

0.33%

2020-2025 Population: Annual
Growth Rate

0.31%

0.05%

44.2

44.5

2020 Median Age

42

-0.3

43.8

44.6

45.2

2025 Median Age

42

-0.18

$83,972

$74,518

$86,735

2020 Median Household Income

73,896

-8,121

2020 - 2025 Median Household
Income Growth Rate

10%

0%

11%

10%

10%

Source: ESRI

On average, Burlington is slightly larger with a slightly lower income than competing markets. Other indicators
place Burlington largely on exact average with competing markets.
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Demographic Snapshot
To add further context to Burlington’s
demographics in relation to compared
markets, the below variables were selected
because they reflect elements of income,
culture and spending preferences.
The highlighted rows show where Burlington
“ranks,” (highest percentage or index to
lowest), Burlington’s actual percentage or
index, and the actual percentage or index of
the combined region (Waukesha, Milwaukee,
Walworth, Racine and Kenosha Counties).

Percentage of
population 25+
with HS diploma
or Equivalent

Percentage
of owneroccupied
housing units

Percentage of
population that
is racially
white

Spending Index (National Average = 100)
Compares amount spent/household to national
average

All Retail Goods

All Entertainment/
All Travel
Recreation

Burlington
Rank of 11
Markets

5

7

4

7

7

7

Antioch

95.2%

76.7%

89.8%

112

112

114

Burlington

93.4%

66.7%

93.2%

89

90

89

East Troy

96.3%

73.8%

95.9%

105

106

106

Elkhorn

88.9%

66.5%

89.4%

86

86

85

Kenosha

88.5%

57.0%

74.8%

77

77

75

Lake Geneva

91.9%

64.7%

87.7%

102

102

100

Milwaukee

82.1%

25.3%

43.4%

62

62

57

Mukwonago

96.5%

68.0%

74.7%

115

116

117

Racine

85.6%

79.7%

96.1%

69

69

66

Union Grove

91.7%

56.3%

61.2%

103

104

101

Waterford

95.5%

72.6%

94.4%

112

112

114

Combined
Region

90.6%

58.6%

71.2%

91

91

91
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Source Markets
The population of the Burlington market area
is significantly smaller, older and wealthier
than primary source markets. The size and
wealth of Burlington is projected to grow at a
faster rate than source markets.

Burlington

Kenosha

Milwaukee

Racine

2020 Total Population

21,146

96,389

226,846

92,877

2020-2025 Population: Annual
Growth Rate

0.36%

0.11%

0.33%

0.20%

2020 Median Age

41.9

35.9

29.6

36.4

2025 Median Age

42.6

36.5

30.6

37

2020 Median Household Income

$65,775

$53,489

$36,125

$45,822

2020 - 2025 Median Household
Income Growth Rate

10%

4%

8%

8%

Source: ESRI

In addition to being significantly smaller,
Burlington’s population is significantly older and
wealthier than source markets.

Mean Among Source Markets

Burlington Difference from
Mean

2020 Total Population

109,315

-88,169

2020-2025 Population: Annual
Growth Rate

0.25%

0.11%

2020 Median Age

36

5.95

2025 Median Age

37

5.93

2020 Median Household Income

50,303

15,472

2020 - 2025 Median Household
Income Growth Rate

7.80%

3%

Source: ESRI
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Economic Opportunities & Threats
In addition to healthcare, global trends in e-commerce
and reshoring, particularly of medical supply and food
supply-chains, will drive growth in industries including
medical device manufacturing, warehouse and
distribution services, manufacturing of packaging
materials, and food processing.

National Employment Trends
According to the bureau of labor statistics, five out of
the 20 fastest growing industries from 2019 – 2029 will
be in healthcare and social assistance. Total national
employment is projected to grow from 162.8 million to
168.8 million over the 2019–29 decade, an increase of
6.0 million jobs. This reflects an annual growth rate of
0.4 percent, slower than the 2009–19 annual growth
rate of 1.3 percent.
While employment in healthcare is projected to grow,
manufacturing is projected to lose more jobs over the
decade to 2029 than any other industry. 12 of the 20
industries projected to have the most rapid declines of
employment are in manufacturing industries.
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Market Opportunities & Threats – Current
Industry Concentration
2020 Combined Regional
Employment Concentration
by Industry

In 2019, the Gross Regional Product (GRP)
for the Milwaukee CSA was $112.6 Billion.
Employment throughout five-county
compared area is largely in healthcare,
manufacturing and retail trade. These
industries are driving economic growth for
the entire Milwaukee region.

Source: ESRI

Health Care/Social Assistance (NAICS62)

0.1514

Prof/Scientific/Tech Srv (NAICS54)

0.0717

Manufacturing (NAICS31-33)

0.1333

Other Srv excl Public Admin (NAICS81)

0.0541

Retail Trade (NAICS44-45)

0.1256

Finance & Insurance (NAICS52)

0.0463

Accommodation/Food Services (NAICS72)

0.0814

Wholesale Trade (NAICS42)

0.0459

Educational Services (NAICS61)

0.0752
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Market Opportunities & Threats – Current
Industry Concentration
Burlington’s employment concentrations are
typical of a community that’s economy is
driven more by residents and tourists than
private industry investment. It is notable and
exceptional that Burlington has a higher
concentration of employment in healthcare.
As manufacturing employment declines
nationally, Burlington will have a
competitive advantage due to its high
concentration of employment in healthcare
which will continue to see employment
growth.

2020 Burlington, WI
Employment Concentration
by Industry
Source: ESRI

Retail Trade (NAICS44-45)

0.1852

Other Srv excl Public Admin (NAICS81)

0.0567

Health Care/Social Assistance (NAICS62)

0.1758

Public Administration (NAICS92)

0.0507

Manufacturing (NAICS31-33)

0.1678

Construction (NAICS23)

0.0472

Educational Services (NAICS61)

0.0774

Other

0.1618

Accommodation/Food Services (NAICS72)

0.0744
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Largest Employers
Burlington is fortunate to have key employers
in growing industries. As noted, while
manufacturing employment will decline
nationally, certain sectors within
manufacturing will see growing demand due
to e-commerce and reshoring of sensitive
supply chains. Burlington’s current
employment base is largely in growing
employment sectors.

Business Name

Industry

Number of
Employees

Sales Volume

Wisconsin Vision
Associates

Medical Equipment
Distribution

600

Unknown

Nestle Confection &
Snacks

Food processing

550

$184,643,000

Aurora Burlington Clinic

Healthcare

500

$89,984,000

Aurora Memorial Med Ctr

Healthcare

382

$0

Walmart Supercenter

Retail

356

$48,785,000

Echo Lake Foods Inc

Food processing

300

$100,715,000

Lavelle Industries Inc

Rubber and Plastics
Manufacturing

300

$82,319,000

Burlington Medical &
Rehab Svc

Healthcare

200

$0

Ldv Inc

Custom trucks

200

$24,148,000

Quad/graphics Inc

Printing

200

$32,439,000

Menards

Menards

150

$41,160,000

Burlington High School

Public Education

135

$0

Packaging Corp of
America

Packaging material
manufacturing

130

$32,751,000

Kohl's

Retail

110

$15,074,000

Ardagh Group Burlington
Plant

Packaging material
manufacturing

100

$24,860,000
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Private Investment Trends
Investment from private industry is largely driven by the availability of desirable real-estate. Desirable real-estate
includes modern industrial facilities with high ceilings, shovel-ready sites available for development, and a location
that is near a major interstate for national distribution and supply-chain access. An ample and growing workforce
continues to drive private investment decisions. Burlington has advantages and disadvantages that will impact
demand from future private investors.
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Private Investment Trends
Available Properties
Burlington has identified the Burlington Manufacturing
and Oﬃce Park (BMOP) as a competitive location to
attract private investment and employers to the area. The
BMOP is well marketed, with multiple sites identified with
the BMOP ranging from 3 – 15 acres. A conceptual
expansion plan is identified to allow for further
development. The sites appear to be shovel-ready, or close
to shovel-ready, based on their adjacency to existing
buildings and infrastructure.
Marketing of the BMOP can be improved by more clearly
identifying the infrastructure available at each of the sites,
and whether the industrial park is in a TIF district. The
City of Burlington markets TIF as an available tool on the
city website, but it does not provide a map of where the
TIF is located. This information should be readily available
to a potential investor.
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Figure 3: BMOP Site Plan
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Workforce
Among competing locations, Burlington’s greatest
advantage is it concentration of healthcare employment.
There are more jobs in the healthcare and employment
industry in Burlington than any competing area (not
including source markets of Milwaukee, Racine and
Kenosha). There is also a large number of people that live
in Burlington that work in the healthcare industry, not
necessarily with jobs in Burlington. This represents
potential workforce for companies considering to locate
or expand in Burlington.

Healthcare Employment
Place of Work

Healthcare Employment
Place of Residence

Antioch

1,293

2,246

Burlington

1,811

1,711

East Troy

1,058

1,016

Elkhorn

1,373

1,137

Lake Geneva

1,128

1,267

Mukwonago

1,094

1,645

Union Grove

338

1,021

Waterford

517

2,077

Figure 4: Locations of healthcare employers
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Workforce
Outside of healthcare employment, the workforce data for
Burlington represents typical employment levels for a town
the size of Burlington.
The City of Burlington is a net-attractor of commuters,
with more people commuting to jobs in the City of
Burlington that commuting to jobs in other cities:
4,076 people commute out of Burlington
1,341 live and work in Burlington
7.057 commute to jobs in Burlington
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018

Figure 5: Commuter Inflow/Outflow
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Workforce
People that are commuting from Burlington are
commuting to these cities:
Count

Share

Burlington City, WI

1,341

24.8%

Milwaukee City, WI

420

Kenosha City, WI

People that are commuting to Burlington
commute from these cities:
Count

Share

Burlington City, WI

1,341

16%

7.8%

Kenosha City, WI

367

4.4

237

4.4%

Racine City, WI

284

3.4

Racine City, WI

193

3.6%

Bohners Lake CDP, WI

263

3.1

Elkhorn City, WI

119

2.2%

Milwaukee City, WI

227

2.7

Waterford Village, WI

116

2.1%

Browns Lake CDP, WI

225

2.7

Lake Geneva City, WI

102

1.9%

Rochester Village, WI

196

2.3

New Berlin City, WI

101

1.9%

Elkhorn City, WI

185

2.2

Waukesha City, WI

97

1.8%

Waterford Village, WI

178

2.1

Mount Pleasant Village, WI

81

1.5%

Salem Lakes Village, WI

152

1.8

All Other Locations

2,610

48.2%

All Other Locations

4,980

59.3

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018
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Workforce
In terms of industries and income, we can identify
some trends in the commuting workforce:
•

•

•

Manufacturing industries are mostly filled by
the resident workforce, and the resident
workforce makes the least amount of money
Outbound commuters are mostly traveling to
jobs that are not in manufacturing, and they
have higher earnings than those working in
jobs in the City of Burlington
Inbound commuters are working in positions
more evenly spread across manufacturing and
non-manufacturing industries; they make
more money than the resident workforce, and
almost as much as outbound commuters

Inbound Commuters

Outbound Commuters

Resident Workforce

Count

Share

Count

Share

Count

Share

Workers Aged 29 or younger

1,737

24.6%

1,021

25.0%

355

26.5%

Workers Aged 30 to 54

3,551

50.3%

2,118

52.0%

611

45.6%

Workers Aged 55 or older

1,769

25.1%

937

23.0%

375

28.0%

Workers Earning $1,250 per
month or less

1,633

23.1%

934

22.9%

388

28.9%

Workers Earning $1,251 to
$3,333 per month

2,106

29.8%

1,189

29.2%

376

28.0%

Workers Earning More than
$3,333 per month

3,318

47.0%

1,953

47.9%

577

43.0%

Workers in the "Goods
Producing" Industry Class

2,404

34.1%

833

20.4%

490

36.5%

Workers in the "Trade,
Transportation, and Utilities"
Industry Class

1,474

20.9%

931

22.8%

230

17.2%

Workers in the "All Other
Services" Industry Class

3,179

45.0%

2,312

56.7%

621

46.3%

Total

7,057

100.0%

4,076

100.0%

1,341

100.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018
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Location
Burlington’s location in relation to major interstates is its
most significant obstacle to attracting private investment.
Most competing locations are closer to I-41 and I-43,
which are important interstates for distribution to the
Chicago Market through I-41, and nationally through
I-43 which connects to I-39. As customers require faster
delivery, the distance from Burlington to national
interstates becomes an increasingly impactful obstacle.
There is no shortage of competition from available sites
that are better located, particularly along I-43 in Kenosha,
Racine and up to Milwaukee. Countless greenfield sites
are available on the market, and companies will continue
to choose to locate closer to the interstates unless there is
an extenuating circumstance that requires them to be
located near Burlington.

Figure 6: Industrial Land Sites 3+ Acres Currently Marketed for Sale; Source: CoStar
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Market Positioning
Burlington has a unique competitive advantage with its concentration of employment in healthcare, which is also the
fastest growing industry nationally for employment projected over the next ten years. This is a major opportunity that
Burlington can leverage through ensuring the needs of both hospital systems and patients are met through public and
private services. Developing and leverage relationships with the hospital systems may lead to attraction of ancillary
services.
Due to its location, there will be a stronger and perennial threat that its private employers may be acquired by outside
interest that will choose to relocate the operations to a more logistically advantageous location. The opportunity to
attract employers in manufacturing and distribution industries is hindered by lack of interstate access, and eﬀorts to
develop industry should be focused on retaining and growing existing employers. Those existing employers may
recommend specific opportunities to attract targeted companies from their supply-chain, or other partners.
Developing and mining those relationships will provide the best opportunity to attract new employers, while
maintaining the best opportunity to retain and grow those existing employers.
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Market Positioning
Develop a tourism industry that caters to the needs
of those visiting the hospital systems. What unique
services are oﬀered at existing hospital and clinics,
and how can the city support the hospital systems in
marketing those services? How are their clients and
families being served by local amenities when they
are traveling to Burlington for services?

Partner with non-profit resources to reduce barriers
to entrepreneurship to build local tourism and
shopping opportunities; for example, develop
relationship with local Community Development
Corporation to provide not-for-profit loans to
entrepreneurs

Pursue a TIF Strategy to heavily incentivize
development at the Burlington Manufacturing &
Oﬃce Park – if a TIF does exist, ensure it is clearly
incorporated into marketing strategy; the BMOP
will need to be heavily incentivized to attract
investment due to its distance from major interstates
Promote low-cost living amenities to take advantage
of the increase in remote work
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OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

There is Broad Support For a New Identity
and Brand Position
Of course, the need for a new logo was pre-ordained by
the assignment. And that desire should be fulfilled. We
were also challenged with studying the eﬃcacy of “City
of Trails” as a new position and tagline for Burlington
to replace “Chocolate City.” The Trails concept was not
broadly supported by respondents, as discussed in
more detail elsewhere in this Observations &
Recommendations section, as well as in Verbatims.

Our recommendation is to create a position and tagline
for Burlington that is not focused on trails and indeed
not focused on attracting visitors. Valuable groundwork
exists in this document to set the guardrails that will be
expressed in a creative brief that will precede the
tagline writing and brand identity design phases. And,
by all means, Burlington should continue to develop its
Trails infrastructure and programming.

In the following pages we make an argument that
rather than continuing to push visitability, we should
shift focus to promoting Burlington’s livability - and the
reasons it is an attractive location for business
investment. We do not see a big short term win ahead
in continued investment in pushing tourism.
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A Move to Dub Burlington City of Trails Was Not
Broadly Supported. Here’s Why.
There was much discussion on this subject during
Qualitative Research and while there were advocates of
the notion, the majority of respondents are opposed or
at least deeply skeptical. It comes down to two basic
questions:

Waters Trail is a “scenic corridor” stretching more than
17 miles north–south between Burlington and
Muskego Lake into Waukesha County. The trail was
originally three trails, locally called Burlington,
Waterford–Wind Lake and Norway, all stitched
together as part of Racine County's system of bike
paths. But none of these assets have been joined
together in any physical or strategic way as best we can
tell - and respondents point out there is very little
physical infrastructure in place now to deliver on a City
of Trails promise. Nor is it known how much cycling
traﬃc exists on the trails or the demographics of the
cyclists.

1. Can Burlington deliver on the promise a tag like City
of Trails makes - now - or even soon?
2. Can the Trails concept be monetized in Burlington now or even soon?

You have the White River State Trail, which is
composed of two separate segments: a 12-mile stretch
that runs between Elkhorn and just west of Burlington
in Walworth County, and a 7-mile section that
connects the unincorporated community of Kansasville
near Eagle Lake to downtown Burlington. The Seven
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A Move to Dub Burlington City of Trails Was Not
Broadly Supported. Here’s Why.
There is little to no education or entertainment
programming suﬃcient to support an Underground
Railroad or other suggested themed sub-trail concepts
within the City of Burlington (suggested by some to
bolster the physical presence of trails). To deliver on the
expectations of people who would expect a robust
trails-based experience given such a bold position, it is
evident significant planning, execution and funding
would have to be devoted.

Please see the GS-executed brand audit on Page 60 of
this document for a sense of the scale and scope of that
eﬀort. Economists estimate that as of late 2019, a
$600m taxpayer investment has contributed to $6.2
billion in private investment and 11,000 permanent
jobs added within 1/2 mile of completed trails in the
Beltline. Clearly, trails can be exploited to add to quality
of life, visitability and as economic drivers - but the key
is they require real money to reach critical mass.

When it comes to high level activation of the notion of
a City of Trails-type positioning, it is wise to look for
best practices. One of the best is the Atlanta Beltline in
Atlanta, GA, where GrahamSpencer Senior Designer
Alex Rysdon-Moulitsas resides.
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A Move to Dub Burlington City of Trails Was Not
Broadly Supported. Here’s Why.
Another excellent and inspiring example can be found
in the Iron Range of Minnesota. In the clustered
communities of Cayuna (population 271), Ironton
(population 500) and Crosby (population 2,749), an
idea was hatched when a large tract of natural land
devastated and left behind by iron mining companies
was reclaimed as a “recreation area.” The locals’ concept
was to build miles of mountain biking flow trails to
create a new visitor attraction. The results were
remarkable:

And here is the visitor's website for the Cayuna region:
https://www.cuyuna.com/
Cayuna boasts of its “purpose-built town with purposebuilt people” and “ride in, ride out convenience” for
overnighters and residents, alike:
Get here and park the car until further notice. When
everything is connected, you’ll have a profound ability to
connect not only to the Cuyuna outdoors, but to your
friends, family and ultimately, yourself.

Here is a story about Crosby’s development: https://
www.minnpost.com/economic-vitality-in-greaterminnesota/2017/10/small-town-big-wheels-howmountain-biking-saved-minnesota-mining-town/
This is the region's flow trails website: https://
www.cuyunalakesmtb.com/
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A Move to Dub Burlington City of Trails Was Not
Broadly Supported. Here’s Why.
Jay Graham, GS Founder and Co-Creative Director, is a
former competitive cyclist and knows many Illinois
cyclists who travel to Cayuna to ride mountain bikes
frequently. In fact, their visits inspired one Rockford
Park District Board Commissioner to lead a successful
fundraising eﬀort to start flow trails on Rockford Park
District land near the Kishwaukee River at the Atwood
Park Silent Sports Trail System: https://atwoodpark.org/
trails

2. Several respondents describe the downtown area,
which may otherwise be naturally attractive to touring
cyclists, as neither easily accessed from existing trails,
nor cyclist-friendly once people get downtown.
3. There doesn’t seem to have been any study of the
sorts of cyclists who frequent the trails, where they
come from or what might entice them to stop.
4. Some respondents suggested other nearby trail
systems are better-built, more impressive and easily
accessed from Burlington such as in Kettle Moraine
and the equally popular public-access trail that circles
Lake Geneva. These facts, they said, put Burlington at a
competitive disadvantage.

The Cayuna trails have not just inspired other trail
development in other states, but they have become a
strong overnight and day-travel magnet that has
created a robust visitor industry economy in the area.
Other City of Trail challenges for Burlington include:
1. Nobody was able to tell us how much non-resident
traﬃc exists on the White River Trail or any others.
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A Move to Dub Burlington City of Trails Was Not
Broadly Supported. Here’s Why.
It is a fairly easy call for us at this point to say while
becoming a “City of Trails” is worth continued
exploration and perhaps significant investment (even if
done simply to benefit residents and the community’s
livability) the concept should be abandoned as a
current position and other options should be explored
as part of this assignment.
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For Future Consideration; Could You Become Part
of a National Scenic Byway?
As you may be aware, there are a handful of National
Scenic Byways in Wisconsin. The nearest to Burlington
is called the “Lower Wisconsin River Road” and runs
between Lodi and Prairie du Chien. Being on a
National Scenic Byway has its advantages for
communities because they typically benefit from the
promotional power of the regional DMO that operates
them. That is true, for instance, in Illinois for the
communities like Atlanta along the old "Mother Road"
of Illinois Route 66, which stretches from Chicago to
Missouri. We’re curious to know whether creating a
national scenic byway in your region has ever been
considered, and what communities it might include
(such as Milwaukee, Lake Geneva and Burlington).
Following is some useful information on National
Scenic Byways that may be worth your investigation.

Lower Wisconsin River Road PDF: https://
sites.google.com/site/lowerwisconsinriverroad/
Information on Byways from WI DOT: https://
wisconsindot.gov/Pages/travel/road/scenic-ways/
default.aspx
WI Scenic Byways from Scenic America: https://
www.scenic.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/WIOﬃcial-One-Pager.pdf
Byways Information Including Grants: https://
www.scenic.org/visual-pollution-issues/scenic-byways/
Requirements to Nominate a Byway: https://
www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/23/162
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Could a Water-Based Trail System Be Created for
Residents and Possible Future Tourism Benefits?
When you’re assessing your Trails strengths for future
exploration and development, we encourage you to also
consider your rivers as trails of sorts. Others already
are, as you may be aware: https://
fabulousfoxwatertrail.org/

Several respondents bemoaned the lack of a local
outfitter from whom canoes and kayaks can be rented
and people can be ferried upstream with their craft.
Doing our due diligence, we found this website and a
mention online that dates back to 2008. We’re unsure
whether the business still exists. http://
www.tipacanoellc.com/ They also have a Facebook
presence with no posts. Beyond that, the nearest
outfitters appear to be other nearby communities such
as Waterford and Lake Geneva.

The trick, of course, to making this sort of thing
actionable and “monetizable” is to increase access to the
rivers from Burlington - and from the rivers to
Burlington - so those who own kayaks and canoes and
other watercraft can make them part of their
experiences in the community.
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Could a Water-Based Trail System Be Created for
Residents and Possible Future Tourism Benefits?
While only about 17 million Americans were counted
among kayaking participants in 2019 (https://
www.statista.com/statistics/191249/participants-inkayaking-in-the-us-since-2006/) vs almost 49 million
people who said they ride bikes (https://
www.statista.com/statistics/191204/participants-inbicycling-in-the-us-since-2006/) kayakers and
canoeists are still a sizable, passionate and active
market of people who might very well find Burlington
an attractive place to live - as well as visit.
This seems like an excellent project for the City’s Parks
Department to pursue.
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If Burlington Had a Persona,
What Would It Be?
According to ESRI, whose ArcGIS-based demographic
mapping and location-based software solutions help
professionals analyze location-based business issues
through data, Burlington falls most closely into two
community-based personae: Green Acres and Salt of
The Earth within their “Cozy Country Living” modes.
Examination of such data can help create messaging
that hews closely to the lifestyles experienced and/or
desired by your target markets.

predominant. In some ways, these personae may help
us decide what you want Burlington to become in the
future.
The Green Acres Profiles Characterizes Residents As:
The Green Acres lifestyle features country living and
self-reliance. They are avid do-it-yourselfers,
maintaining and remodeling their homes, with all the
necessary power tools to accomplish the jobs.
Gardening, especially growing vegetables, is also a
priority, again with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and
riding mowers. Outdoor living also features a variety of
sports: hunting and fishing, motorcycling, hiking and
camping, and even golf. Self-described conservatives,
residents of Green Acres remain pessimistic about the
near future yet are heavily invested in it.

Keep in mind, this is what the data suggest Burlington
is now. It’s not necessarily reflective of everyone in
Burlington. Nor is it likely to be accurate in the future
should the City continue to grow and bring in new
residents and business investment and become more
diverse. In doing so you would likely shift to an
adjacent category in which younger families are more
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If Burlington Had a Persona,
What Would It Be?
Green Acres Neighborhoods Are:

Income is derived not only from wages and salaries
but also from self-employment (more than 13% of
households), investments (27% of households), and
increasingly, from retirement.

Rural enclaves in metropolitan areas, primarily (not
exclusively) older homes with acreage; new housing
growth in the past 15 years.

They are cautious consumers with a focus on quality
and durability.

Single-family, owner-occupied housing, with a
median value of $235,500.

Comfortable with technology, more as a tool than a
trend: banking or paying bills online is convenient;
but the Internet is not viewed as entertainment.

An older market, primarily married couples, most
with no children.

Economic outlook is professed as pessimistic, but
consumers are comfortable with debt, primarily as
home and auto loans, and investments.

Green Acres Socioeconomic Traits Are:
Education: More than 60% are college educated.

Much more detail: http://downloads.esri.com/
esri_content_doc/dbl/us/tapestry/6a-greenacrestapestryflier-g826513.pdf (posted on following slides)

Unemployment is low at 3.8% (Index 70); labor force
participation rate is high at 66.8% (Index 107).
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GREEN ACRES SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

6A

Green Acres
Households: 3,923,400

Average Household Size: 2.70
Median Age: 43.9
Median Household Income: $76,800

WHO ARE WE?

OUR NEIGHBORHOOD

SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

The Green Acres lifestyle features country living and
self-reliance. They are avid do-it-yourselfers, maintaining
and remodeling their homes, with all the necessary power
tools to accomplish the jobs. Gardening, especially growing
vegetables, is also a priority, again with the right tools, tillers,
tractors, and riding mowers. Outdoor living also features a
variety of sports: hunting and fishing, motorcycling, hiking
and camping, and even golf. Self-described conservatives,
residents of Green Acres remain pessimistic about the
near future yet are heavily invested in it.

• Rural enclaves in metropolitan areas,
primarily (not exclusively) older homes
with acreage; new housing growth in
the past 15 years.

• Education: More than 60% are college educated.

• Single-family, owner-occupied housing,
with a median value of $235,500.

• Income is derived not only from wages and salaries
but also from self-employment (more than 13%
of households), investments (27% of households),
and increasingly, from retirement.

• An older market, primarily married
couples, most with no children.

• Unemployment is low at 3.8% (Index 70);
labor force participation rate is high at 66.8%
(Index 107).

• They are cautious consumers with a focus on
quality and durability.
• Comfortable with technology, more as a tool
than a trend: banking or paying bills online is
convenient; but the Internet is not viewed
as entertainment.

TAPESTRY

• Economic outlook is professed as pessimistic, but
consumers are comfortable with debt, primarily
as home and auto loans, and investments.

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

Note: The Index represents the ratio of the segment rate to the US rate multiplied by 100.
Consumer preferences are estimated from data by GfK MRI.
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6A

GREEN ACRES SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

TAPESTRY

Green Acres

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

AGE BY SEX (Esri data)

RACE AND ETHNICITY (Esri data)

INCOME AND NET WORTH

Median Age: 43.9 US: 38.2

The Diversity Index summarizes racial and ethnic diversity. The index
shows the likelihood that two persons, chosen at random from the
same area, belong to different race or ethnic groups. The index
ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity).

Net worth measures total household assets (homes, vehicles,
investments,$267,700
etc.) less any debts, secured (e.g., mortgages)
or unsecured (credit cards). Household income and
net worth
are estimated by Esri.
$93,300

Indicates US
85+
80–84
75–79
70–74
65–69
60–64
55–59
50–54
45–49
40–44
35–39
30–34
25–29
20–24
15–19
10–14
5–9
<5

Diversity Index: 26.0 US: 64.0

Median Household Income
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AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX

OCCUPATION BY$56,100
EARNINGS

The index compares the average amount spent in this market’s household budgets for
housing, food, apparel, etc., to the average amount spent by all US households. An index
of 100 is average. An index of 120 shows that average spending by consumers in this market
is 20 percent above the national average. Consumer expenditures are estimated by Esri.

The five occupations with the highest number of workers in the market are displayed
by median earnings. Data from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.
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6A

GREEN ACRES SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

TAPESTRY

Green Acres

MARKET PROFILE

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

HOUSING

(Consumer preferences are estimated from data by GfK MRI)

• Purchasing choices reflect Green Acres’ residents country life, including a variety of
vehicles from trucks and SUVs to ATVs and motorcycles, preferably late model.
• Homeowners favor DIY home improvement projects and gardening.

Median home value is displayed for markets that are primarily
owner occupied; average rent is shown for renter-occupied markets.
Tenure and home value are estimated by Esri. Housing type and average
rent are from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.

• Media of choice are provided by satellite service, radio, and television, also with
an emphasis on country and home and garden.
• Green Acres residents pursue physical fitness vigorously, from working out on
home exercise equipment to playing a variety of sports.
• Residents are active in their communities and a variety of social organizations, from
charitable to veterans’ clubs.

Own
86.1%

Typical Housing:

Home
Ownership
US Percentage:
62.7% Own
37.3% Rent

Rent
13.9%

Single Family

Median Value:
$235,500
US Median: $207,300

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

ESRI INDEXES

Total population, average annual population change since Census 2010, and average
density (population per square mile) are displayed for the market relative to the size
and change among all Tapestry markets. Data estimated by Esri.

Esri developed three indexes to display average household wealth, socioeconomic status,
and housing affordability for the market relative to US standards.
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6A

GREEN ACRES SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

TAPESTRY

Green Acres

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

SEGMENT DENSITY
This map illustrates the density and
distribution of the Green Acres
Tapestry Segment by households.
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For more information
1-800-447-9778
info@esri.com
esri.com
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If Burlington Had a Persona,
What Would It Be?
The Salt of The Earth Profiles Characterizes
Residents As:

Salt of The Earth Neighborhoods Are:
Concentrated in the Midwest, particularly in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Indiana.

Entrenched in their traditional, rural lifestyles. Citizens
here are older, and many have grown children that have
moved away. They still cherish family time and also
tending to their vegetable gardens and preparing
homemade meals. Residents embrace the outdoors;
they spend most of their free time preparing for their
next fishing, boating, or camping trip. The majority has
at least a high school diploma or some college
education; many have expanded their skill set during
their years of employment in the manufacturing and
related industries. They may be experts with DIY
projects, but the latest technology is not their forte.
They use it when absolutely necessary, but seek face-toface contact in their routine activities.

Due to their rural setting, households own two
vehicles to cover their long commutes, often across
county boundaries.
Home ownership rates are very high (Index 133).
Single-family homes are aﬀordable, valued at 25
percent less than the national market.
Nearly two in three households are com posed of
married couples; less than half have children at
home.
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If Burlington Had a Persona,
What Would It Be?
Salt of The Earth Socioeconomic Traits Are:

Much more detail: http://downloads.esri.com/
esri_content_doc/dbl/us/tapestry/6b-saltearthtapestryflier-g826513.pdf

Steady employment in construction, manufacturing,
and related service industries.
Completed education: 40% with a high school
diploma only.
Household income just over the national median,
while net worth is nearly double the national
median.
Spending time with family their top priority.
Cost-conscious consumers, loyal to brands they like,
with a focus on buying American.
Last to buy the latest and greatest products.
Try to eat healthy, tracking the nutrition and
ingredients in the food they purchase.
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SALT OF THE EARTH SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

6B

Salt of the Earth
Households: 3,545,800
Average Household Size: 2.59
Median Age: 44.1
Median Household Income: $56,300

WHO ARE WE?

OUR NEIGHBORHOOD

SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

Salt of the Earth residents are entrenched in their traditional,
rural lifestyles. Citizens here are older, and many have
grown children that have moved away. They still cherish
family time and also tending to their vegetable gardens
and preparing homemade meals. Residents embrace the
outdoors; they spend most of their free time preparing for
their next fishing, boating, or camping trip. The majority has
at least a high school diploma or some college education;
many have expanded their skill set during their years of
employment in the manufacturing and related industries. They
may be experts with DIY projects, but the latest technology
is not their forte. They use it when absolutely necessary,
but seek face-to-face contact in their routine activities.

• This large segment is concentrated in the
Midwest, particularly in Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Indiana.

• Steady employment in construction,
manufacturing, and related service industries.

TAPESTRY

• Due to their rural setting, households own
two vehicles to cover their long commutes,
often across county boundaries.
• Home ownership rates are very high
(Index 133). Single-family homes are
affordable, valued at 25 percent less
than the national market.
• Nearly two in three households are com
posed of married couples; less than half
have children at home.

• Completed education: 40% with a
high school diploma only.
• Household income just over the
national median, while net worth is
nearly double the national median.
• Spending time with family their top priority.
• Cost-conscious consumers, loyal to brands
they like, with a focus on buying American.
• Last to buy the latest and greatest products.
• Try to eat healthy, tracking the nutrition
and ingredients in the food they purchase.

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

Note: The Index represents the ratio of the segment rate to the US rate multiplied by 100.
Consumer preferences are estimated from data by GfK MRI.
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SALT OF THE EARTH SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

TAPESTRY

Salt of the Earth

6B

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

AGE BY SEX (Esri data)

RACE AND ETHNICITY (Esri data)

INCOME AND NET WORTH

Median Age: 44.1 US: 38.2

The Diversity Index summarizes racial and ethnic diversity. The index
shows the likelihood that two persons, chosen at random from the
same area, belong to different race or ethnic groups. The index
ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity).

Net worth measures total household assets (homes, vehicles,
investments,
etc.) less any debts, secured (e.g., mortgages)
$167,700
or unsecured (credit cards). Household income and
net worth
are estimated by Esri.
$93,300

Indicates US
85+
80–84
75–79
70–74
65–69
60–64
55–59
50–54
45–49
40–44
35–39
30–34
25–29
20–24
15–19
10–14
5–9
<5

Diversity Index: 19.8 US: 64.0

Median Household Income
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AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX

OCCUPATION BY$56,100
EARNINGS

The index compares the average amount spent in this market’s household budgets for
housing, food, apparel, etc., to the average amount spent by all US households. An index
of 100 is average. An index of 120 shows that average spending by consumers in this market
is 20 percent above the national average. Consumer expenditures are estimated by Esri.

The five occupations with the highest number of workers in the market are displayed
by median earnings. Data from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.
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6B

SALT OF THE EARTH SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living

TAPESTRY

Salt of the Earth

MARKET PROFILE

TM

SEGMENTATION
esri.com/tapestry

HOUSING

(Consumer preferences are estimated from data by GfK MRI)

Median home value is displayed for markets that are primarily
owner occupied; average rent is shown for renter-occupied markets.
Tenure and home value are estimated by Esri. Housing type and average
rent are from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.

• Outdoor sports and activities, such as fishing, boating, hunting, and
overnight camping trips are popular.
• To support their pastimes, truck ownership is high; many also own an ATV.
• They own the equipment to maintain their lawns and tend to their vegetable gardens.
• Residents often tackle home remodeling and improvement jobs themselves.
• Due to their locale, they own satellite dishes, and have access to high speed internet
connections like DSL.
• These conservative consumers prefer to conduct their business in person
rather than online. They use an agent to purchase insurance.

Own
83.1%

Typical Housing:

Home
Ownership
US Percentage:
62.7% Own
37.3% Rent

Rent
16.9%

Single Family

Median Value:
$154,300
US Median: $207,300

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

ESRI INDEXES

Total population, average annual population change since Census 2010, and average
density (population per square mile) are displayed for the market relative to the size
and change among all Tapestry markets. Data estimated by Esri.

Esri developed three indexes to display average household wealth, socioeconomic status,
and housing affordability for the market relative to US standards.
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6B

SALT OF THE EARTH SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS

LifeMode Group: Cozy Country Living
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If Not City of Trails, Upon What Hook
Should Burlington Hang Its Hat?
As stated above, the first question that needs to be
answered is whether the position should seek to attract
visitors, residents, business investment, talent - or all of
the above.

When ascertaining your strengths in any given
attraction classification, it’s important to keep the
competitive landscape in mind. Browns Lake was
mentioned by a few respondents, as was Bohner Lake,
as assets. But, several others cautioned that when you’re
just a 15 minute drive from one of the most beautiful
fresh water lakes in the U.S., Lake Geneva, with all the
infrastructure built around it that makes is accessible neither Burlington lake compares well in the eyes of
visitors.

GSearch respondents mostly said they don’t believe
Burlington is much of a draw for visitors - excepting
those who come to visit friends and relatives or drive to
Burlington from nearby communities to shop. They
come to shop at places like your Gooseberries, Itzen’s
Shoes and your big box stores, we were told. And they
come to visit your restaurants. Details in Verbatims.

When asked where they take visiting friends and
relatives who come for weekends, most respondents
tended to list as many or more places outside
Burlington than in Burlington, such as Lake Geneva,
Milwaukee and Chicago.
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If Not City of Trails, Upon What Hook
Should Burlington Hang Its Hat?
But you do have lakes, and lakes are attractive not just
for visitors but residents. You also have Honey Creek,
the White River and the Fox River flowing through
your lovely community - and you’re on the Fabulous
Fox Water Trail (https://fabulousfoxwatertrail.org/
access-sites/) that promises excellent paddling. You
also have many parks that provide not only places to
play and relax but green relief for the eye when driving
around town. This gives a sense of a bucolic community
that would be a relaxing, peaceful place to reside.

It’s a shame, actually, that Gooseberries isn’t located
downtown - since it appears to be one of Burlington’s
primary visitors attractions given its renowned
boutique shopping and dining experiences. Were it in
the center city it would serve as a magnet that would
draw attention to other new and existing assets such as
Fred’s, the new craft breweries, the coﬀee shop, Itzen’s
and other businesses. Other respondents pointed out
that to be a true “shopping center” Burlington’s
downtown needs more retail (such as clothing stores)
and perhaps one or two higher-end restaurant choices
"for date night." Burlington’s downtown seems to suﬀer
from a signage ordinance that precludes the use of
blade signs, by the way. This contributes to a lack of
visibility for businesses from cars passing by.

Downtown got high marks from some respondents but
a perhaps more realistic enthusiasm-check from others
said it is a work in progress. “Getting better but no
there yet.”
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If Not City of Trails, Upon What Hook
Should Burlington Hang Its Hat?
What Burlington appears to have in spades, though, is a
high degree of confidence in and appreciation for its
livability. Despite what many respondents described as
current deficiencies in their downtown, they still love it
and appreciate the progress being made there.

Words typically used to describe Burlington were
“quaint,” “old-fashioned” and “homey.” Just because
respondents don't see Burlington as a viable tourism
destination at the moment doesn't mean they don't like
their city. Most of them expressed quite a good deal of
love for it.

This enthusiasm extends to business owners/operators
who generally say they do not have a hard time
attracting talent to their work forces. One in particular
boasted that nearly all his company’s 600 employees live
in the City or Town of Burlington.

You have excellent healthcare. In fact, we wonder if a
strategy to cater to cancer patients and other visitors
seeking healthcare should be investigated. Note that
discussion and data point in our Quantitative Research
Section.
Burlington is respected for it’s K-12 schools, including
two high quality parochial schools.
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If Not City of Trails, Upon What Hook
Should Burlington Hang Its Hat?
People almost universally characterize it as “walkable”
and “friendly.” 36% of residents having achieved
bachelors degrees or higher, which places Burlington 4
points higher than the national average.

One negative issue that bubbled up in a few
conversations was the issue of racism. Burlington was
described by a handful of respondents as not being
“friendly to minorities” and as flat-out racists by a few.
Some self-reflection is probably due on this issue, and
mitigating actions should taken if necessary. See
“Diversity Issues” for more.

Burlington seems to be a magnet for boomerangs who
cannot wait to leave when they reach adulthood but
often return when it’s time to raise a family. They
appreciate later in life the characteristics they wanted to
escape as children or young adults. In a very real sense,
Burlington is a model middle American city in the
heart of the U.S.A.

It is for these reasons and others we recommend
placing the emphasis when creating a new positioning
statement and tagline on the livability of Burlington not its visitability. That is a promise you can definitely
deliver on. You can still promote visitation to
Burlington for specific focused reasons, but in a context
of scarce resources, we think prioritizing residential
and business growth before visitor industry growth
makes sense.

Burlington residents deeply value the convenience of
their community, its access to bigger communities like
Milwaukee and Chicago and its sense of security.
“I never lock my doors. I don’t have to.”
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If Not City of Trails, Upon What Hook
Should Burlington Hang Its Hat?
The only cautionary point we will make in this regard is
to point out we heard quite a few complaints about a
lack of housing stock. We heard homes sometimes sell
above asking price - and there are also too many
rundown older homes in need of facelifts. Many
bemoaned the lack of “aﬀordable housing,” (they were
not talking about "aﬀordable" in the HUD sense) and
multiple-family housing.
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Develop New Housing, Incentivize
Redevelopment of Old Homes
“(We have a) lack of housing. I think that’s a short term
problem, but I don’t think Burlington is doing enough
to promote development of their land. Waterford’s city
manager Jackson is kicking our ass with building every
kind of real estate—housing, business, communities,
and more.” GSearch Respondent

Others pointed out that while there is a dearth of low
income housing, insuﬃcient retirement housing and
too many poorly kept old homes, they like the idea of
making attracting new residents as as a way of
expanding the economy. Overall, it seems the City of
Burlington, perhaps win concert with the Town, should
devise a new housing strategy to make sure it can
accommodate new residential growth. We like the idea
of incentivizing renovation of old homes to bring new
curb appeal to the community.

Some respondents foresaw a way to decrease the
homogeneity of the community is through housing.
“Burlington is still dominated by the white male … this
is not unique to Burlington and they are not racist but
what it needs is an influx of new people, perhaps
attracted by new housing.” GSearch Respondent
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Develop New Housing, Incentivize
Redevelopment of Old Homes
In Newton, Ohio (pop. 15,130), new homeowners are incentivized with an oﬀer of up
to $10,000 in cash and a “Get To Know Newton Welcome Package” of up to $2,500
(plus a lawnmower!). Competition for new homeowners is likely to get stiﬀer in the
future and Burlington should give considerable thought to what it can do to make itself
as attractive as possible.

https://newtongov.org/806/Housing-Initiative
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Diversity Issues

The city + town is somewhere between more than 95%
caucasian. As such, it is not exactly a melting pot of
diverse cultures. There is a clear and present issue with
racism according to some respondents, communicated
by people within your city and popularized by
broadcast, print and social media to the outside world.
Even if Burlington was filled with the nicest people on
the planet, a one-race city will be unattractive to many
citizens of modern America.

To add further context to Burlington’s demographics in
relation to comparable markets, the data on page 190
paints a very white picture of Burlington’s population.
While Burlington isn’t statistically much less
homogenous than other smaller communities such as
East Troy and Waterford - or even Racine - it is quite
white compared to major cities driven by progressive
businesses such as Los Angeles (41.3% caucasian), New
York (44% caucasian), San Diego (58.9% caucasian)
and San Francisco (48.5% caucasian).
Communities that are more diverse in terms of race,
nationality and sexual orientation have been creating
jobs faster than others and companies that focus on
diversity will look to cities that reflect those trends.
(https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/
WI,burlingtontownracinecountywisconsin,burlingtonci
tywisconsin/PST045219)
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Diversity Issues

“History teaches us that when we grow our
immigration levels, we grow our economy.” — Marco
Mendicino, Canadian Immigration Minister

Burlington should consider working on being more
welcoming to potential minority and immigrant
residents as well as those who already reside there. In so
doing you stand to grow faster and be more prosperous
in a reapidly changing nation. This will need to happen
from the top down. The plan must be clearly and
transparently communicated and a real eﬀort should be
made to hear the voices of those who feel marginalized
in the City and Town of Burlington.

“Diversity is integral to a strong economy and inclusive
growth. A diverse and inclusive economy is an
economy that does not discriminate and treats all its
groups on an equal footing. Equal opportunities with
respect to education and jobs can generate a wide range
of economic benefits.” Organization for Economic
Cooperation & Development
https://www.oecd.org/inclusive-growth/inequality-andopportunity/events/international-diversityforum-2018/Issue%20II-%20%20Economic-ImpactDiversity-Business-case.pdf
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Diversity Issues

A report generated by the University of Arkansas may
be worth mining for planning and implementation
ideas. It lays out three primary ways in which
communities can become integrated: local leadership,
messaging & media, and contact between immigrants
and longtime residents. Of course we understand that
how you address immigration is related to, but diﬀerent
than how you address minority American populations,
but feel this issue is worth study from both angles.
https://www.welcomingamerica.org/sites/default/files/
wp-content/uploads/2011/10/Strategies-for-CreatingWelcoming-Communities.pdf
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Town vs City Dynamics

While locals understand the fact that there are two contiguous municipalities at play in
Burlington: the City of Burlington and the Town of Burlington. But, visitors certainly
don’t care about such borders and neither do potential residents - until they become
aware of the complexities. Cities existing adjacently to Towns are more common in
Wisconsin than they are in Illinois so to the extent you wish to target Illinois
populations for business investment and potential new residents, keep in mind you’ll
need to explain that relationship to many Illinoisans. For the most part, passersby just
think Burlington is Burlington.
Also several respondents characterized the relationship between the Town and the City
as somewhat acrimonious. Needless to say, showing a united front to the outside world
is always a good idea - especially when the outside world comes looking for places to
locate or expand businesses.
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Downtown Dynamics: A District That
Is Gaining Momentum
“I love Burlington, but it’s a pretty vanilla, midwestern
small town with a downtown that is decaying and needs
to be turned around. We are competing with towns of
our size in Wisconsin that are better funded and more
progressive.” GSearch Respondent

Generally, downtown was referred to as a work in
progress. Those characterizing it in the most positive
terms almost all mentioned two new craft breweries,
the coﬀee shop and the Liars Club lounge. Several said
downtown's buildings generally need to be spruced up
and restrictions loosened a bit to be more businessfriendly. We heard comments from respondents that
there are historic preservation regulations that prevent
people from being able to run their business eﬀectively.
It would be wise for the City to seek business people’s
input on this issue or risk losing additional
development to nearby communities. Once again, it’s
important to keep in mind that you’re living in a
competitive world where some other communities get
higher marks for investing in, cleaning up and
maintaining their downtown curb appeal.

Not all respondents were quite so down on downtown,
though ….
“I would say we have a bit of a revival going downtown
with ice cream, breweries and some forward motion.
Everything else here is stale, though.” GSearch
Respondent
Others praised the rise of residential development
downtown, as provided by local investors …
“Craig Faust has redone downtown apartments and
businesses. That’s a big strength.” GSearch Respondent
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Downtown Dynamics: A District That
Is Gaining Momentum
The City may want to devise a plan to incentivize the
presence of certain kinds of businesses it feels will
contribute to a downtown experience that is most
beneficial for residents and visitors.

Event programming should be considered for
downtown, as well - such as a monthly Friday Night
Arts event. Creating additional magnets to draw people
to the center city should be an important priority. In
Rockford, Illinois, the presence of a Friday Night City
Market has provided real fuel a downtown that has
been gaining momentum for years, benefiting from
hundreds of millions of dollars in the urban core.
http://www.rockfordcitymarket.com/ (Note
programming looks diﬀerent this year due to Covid.)

We were told a TIF district has been contemplated
downtown and hasten to mention that many
midwestern downtowns that have experienced mixeduse revivals have done so with the help of TIF districts,
historic tax credits and the like.
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Clarify and Amplify Your TIF strategy…

When asked what are barriers to business development
in Burlington, several respondents mentioned the lack
of a TIF District. We understand that is not to quited
true - you have one, but it's winding down.

“We’re missing out by not having incentives to oﬀer
businesses. We just closed TIF 3 downtown. We talk
about doing more, then get tied up doing residential
out on I-83 … we’re at only 1% or 2% of the 12 %
capacity we can do. What will it be? Mixed use,
industrial or commercial?” GSearch Respondent

“Our lack of a TIF District makes it tough, but I don’t
think there’s anything else blocking people from doing
business here.” GSearch Respondent

We believe marketing of the BMOP can be improved by
more clearly identifying the infrastructure available at
each of the sites, and whether the industrial park is in a
TIF district. The City of Burlington markets TIF as an
available tool on the city website, but it does not
provide a map of where the TIF is located. This
information should be readily available to all potential
investors. We feel strongly that your TIF strategy
should be broadened and better-articulated on your
website and in your marketing materials.

When asked if economic development is adequately
funded, TIF Districts came up again, more correctly
stated ….
“No, it's not adequately funded … we’re hamstrung by
our lack of a TIF District where it matters. Ours is in
Walworth County and is closing in two years.” GSearch
Respondent
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Target Young Families Looking to Settle Down, Retirees
Looking for Peace and Security and E-Commuters Wishing
to Escape High Density Living.
Once Burlington’s new position/tagline and identity are created, it will be important to
create a cohesive marketing plan based on the notion of shifting focus to residential and
business growth vs tourism promotion.
Pew Research estimates 23.5 million Americans will be on the move away from densely
populated areas to less densely populated areas - looking for more space, less costs and
that half will head to rural America “which has 97% of the land mass but only 20% of
the population. Google, as you might have read, has announced it will allow its
workforce to work form home until 2021. Other major companies making similar
announcements are Zillow, Salesforce and Slack. Burlington should see itself in this
excellent piece in The Hill on the subject of the U.S.'s migrating workforce:
https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/510123-googles-work-from-home-extensioncould-be-a-boon-for-rural-america
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Target Young Families Looking to Settle Down, Retirees
Looking for Peace and Security and E-Commuters Wishing
to Escape High Density Living.
The Wall Street Journal sees this trend as an inevitable consequence of forces that were
already at work and says remote work severs the connection between home and work:
“This rapid reordering accelerates a trend that has been under way for years. And it
doesn’t just change the dynamic between workers and companies. It is aﬀecting the
economic fates of cities and communities large and small, but especially smaller ones:
They can now develop and build their economies based on remote workers and compete
with the big-city business centers and West Coast high-tech meccas that have long
dominated the employment landscape.”
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-remote-work-is-reshaping-americas-urbangeography-11614960100?mod=wsjtwittertest19&twclid=11379088064287551492
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Target Young Families Looking to Settle Down, Retirees
Looking for Peace and Security and E-Commuters Wishing
to Escape High Density Living.
In formulating our communications plan, we should consult the learnings of GSearch,
reference ESRI’s Green Acres and Salt of The Earth profiles and engage in further
exploration of how and where to message to prospective residents through smart
planning. This will require a combination of messaging planning and media planning.
We may want to look at targeting suburban communities with our messaging, as well as
opposed to inner cities. Once the memory of the pandemic is fully behind us, the more
crowded suburbs could produce these types of people:
1.

Those who are happy/content in the 'burbs and want to stay.

2.

Those who are not happy with the eﬀects of what the pandemic stimulated:
increased suburban population/density, more pronounced traﬃc and higher
home prices. These are the people Burlington will be most attractive to.

3.

Those who want to move back into urban centers to be closer to cultural and
recreational amenities, jobs and schools (especially true if rent and house prices
become depressed relative the region)

Needless to say, our people would be behind door number two.
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Target Young Families Looking to Settle Down, Retirees
Looking for Peace and Security and E-Commuters Wishing
to Escape High Density Living.
Finally, if a decision is made to focus on residential growth, it may make sense to
discontinue investment in Real Racine, which is 100% tourism-focused. The
organization received mixed reviews for its performance on behalf of Burlington by
your respondents. To be fair, it’s diﬃcult for a countywide organization like Real Racine
to be seen as equally benefiting the smaller towns within its purview when “Racine” is
both its headquarters and in its name, but the truth is most GSearch respondents who
mentioned Real Racine did so critically or skeptically. Props to Real Racine for the nice
job it did on the “Adventure Big In Burlington” video on its website - although, once
again - the video is somewhat tough to find.
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On Your Website and in Other Media, Commit to
Telling Your Story Really, Really Well
“My bedroom is 2 minute from my oﬃce. Burlington is
a unicorn. We know everybody. My job, the business,
the community all make that quality of living possible.”
GSearch Respondent

In a Peter Mulvey tune entitled Knuckleball Suite about
a bar in Fort Atkinson called Cafe Carpe, he sings …
This town is a talisman, it is a vanishing breed
The town is a talisman, and we are a vanishing breed
But our song is first chair viola
Lost in the weeds

A missing piece of making Burlington attractive to
potential residents, business owners/investors - as well
as visitors - is compelling story telling. There is a real
Norman Rockwell-esque aspect to Burlington that
should make it very attractive to many Americans especially in a post-Covid world. One respondent
called the city a "Unicorn."

Fort Atkinson is not dissimilar from Burlington and we
love the romanticism of this language Mulvey uses to
describe it. But we don’t see much of it in any of the
ways Burlington is characterized by its promoters.
Perhaps you could use a little romanticizing in the way
the community is branded and talked about. We are not
necessarily talking about being poetic to the extent we
were in this work for Saugatuck, MI:
https://vimeo.com/314122920
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On Your Website and in Other Media, Commit to
Telling Your Story Really, Really Well
But you could strive for the kind of language employed
here in our work for Rockford, IL:
https://vimeo.com/189265308
How you tell your story is as important as the story
itself - and can really set you apart, whether you're
describing the history of Dr Edward Dyer's
Underground Railroad heroism or the dynamic
(newer) history of an interesting, successful company
such as LDV Inc.
Additional value will be derived from high quality
storytelling locally - because we heard ample indication
that local residents tend not to know much the many
interesting businesses operating in Burlington - or the
community's fascinating history.
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Positioning for Business
Investment Attraction
Burlington has a unique competitive advantage with its
concentration of employment in healthcare, which is
also the fastest growing industry nationally for
employment projected over the next ten years. This is a
major opportunity that Burlington can leverage
through ensuring that the needs of hospital systems
and patients are met through public and private
services. Developing and leveraging relationships with
the hospital systems may lead to attraction of ancillary
healthcare services.

In fact, among competing communities, Burlington’s
greatest advantage is it concentration of healthcare
employment. There are more jobs in the healthcare
industry in Burlington than any competing area (not
including source markets of Milwaukee, Racine and
Kenosha). There is also a large number of people that
live in Burlington that work in the healthcare industry,
but not necessarily with jobs in Burlington. This
represents potential workforce for companies
considering locating or expanding in Burlington.
As stated elsewhere, global trends in e-commerce and
re-shoring of medical supplies, will drive growth in
industries including medical device manufacturing,
warehouse and distribution services. For these reasons
a strategy should be considered to pitch Burlington as
an excellent place for healthcare providers and
manufacturers to locate.
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Positioning for Business
Investment Attraction
In short, you can confidently pitch Burlington as a
center of healthcare.

Burlington should pursue a TIF Strategy to heavily
incentivize development at the Burlington
Manufacturing & Oﬃce Park. If a TIF does exist,
ensure it is clearly incorporated into marketing strategy.
BMOP may need to be heavily incentivized to attract
investment due to its distance from major interstates.

The opportunity to attract employers in manufacturing
and distribution industries is hindered by less
advantageous interstate access than competitors, so
eﬀorts to develop industry should be focused on
retaining and growing existing employers. Those
existing employers may recommend specific
opportunities to attract targeted companies from their
supply-chain, or other types of partners. Developing
and mining those relationships will provide the best
opportunity to attract new employers, while
maintaining the best opportunity to retain and grow
those existing businesses.

And Burlington should promote quality of life to take
advantage of the increase in remote professional work.
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Converting Commuters to Residents

The City of Burlington is a net-attractor of commuters, with more people commuting to
jobs in the City of Burlington than commute to jobs in other cities: 4,076 people
commute out of Burlington, 1,341 live and work in Burlington and 7,057 commute to
jobs in Burlington. Not surprisingly, the inbound commuters come from nearby
communities - in many cases, we believe, small ones - as well as larger ones: Milwaukee,
Racine and Kenosha. In the chart on page 200, you can see communities from which
Burlington workers are commuting. The “all other categories” total cannot be cut any
finer - probably because there are less than 150 employees coming from each of the
communities in that group. The question we should ask ourselves is; are these people a
market of potential residents? We certainly think it is worth devising strategies to attract
their interest - whether purely advertising-based or combined with incentive programs
for, say, purchasing and renovating older homes as mentioned elsewhere. Were such a
program achievable and financeable, it would be worth advertising it more broadly.
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Burlington Has Good Manufacturing
Stock; Exploit It
As revealed in the quantitative section of this report, Burlington is fortunate to have key
employers in growing industries. As noted, while manufacturing employment will
decline nationally, certain sectors within manufacturing will see growing demand due to
e-commerce and re-shoring of sensitive supply chains. Burlington’s current employment
base is largely in growing employment sectors. Eﬀorts could be made to promote
Burlington’s suitability for location of such companies and use the presence of existing
ones as proof-of-concept.
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Burlington’s Promotions & Partnerships

It appears most of Burlington’s promotional eﬀorts have
been accomplished through partnerships with
organizations like Discover Wisconsin, the Burlington
Chamber and Real Racine - as well as its membership
with RCEDC, plus:

While we agree with the notion of trying to make a
small budget go further by trying to leverage
partnerships, Burlington’s presence gets buried on
partner websites and lost in many shared promotions
that do not make Burlington the headline or the
singular focus of a story. In these tourism-focused
stories or on websites, Burlington is often pinned
against larger cities and otherwise must share viewer
focus with other cities. As a result, Burlington’s
promotions tend to be diﬃcult to find. This includes
when it is looped under the same “Southeastern
Region” category on the Discover Wisconsin website as
other smaller communities or when Burlington is three
minutes of a 15 minute Discover Wisconsin video
featuring Walworth, Lake Geneva, Racine and
Milwaukee.

Print ads in Regional WI or Northern IL papers.
Facebook promotion and occasional website content
or email updates concerning events like Chocolate
Fest or Tall Tales
Burlington also seems to maintain good partner
relationships with Lake Geneva.
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Burlington’s Promotions & Partnerships

Generally speaking it is hard to see how Burlington is
getting much value out of this approach and we think
that fact helps make an argument for reevaluating
media strategy in favor of a more focused approach.

Conversely, when targeting business investment, nearby
targets may prove to be less fruitful because other
similar communities have better access to highways
and the same tax advantages - while Burlington may
sound quite nice to more highly taxed Illinois business
owners.

Competition and proximity drive some of this
discussion, as well. When seeing visitor attention, we
believe your heaviest competition, as well as your most
likely visitor targets, mostly live within 30 miles of
Burlington. Keep this in mind when devising plans for
new events as well as developing your trails amenities.
Create the right magic to attract those neighbor/
visitors.
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